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ABSTRACT . 
This t h e s i s deals w i t h the naive quark pairton model as 
means of e x p l a i n i n g deep i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g phenomena. 
The formalism of the quark model i s reviewed as i s the partpn 
model and i t s main r e s u l t s . The Kuti-Weisskopf quark parton model 
i s introduced and used to make p r e d i c t i o n s f o r charged and n e u t r a l 
c u r r e n t n e u t r i n o experiments. 
An attempt i s made to improve the Kuti-Weisskopf model 
p r e d i c t i o n s and we propose a model i n which new hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s , 
besides the p,n,X and charmed p' quarks p a r t i c i p a t e . I n t h i s 
model the new p a r t i c l e s are c l a s s i f i e d i n SU(2) t r i p l e t s of the 
Weinberg model. 
W<j an.ilyee charged and n e u t r a l c u r r e n t n e u t r i n o experiments 
and c o n s t r u c t a model which i s a m o d i f i c a t i o n of a quark model 
proposed by R.Mc. Elhaney and S.F. Tuan. 
I n the l i g h t of recent work on nonlc-ptonic i n t e r a c t i o n s of the 
e l e c t r o n we consider both e l e c t r o n p o s i t r o n a n n i h i l a t i o n and deep 
i n e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g . 
F i n a l l v , we propose a scheme i n which "naive quark parton model' 
2 
techniques can give ( l o g s ) behaviour f o r the hadronic t o t a l cross 
se c t i o n s . 
HOW TO READ THIS THESIS 
The t h e s i s i s di v i d e d i n t o f i v e chapters and nine appendices. 
Expressions encountered throughout t h i s t h e s i s are l a b e l l e d by 
two numbers , the f i r s t of them i n d i c a t i n g the corresponding 
chapter, or appendix, which the expression belongs t o . Appendix 
formulae have the l e t t e r A standing i n f r o n t of these two numbers 
i n d i c a t i n g thus t h a t they belong t o an appendix. 
For the convenience of the reader a l l f i g u r e s and tables are 
included as pa r t s of the t e x t . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The i n t e r n a l s t r u c t u r e of matter has been the object of 
speculation of the human mankind f o r about three thousand years. 
Democritus"^ was the f i r s t to put forward the problem as t o what 
c o n s t i t u t e d the smallest p a r t of matter. He argued th a t 
matter cannot be subdivided i n d e f i n i t e l y but there are fundamental 
c o n s t i t u e n t s which he c a l l e d " ^ "atoms". 
The beginning o f our century deserves the name of the 
"Golden Age" of the 'atomic' approach to Physics. I n the e a r l y 
nineteen hundreds, almost two and a h a l f thousand years a f t e r 
Democritus, Rutherford proposed h i s model f o r the hydrogen atom which 
consisted of a proton and one e l e c t r o n moving around i t i n an 
e l i p t i c a l o r b i t . I n order to exp l a i n the spectra of emission 
and absorption o f the atoms, as w e l l as many other phenomena, p h y s i c i s t s 
were forced to adopt new concepts, such as the, quantum. The 
c l a s s i c a l theories of mechanics and electromagnetism seemed to be 
inadequate i n the world of the microcosm and a new theory was 
developed, that of "Quantum Mechanics". . For some time i t was thought 
t h a t the end of the physics would be i n the very near f u t u r e and a l l 
problems would be solved. Unfortunately things d i d hot t u r n out 
t h i s way. Nowadays, almost f i f t y years a f t e r the development and 
establishment of the quantum mechanics, things seem to be more 
complicated than ever. 
f Greek philosopher boi-n i n 470 BiC. 
f f - The word atom comes from the Greek word 'atoiiov'(atomon) and i t 




I n t h i s i n t e r v a l of f i f t y years a p l e t h o r a of other p a r t i c l e s 
besides the proton and the e l e c t r o n have been discovered. The laws 
governing the i n t e r a c t i o n s of these p a r t i c l e s among themselves i s 
not known a t l e a s t up t o the time o f w r i t i n g . 
I n the meantine the smashing o f the atom has become a f a c t and 
the word 'atom' has l o s t i t s o r i g i n a l meaning. 
With t h i s large number of p a r t i c l e s discovered so f a r , the problem 
o f Democritus s t i l l remains unanswered. Are a l l these p a r t i c l e s 
elementary, i n the sense th a t they c o n s t i t u t e the fundamental blocks 
o f matter, or not? 
To b r i n g order to the chaos of many apparently unrelated p a r t i c l e s , 
Gelmann i n 1964 proposed the SU(3) symmetry group. The basic 
rep r e s e n t a t i o n of t h i s group consists of three fundamental p a r t i c l e s , 
the w e l l known quarks p, n and ,X. These quarks carry f r a c t i o n a l 
e l e c t r i c charges and they have baryon number equal to ^/3, The known 
mesons are supposed to consist of a quark-anciq'jark p a i r (qq) and the 
baryons of three quarks (qqq). Thus the known hadrons are 
c l a s i s i f i e d i n representation of the SU(3) group. 
Later t h i s SU(3) group was enlarged t o SU(6) so t h a t quark-spin 
e f f e c t s were taken i n t o account. However the group SU(6) x 0 ( 3 ) 
seemed to be more r e a l i s t i c since the motion of quarks was taken i n t o 
account as w e l l ; according to i t hadrons behaved as bound s t a t e s , 
w i t h o r b i t a l e x c i t a t i o n , of a quark-antiquark p a i r (mesons) or o f 
three quarks (baryons). 
Various t h e o r e t i c a l d i f f i c u l t i e s lead people to consider other 
I l l 
groups such as SQ(6) and SU(6) x 0 ( 3 ) . 
w w 
I t I s evident that l a r g e r groups can be found, by assuming the 
existence of a d d i t i o n a l quarks c a r r y i n g new quantum numbers, which 
accommodate more fradrons. For exanple the SU(3) group i s contained 
/ i n the bigger SU{4) whose basic representation consists of the three 
/ quarks p, n and h plus another quark the p' which i s assumed t o c a r r y 
a new quantum number c a l l e d charm; the necessity of using SU(4) rather 
than the SU(3) has experimental support a f t e r the discovery of the new 
p a r t i c l e s ijr and t * which are supposed to be charm-anticharm bound 
s t a t e s . • 
The way quarfcs have been treated so f a r i s t h a t suggested by 
hadron spectroscojp.y. These quarks are c a l l e d " c o n s t i t u e n t quarks" 
and i t i s not the only way quarks appear i n the context o f modern 
physics. During the l a s t few years much has been said about 
"c u r r e n t quarks" vMch i s a no t i o n q u i t e d i f f e r e n t from that of the 
c o n s t i t u e n t quark. According to i t there i s a group, the 
[SU(6) X 0 (3)1 , which gives us the currents of the theory . w ^ c u r r e n t s 
( e l e c t r i c , weak etc) i n terms of t h e " c u r r e n t quarks", to be 
d i s t i n g u i s h e d froa. the [SU(6)x 0 ( 3 ) ] ^.^ ^ which i s the ^ w ^ c o n s t i t u e n t 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n group f o r hadrons. Attempts to connect these two 
groups by a un i t a r y transformation have been made i n the l i t e r a t u r e . 
The so called"^ "Melosh transformation" has e x a c t l y t h i s property. 
So f a r quarks have not been observed experimentally. Perhaps 
t h i s can be achieved i n the near or remote f u t u r e when there are 
experimental machines of energies higher than those a v a i l a b l e 
t H.J. Helosh: Cadtech Ph.D. Thesis (1973) 
IV 
a t present. I n the meantime experiments are i n progress searching 
f o r the fundamental c o n s t i t u e n t of matter or the"atom" of Democritus -
i f you l i k e . 
I f hadrons are r e a l l y composed of more fundamental c o n s t i t u e n t s 
then by bombarding a hadroii by high eriergetic beam we can go deeply 
i n t o i t and probably break i t i n t o i t s c o n s t i t u e n t s , . This i s the 
s o r t o f experiment c a r r i e d out at SLAC where they study the i n c l u s i v e 
process e + p e + (Anything). T h e o r e t i c a l l y t h i s process i s 
assumed t o occur v i a the exchange of a spacelike photon which h i t s 
the t a r g e t proton. Having large photon momentum, which i n the language 
o f quantum mechanics means small wavelength, we would be able to see 
d e t a i l s of the proton s t r u c t u r e or we could break the proton i n t o i t s 
c o n s t i t u e n t s . Free quarks were not detected i n t h i s experiment but 
the data revealed a very important phenomenon t h a t of "Bjorken s c a l i n g " . 
I n the meantime other experimental groups at NAL and at CERN, using 
n e u t r i n o or a n t i n e u t r i n o beams, have studied the reactions 
v ( v ) + N -4 iilp^) + X i n which the probe i s not a photon but a W-boson, 
The same s c a l i n g phenomenon was also obser\'ed i n these experiments. 
Roughly speaking, Bjorken s c a l i n g i s the statement that the s t r u c t u r e 
2 
f u n c t i o n s F. o(v,q ) , associated w i t h the processes mentioned before, 
2 
are not f u n c t i o n s of the vari a b l e s v and q alone, but they are 
f u n c t i o n s o f the r a t i o ^/q^ when v and q^ are large w h i le ^/q^ i s 
2 
f i x e d ; the v a r i a b l e q i s the momentum squared of the probing p a r t i c l e 
and V i s the v a r i a b l e v = ^ • ^ , where s denotes the probe and 
ZM 
t c i r g c t p a r t i c l e center of masa t o t a l energy squared. The kin e m a t i c a l 
2 v 2 
regi o n v,q large and ^ /q f i x e d , i n which s c a l i n g sets i n , i s c a l l e d 
"Bjorken s c a l i n g l i m i t " . 
This phenomenon has been a puzzle to any t h e o r e t i c i a n and t h i s 
i s the reason why deep i n e l a s t i c experiments have concentrated many 
people's i n t e r e s t the l a s t few years. 
Among the deep i n e l a s t i c experiments performed i s the experiment 
measuring the n e u t r a l t o charged current r a t i o s defined as 
a(v + N V + X ) / a ( v + N ^ ji" + X ) and a(v + N -+v + X)/<T(V + N ^ [i\ X ) . 
The importance of t h i s experiment must be p a r t i c u l a r l y stressed since 
i n t h i s way i t i s proved that the n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s which enter i n 
some gauge t h e o r i e s do e x i s t j j 
I n the content of t h i s thesis we deal w i t h the naive quark 
p a r t o n model as means to i n t e r p r e t the data regarding the deep 
i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n and neutrinoproduction processes. To 
deal w i t h the existence of the n e u t r a l currents Weinberg's renorraalizable 
theory i s assumed. 
We also consider e l e c t i o n - p o s i t r o n a n n i h i l a t i o n phenomena; non-
l e p t o n i c i n t e r a c t i o n s of the e l e c t r o n are considered, i n the context 
of the naive quark parton model, i n order t o i n t e r p r e t some of the e e^ 
data. 
F i n a l l y , we make an attempt to e x p l a i n the r i s i n g high energy 
behaviour of the hadronic cross sections applying quark parton model 
techniques. Although we deal w i t h s c a l i n g and n e u t r a l c u r r e n t 
phenomena, which c o n s t i t u t e one of the most e x c i t i n g parts of 
elementary p a r t i c l e physics f o r the l a s t decade, we l i m i t ourselves 
to the quark parton model approach, i n combination w i t h Weinberg's 
V I 
theory f o r weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s . Other 
t h e o r e t i c a l approaches used to i n t e r p r e t s c a l i n g and n e u t r a l 
c u r r e n t phenomena are not discussed. 
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CHAPTER I , . 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
I n t h i s chapter we present the basic concepts, physical . 
q u a n t i t i e s , and formalism, w i t h which we deal i n the f o l l o w i n g 
chapters. 
We discuss i n b r i e f deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n s c a t t e r i n g 
and the s i g n i f i c a n c e of the s t r u c t u r e functions. For the r e l a t e d 
r e a c t i o n s , p + p -•|J|J.'^  + X and e + e^ -> Hadrpns, we give the 
e x p e r i m e n t a l l y measured q u a n t i t i e s which w i l l be of i n t e r e s t to us 
i n forthcoming chapters. 
N e u t r i n o induced reactions, such as vN - + X and vN -t [i^X^are 
discussed b r i e f l y and an i n t r o d u c t i o n to the Weinberg model i s given. 
Bjorken s c a l i n g , n e u t r a l currents and the existence of charmed 
p a r t i c l e s are also b r i e f l y discussed. 
, VJe have consciously omitted many other t h e o r e t i c a l considerations 
i n the f i e l d f o r tv;o main reasons;, f i r s t , because of the enormous 
number of them e x i s t i n g i n l i t e r a t u r e , f o r which a d e t a i l e d account 
would r e q u i r e a great deal of space, and second, because we wish to 
s t a t e only those ones immediately connected x^ith what w i l l be said 
i n the remaining p a r t of t h i s t h e s i s . 
I I ) Electromagnetic proton, Neutron Form Factors 
Before considering the deep i n e l a s t i c electron-proton s c a t t e r i n g ^ 
we t h i n k i t appropriate to say a few words concerning e l a s t i c 
e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n scattering.and to discuss the electromagnetic proton 
and neutron form f a c t o r s . 
2 e 
To lowest order of the hyperfine s t r u c t u r e constant, o^= -;— , 
the e l a s t i c process e" -|- p e~ + p i s represented p i c t o r i a l l y by 
the f o l l o w i n g Feynman diagram,. 
FIGURE 1; Kinematics of e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n s c a t t e r i n g . 
, where (oj, K) and (u)',K') are the momentum four vectors of the incoming 
and the outgoing e l e c t r o n respectively,and (E,p) and (E',p') are the 
corresponding momenta f o r the incoming and the outgoing proton. 
To f i n d the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section of the above process we 
need the m a t r i x element ^? i^'Ij^''*'^ ^I'/O j where j ^ ( x ) i s the 
e l e c t r i c c u r r e n t and |p,s>, j p ' , s ' > t h e proton's i n i t i a l and f i n a l states 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The indices s and s' denote the spin of the proton. 
I f the proton was a p o i n t l i k e o b j e c t , l i k e the e l e c t r o n say, 
then i t s electromagnetic current would be given by j'cx) - €Y^^'^^4*(^) 
where i s the proton f i e l d . 
Experiments have shown th a t the proton has a s t r u c t u r e and thus 
i t s c u r r e n t should not be of the above form. 
Choosing our states normalized c o v a r i a n t l y ^ t h a t i s 
(1.1) 
we w r i t e f o r the c u r r e n t m a t r i x elements [1,2,3] 
<f,Vlj(Ol lp>=<U(^4$^^ + i^F5)6'^,^'}u(p,5) . (1.2, 
I n t h i s formula the spinors are normalized to u n i t y , t h a t i s 
"U(PjS)U(p,s')- 5*$*'; the four vector q^ i s the momentum t r a n s f e r 
q = K ~ K', i s the proton mass, i s the proton's anomalous 
magnetic moment, and e the physi c a l proton charge. The functions 
Fj^^^^(q^) and F2^^^(q^) are c a l l e d electromagnetic form f a c t o r s and 
• 2 
depend only upon the v a r i a b l e q . At zero momentum t r a n s f e r they 
have the values 
f ^ ( j ' ) - F , ( | ' ) - l . ( 1 . 3 ) 
I n l i t e r a t u r e [1,2,3,4] one f i n d s the Sachs form f a c t o r s defined by 
Gif)'^^^i<lU±u^^F^if} (1.4a) 
^h^-^^M^-'i^M^ ' a.4b) 
I n the coordinate system i n which the time l i k e vector p + p ' has 
no space component the two combinations of. F^ and F2 given i n Eqs.(1.4) 
correspond to the e l e c t r i c charge d i s t r i b u t i o n and the d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
the magnetic moment . This i s the reason Gg and are o f t e n 
c a l l e d e l e c t r i c and magnetic form f a c t o r s r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
da d^a The d i f f e r e n t i a r cross sections ^ and — i n terms of 
dO'dE' dO' 
G„ and G., are given by the expressions [see f o r example Ref. 1,2] 
. E M 
A . ^ f i + H) E^[M ('^^aF;^^) COS'S-
2M; ' 2 ) 
M l . 5a) 
(1.5b) 
I n the expressions above Q i s the lab o r a t o r y s c a t t e r i n g angle and. 
E,E' the energies of the incoming and outgoing e l e c t r o n r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The cross-sections given i n Eqs. (1.5) can be measured 
ex p e r i m e n t a l l y and consequently we can have i n f o r m a t i o n concerning the. 
behaviour of the form f a c t o r s . Had the proton been a p o i n t l i k e 
(r> 9 (r> 2 
p a r t i c l e we would have found Fj^(q~) = 1 and F2(q ) = O or the same 
(p> 2 <p) 2 
G„(q ) 1 and G„(q ) = 1 which does not happen. 
Experimental data [ 5 ] give the f o l l o w i n g e m p i r i c a l f i t s f o r the 





where i s i n u n i t s of ( ~ " ) • "^ ^^  f a c t o r s G^ ^^  and (^^* given 
by Eqs. (1.6) decrease as f a s t as /q f o r high momentum t r a n s f e r s . 
We give another f i t to the data i n which G^ ^^  and G^/^have an 
2 
e x p o n e n t i a l f a l l - o f f behaviour f o r high q [ 6 ] 
^(?) -[V-O^P 
Gj^i)-- V.2> e (1.7a) 
Form f a c t o r s f o r the neutron can be defined i n the same way 
as f o r the proton. Because the charge of the neutron i s zero 
F ^ " l q ^ ) and cJ^Cq^) must vanish v;hile F^"(q^) approaches 1 i n the 
2 
l i i n i t q 0, Data from electron-deuteron s c a t t e r i n g give the 
f o l l o w i n g e m p i r i c a l f i t f o r the neutron form f a c t o r s [5] 
G , ( i ) . —^..G^C^') (1.8., 
(1.8b) 
I n Eqs. (1.8) G^*'^  and G^"^'are given by the Eqs, (1.6) . The 
constants ii^ and arc the anomalous magnetic moments, of the 
pr o t o n and neutron r e s p e c t i v e l y and i n u n i t s of the Bohr magneton 
they have the values = 1.79, = -1.91. 
2 
F o r . l a r g e r q a b e t t e r f i t i s obtained [7] f o r the neutron e l e c t r i c 
f o nn f a c t o r using the formula 
M f ^1 X \ (?) 
12) I n e l a s t i c Electron-Proton Scattering 
We proceed now to examine the i n e l a s t i c r e a c t i o n e + p ^ e' + X, 
The i n t e r a c t i o n i s assumed to be purely electromagnetic and i n f i r s t 
order of p e r t u r b a t i o n theory the process i s represented by the 
f o l l o w i n g Feynman diagram. ^ 
FIGURE 2; Kinematics of i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n s c a t t e r i n g . 
I n the proton's Lab. frame the unpolarised d i f f e r e n t i a l cross 
d^a 
s e c t i o n -^T^q, i s given by [see f o r example Fs^^i. 8 and A.3.9 ]• 
2 
I n t h i s formula the v a r i a b l e s Q and v are defined by 
( i . U b ) 
M 
= (E,K) and K'^ = (E',K') are the momenta of the incoming and outgoing 
e l e c t r o n r e s p e c t i v e l y . M i s the mass of the proton and p''its momentum. 
and W2 c a l l e d the s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s , are r e a l dimensionless 
2 
and depend on the Q and v va r i a b l e s . 
2 
I n terms of the Q and v the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section — -
dQ"dv 
i s g i v e n by the expression 
Note t h a t the v a r i a b l e q2 i n the physical region of the process 
e" + p e~ + X i s time l i k e . This i s . seen from the f a c t t h a t 
i n proton's Lab. frame Q = 4EE'sin -|- > 0. . Comparing ( l . l O ) w i t h 
(l.5a)we see t h a t f o r e l a s t i c electron-proton s c a t t e r i n g the s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n s W, and W„ are 
So f a r we have d e a l t w i t h unpolarized phenomena. I t would be 
u s e f u l t o f i n d expressions f o r the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections when 
the proton t a r g e t and the e l e c t r o n beam are pol a r i z e d . 
2 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section ^,Jl ,^,- vjhen the spins of the beam 
dc'dO' 
e l e c t r o n and the t a r g e t proton are p a r a l l e l i s found to be [see 
f o r example Ref. 9 and A.3.15 ] . 
§!(L^-?)V/<:)i'l^W>)[ . (1.14) 
The corresponding expression when the spins are a n t i p a r a l l e l i s 
(see A.3.16 ) 
i k n ^ , llfL^c$)Wj^)-^L^^^^^ . (1.15) 
The tensons L^^^(S), L^''(A), W^^(S) and W*^^(A) appearing i n Eqs. ( l . 14) 
and (1.15) are defined i n Appendix 3c. 
A u s e f u l measurable p h y s i c a l q u a n t i t y i s the asymmetry defined 
by 
Using the a n a l y t i c expressions f o r L^^ and W^ ^ the asymmetry A takes 
on the form 
2 2 
where the f u n c t i o n s d(v,Q ) and g(v,Q ) are scalars depending on v 
and Q^ . 
The deep i n e l a s t i c region (DIR) of the process e" + p e~ + X 
i s defined as the region v;here 
I n f a c t t h i s i s the d e f i n i t i o n o f the DIR of any process of the 
form I + h ^ + X, where / and '^ denote leptons. 
13) The Reaction p + p -» li ' t i " * " + X and E l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n A n n i h i l a t i o n 
P-henomena 
- + Another process of i n t e r e s t i s the r e a c t i o n , p + p | i + X or 
i n general + -* Jii + X where h^ ^ and h^ denote hadrons and M a lepton 
a n t i l e p t o n p a i r . This was the process used at Brookhaven f o r the 
observation of the r e c e n t l y discovered ijf p a r t i c l e j t h i s was f i r s t 
detected [10] at Brookhaven as a resonance w i t h a mass of 3.105 GeV 
which a n n i h i l a t e s i n t o an e e^ p a i r . 
I f we f o r g e t f o r the time being the problem of the new ijr p a r t i c l e 
2 
e 
then the above process, i n lowest order of a = i s assumed to take 
place as i s shown i n Fig. 3. 
FIGURE 3; The lep t o n p a i r production process hadron-hadron^—»-i-X 
That i s the two hadrons h^ and h^ c o l l i d e and the l e p t o n - a n t i l e p t o n 
p a i r emerges from the a n n i h i l a t i o n of one photon. 
dCT Experimentally the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross s e c t i o n — _ i s measured, 
where Q i s the mass of the H p a i r . 
dCT The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section — . I s given by [see f o r example 
dQ^ 
Ref. 11 and 12]. 
(1.18) 
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and denote the masses of the hadrons h^ ^ and h^ 
2 -r e s p e c t i v e l y , m i s the le p t o n i c mass and Q i s the mass of the li 
> 2 p a i r . The diraensionless s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n W(s,Q ) i s given by 
the expression 
Pj^ and p^ are the momenta of h^ and h^ and the v a r i a b l e s i s given 
2 
by s = (pj^+p^) . I n Eq. (1. 19) the s t a t e [pj^p2(in)> of the incoming 
hadrons i s normalized c o v a r i a n t l y ( see . A.1.29 ) . 
F i n a l l y a few words concerning the re a c t i o n e +e^ -•Hadrons which 
i s o f great importance i n the curr e n t e e^ c t u l i d i n g beam experiments. 
Again p u t t i n g aside problems connected w i t h the p a r t i c l e 
t h i s process i s supposed to occur through the formation of a photon 
which i n t u r n a n n i h i l a t e s to give hadrons. The p i c t o r i a l 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of the process i s shown i n Fig. 4. 
FIGURE 4; E l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n a n n i h i l a t i o n i n t o hadrons v i a the 
-formation of a t i r a e l i k e photon. 
The t o t a l cross-sections a(e~e'^ —*• Hadrons) i s given thus by [13] 
^(^V-H) - (1.20) 
where :rj(Q^)(Q^Q,^-Q\^^) B 
(2py 1 , ^ ( ^ , - Q ) ^ O l j^ (o)!«><vnl j v ( 0 ) | 0 > (1.21) 
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i s the four vector. (K^ + K^)*^ w i t h Kj^>K2 being the four momenta 
of the e l e c t r o n and p o s i t r o n r e s p e c t i v e l y . I n Eq. Cl.2l)the 
summation 2^  i s over a l l f i n a l hadronic s t a t e s . 
The t o t a l cross-section f o r the r e a c t i o n e +e -» p + (i"^ to 
lowest order of quantum electrodynamics i s given by 
(1.22) 
Thus the r a t i o R defined as 
(1.23) 
on ^on account of Eqs.(l. 20)and (1, 22)^  i s given by the f o l l o w i n g express! 
1^-1271 31(Q') (1.24) 
Recent experiments [see, f o r example, Ref. 14] have measured t h i s 
2 2 • r a t i o f o r Q up to 25 (GeV) . This r a t i o as a function, of the 
2 2 v a r i a b l e ./Q ri s e s and f o r /Q = 5 GeV takes a value between 5 and 6, 
Data f o r even higher energies are expected to see the asymptotic 
2 
behaviour of t h i s r a t i o f o r high Q . 
The rea c t i o n e + e"*" hadron + X i s also i n t e r e s t i n g and w i l l 
be discussed l a t e r on when applying parton model techniques. 
Excel l e n t rcvieva on e l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n ci n n i f a i l a t i o n phenomena 
can be fouiid I n the l i t e r a t u r e [see f o r example Ref. 15,16,17] . 
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14) Bjorken Scaling and Physical s i g n i f i c a n c e of the S t r u c t u r e 
Functions W^^ and W^ . 
a) Bjorken Scaling 
I n d e r i v i n g the unpolarized d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section given 
by Eq. (1.10) use was made of the tensons L*^ ^ and W*^*', (see 
Appendix 3a ) , I n f a c t the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section 
d^a 
i s p r o p o r t i o n a l to L^ W^^ ^^  i . e . 
A l - cC L . v W . (1.25) 
The tensor W^ ,^ which i s dimensionless,depends on the v a r i a b l e s p 
(proton's momentum) and q(=K-K' ). I t s general form, obeying 
c u r r e n t conservation md p a r i t y - i n v a r i a n c e , i s 
X L 26) 
The v a r i a b l e v' which appears i n (1.26) i s the i n v a r i a n t v' = p.q 
which i s r e l a t e d t o v = -^p^ ^  defined before,by v' = Mv. The reason we 
p r e f e r t o work w i t h v' instead of v , i n t h i s s e c t i o n a l s t h a t v' has the 
2 
same dimensions as q and thus more convenient i n handling dimensional 
•analysis arguments. 
Because W i s dimensionless i t seems reasonable to assume t h a t 
W^ ^ scales under the transformation . p ^ Xp, q -f Xq, provided a l l masses 
and a l l dimensional coupling constants are zero. I n order f o r the 
tensor W^'*^  to be i n v a r i a n t under the above scale transformation 
13 
the f u n c t i o n s W^^ and W2 should undergo the f o l l o w i n g transformations 
W.^ /Q) -^W;0;tf) (1.27a) 
(1.27b) 
2 
From Eqs. (1.27) i t i s easy to see t h a t the func t i o n s Wj^(v',Q ) and 
2 2 2 2 v'W-(v',Q )/M scale under the transformation v' -+ Xv', Q ^ XQ i . e . 
H(v;rf) -^ -KCvQ^ j (1.28a) 
Using the v a r i a b l e v instead of v', from ( l . 28)jWe have th a t the 
2 VW2(V.Q2) 
f u n c t i o n s W.(v,Q ) and scale under the tran s f o n o a t i o n 
i I'L 
2 2 
V \v and Q ^ XQ 5 thus they are functions of the dimensionless 
2 
v a r i a b l e x'= ^r- , So from dimensional analysis arguments we 
deduce t h a t 
(1.29a) 
w i t h Fj^(x) and ?2^^^ dimensionless functions depending only on the 
v a r i a b l e x. • 
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Bjorken [20] proposed'that Eqs.(l. 29) might hold i n the l i m i t 
2 v,Q 00 and x = f i x e d i n which case a l l masses and dimensional 
2 
coupling constants become i r r e l e v a n t . The l i m i t v,Q m and 
f 
X = f i x e d i s c a l l e d "Bjorken l i m i t " . 
Experimental'data seem to support t h i s s c a l i n g hypothesis [ 2 1 ] , 
We look f o r s c a l i n g behaviour i n the data by studying the functions 
2 2 2 vW2,(v,Q )/M and Wj^(v,Q ) f o r f i x e d value of x and va r y i n g Q . 
2 
I f these f u n c t i o n s tend to l i m i t i n g values as Q becomes large then 
we say t h a t we have s c a l i n g . 
For i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n s c a t t e r i n g t h i s phenomenon was 
2 2 ' 
observed f o r values of Q ^ 1 GeV and W ^ 2 GeV, where W i s defined 
by 
V/^(|>t^f^ M^-Q%2MV . ( 1.30) 
W ^ 2 GeV means t h a t we stay away from the region w i t h the prominent 
2 
neudeon resonances, because W represents the v i r t u a l photon - proton 
energy squared. 
This s c a l i n g phenomenon i s one of the most e x c i t i n g parts of 
today's phy^-ics. I t t e l l s us something about the hadronic s t r u c t u r e 
but what e x a c t l y nobody knows. 
P h y s i c i s t s have t r i e d to tackle the problem of s c a l i n g i n various 
ways. Some people use d i l a t a t i o n invariance techniques [see f o r example 
Ref. 18,19], some others pr e f e r to work i n the area of the 
l i g h t cone physics [22,23,24] or asymptotic freedom [25,26]. We 
w i l l not choo.se any of these ways but we w i l l l i m i t ourselves to the 
parton model which w i l l be discussed e x t e n s i v e l y i n the next chapter, . 
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2 2 b) Physical Significance of W^(v,Q ) and \Jji),Q ) 
The s t r u c t u r e Sinctions and V}^ are the abs o r t i v e parts of the 
forward Compton s c a t t e r i n g amplitude ( s p i n averaged). 
I f we denote b j CT and CT the t o t a l cross-sections f o r o f f - s h e l l 
T s • • • 
• - 2 ' • ' •• 
(Q 5^  0) transverse and scal a r photons r e s p e c t i v e l y then we have 
the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n s [see f o r example .Ref. 8,27,28 ] 
and a l s o , 
Vl^(y^(J)-r A - 0 - (1.31 ) 
(1.32 ) 
2 
The f l v i x f a c t o r K tecoires equal to v when Q = 0, t h a t i s when we 
have s c a t t e r i n g by r e a l photons, w h i l e f o r v i r t u a l photons.- K i s 
2 2 ~/2 
a r b i t r a r y . Gilmaa [i29] takes t h i s f a c t o r t o be K = M(v + Q ) 
2 
w h i l e Hand [30] takes i t to be K = My - ^  . 
2 2 The f u n c t i o n W,,(v,0 ) must have a zero f o r Q = 0 [see f o r example Ref, 
3 1 ] ; t h i s i s obvious; from (l.32b") from which i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
f ^ ] . ? i . JL^^LllL? . (1.33) 
Since l i m a f 0 ased: l i m a = 0 we g e t , 
JL S 
^ 0 ^ 0 
w • 
from ( 1 . 3 3 ) , lixr\(-jj ^ 0 and consequently 
0 
(aP^ y,i.^d]-0 , (1.34) 
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.cr 
Another important phys i c a l q u a n t i t y i s the r a t i o R = — 
which i s independent o f the choice of the f l u x f a c t o r K. 
This q u a n t i t y has been measured and data show t h a t R has a 
r a t h e r s u ^ l l value, i n f a c t R = .18 + .05 when 0 < cu = < 10, 
2 
and does not depend s t r o n g l y on u) or Q ' or v [ 3 2 ] . 
I n the next chapter we s h a l l see t h a t the smallness of the 
q u a n t i t y R means t h a t the m a j o r i t y o f the charged c o n s t i t u e n t s 
i n s i d e the proton must c a r r y spin ^/2. 
15) Neutrino Induced Reactions, 
So f e r we have d e a l t only w i t h electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s which 
are mediated by the exchange of a photon and i n which the only 
leptons p a r t i c i p a t i n g are the e l e c t r o n the muon and t h e i r 
a n t i p a r t i c l e s . . \ 
i n the recent years new techniques have been developed [ a t 
CERN and SAL] which allow the produccion of n e u t r i n o and a n t i n e u t r i n o 
beams, and high energy neutrino experiments can be performed. 
The i n c l u s i v e reactions v + N -» n" + X and v + N -» u^ + X, w i t h . 
N denoting a neucleon and p, ( j i ) a muon (antimuon), have been studied 
both a t CERN and NAL. 
To lowest order,the i n t e r a c t i o n s are assumed to go v i a the 
exchange o f W - boson as i s shown i n F i g . 5a and 5b. 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 5: W-boson exchange diagrams c o n t r i b u t i n g to the charged 
current reactions a) v + N ->- y + X and b) v + N ->• y"^  + X 
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The l e p t o n i c v e r t e x has the s t r u c t u r e ' * ' ( ^ ^ ^ l - ^ j ) V . H-(j4";it)j 
and the coupling constant i s g . The i s the charged vector 
w 
boson f i e l d mediator o f the weak processes and analog of the photon 
i n quantum electrodynamics. 
The i n t e r a c t i o n Lagrangian describing the above processes has 
the form [see f o r example Ref . 1,2] 
(1.35) 
The weak curr e n t J^ "^^  c onsists of a l e p t o n i c and a hadronic p a r t , 
the l e p t o n i c being ' 
The hadronic p a r t i s n o t known e x p l i c i t y , w h a t we know from experiments 
i s t h a t i t contains a strangeness changing (AS = 1) and a nonchanging 
(AS = 0) p a r t . 
The mass of the v e c t o r boson W i s assumed to.be heavy and from t h i s 
we have the connection between the c u r r e n t - c u r r e n t theory coupling . 
constant G and the r a t i o e /M 
W W 
I t i s w e l l known t h a t G has a value which approximately i s 
G =^1.01 X 10"^/M^ 
proton 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections f o r the reactions v + N -(. p. + X and 
18 
V + N -» + X are c a l c u l a t e d i n e x a c t l y the same way as the 
corresponding expressions i n the process e + p ^ e + X. 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections have the f o l l o w i n g forms[see 
f o r example Ref. 8 and A.3.19] 
E^'Ja' '2T,^  M 1 " • / (1.37) 
f E i E W(vcf)s;r'§]. 
V M / 2] 
The - ( + ) sign stands f o r n e u t r i n o ( a n t i n e u t r i n o ) . I n terms of the 
2 • 2 
Q = -q and v = p.q/M v a r i a b l e s we have 
The s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s W, „ „ are again dimensionless. S i m i l a r 
arguments to those used i n e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n to derive the s c a l i n g law 
of the f u n c t i o n s Wj^^^^^ and VW^^^^VM can be used i n the n e u t r i n o case. 
2 
The r e s u l t i s t h a t i n the Bjorken l i m i t , Q -• «> and x = f i x e d , the 
fun c t i o n s W , yW., /M scale, t h a t i s 
(1.39a, 
v V i . ; ( V , t f ' , F (K) ( l - 3 5 b . 
Note t h a t a s u p e r s c r i p t should have been used i n the W, , 
and F. . . f u n c t i o n s to i n d i c a t e that we are dealing w i t h n e u t r i n o or 
i > ^ ) j 
a n t i n e u t r i n o processes and which have been omitted f o r s i m p l i c i t y reasons. 
The s c a l i n g behaviour (l.39) can be e a s i l y tested as we s h a l l see 
l a t e r . 
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Q2 
Using the v a r i a b l e s x = and y = — and assuming s c a l i n g 
we have 
(V v) 
Using the Callan-Gross [33] r e l a t i o n 
>(1.40) 
(1.41) 
Eq. (1.40) takes on the form 
-. AE,((,-))'fi;tr)'.,(F;-,5)' . 
k l . 4 2 ) 
I n (1.42) the sign + ( - ) stands f o r neutrino ( a n t i n e i i t r i n o ) , Eqs.(l.40) 
/ \ " w and( l . 4 2 j h o l d when the beam energy E s a t i s f i e s 5 ^  T^T" > the 
" w 
case we have high beam energies such t h a t E ~^2H' ^^^^ i n ( l . 4 0 ) a n d 
(l.42)we make the s u b s t i t u t i o n 
1 
G 
The t o t a l cross-sections a'*^ f o l l o w d i r e c t l y from e i t h e r ( l . 4 0 ) 
or (l.42) by i n t e g r a t i n g w i t h respect x and y 
" ^ 1 ^ v7 
S ( E ) ^ A' E t 3 ' (1.43) 
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Thus i f s c a l i n g holds a l i n e a r behaviour of the t o t a l cross-sections 
i n the n e u t r i n o ( a n t i n e u t r i n o ) energy i s expected f o r energies such 
t h a t E <g ~2M.' T^^^is l i n e a r behaviour i s supported by data from 
CERN [34] where we have energies up to E =- 10 GeV and from NAL [35] 
where the beam energies reach E 200 GeV. 
The s t r u c t u r e functions „ _ are connected w i t h the absorption 
1,4, J 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n s f o r l o n g i t u d i n a l ( a ) , left-handed (cr ) and 
s - L 
right-handed (CT ) W-bosons i n the f o l l o w i n g way [see f o r example Ref. 8,27] R 
Frora ( l . A4b) and (l.4Ac)we have a - a ^ W.jin the photon case no 
R L J 
s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n appeared because i n electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s 
p a r i t y i s conserved and so a = a which implies W» = 0. 
From the p o s i t i v i t y o f the a , a , CT one obtains the f o l l o w i n g 
L R b 
i n e q u a l i t i e s 
G 
I n t h i s s ection vje discussed the neutrino induced reactions 
V 4- N ^ \i~ + X and "v + N ix' + X. The exchanged object mediating 
these processes i s a charged W-boson and f o r t h i s reason they are 
c a l l e d "charged c u r r e n t " reactions. 
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I n the next se c t i o n we present the Weinberg-Salam model and 
i t s n e u t r a l current p r e d i c t i o n s . 
16) The Weinberg-Salam Jlodel and N e u t r a l Currents. 
The Weinberg-Salara model [36,37] belongs to a class of gauge 
t h e o r i e s which have been proved to be renormalizable [ 3 8 ] , I n 
these th e o r i e s the massless scalar Goldstone bosons, through the 
Higgs mechanism [ 3 9 ] , appear as l o n g i t u d i n a l degrees of freedom 
of the gauge: bosons which i n t h i s way become massive, while the 
photon remains massless. The Vieinberg-Salam model i s a 
renormalizable theory of weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s , 
which i n v o l v e s n e u t r a l currents as we s h a l l see i n t h i s s e c tion. 
There ere also gauge theories which do not in v o l v e n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s ; 
as a re p r e s e n t a t i v e of such a theory without n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s , but 
i n v o l v i n g heavy leptons instead, we mention the Georgi-Glashow model 
[ 4 0 ] . 
For a d e t a i l e d discussion of those gauge theories we r e f e r the 
reader to a rep o r t by E.S. Abers and B.W, Lee [41] and to B. Zumino [ 4 2 ] , 
^ We w i l l not go i n t o the d e t a i l s of the model; the only t h i n g we 
r e q u i r e i s the Weinberg-Salam (W-S) model i n t e r a c t i o n Lagrangian which 
w i l l be used i n forthcoming chapters. 
The W-S model i n t e r a c t i o n Lagrangian i s given by the expression [36] 
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The constants g and the angle 0 , the so c a l l e d Weinberg angle, 
• w 
are the two parameters of the theory; W^  i s the W-boson f i e l d , 
the electromagnetic f i e l d and Z^ , a massive spin-1 f i e l d . The 
cu r r e n t s p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n the theory are. defined i n the f o l l o w i n g . 
way; the gauge group of the theory i s the SU(2) x U ( l ) and the 
leptons and hadrons of the theory are grouped i n SU(2) " i s o s p i n " 
,0) _ U ) _(3)x m u l t i p l e t s . The cu r r e n t T- (Jj. ^ J|. ^ Jj. ) i s defined as 
(1.47) 
The index i runs over a l l the left-banded m u l t i p l e t s and 
T = (T,, T-, T.) are the ' wellknown SU(2) i s o s p i n matrices . 
' ' 
The c u r r e n t J^, , coupled t o the W^-boson f i e l d , i s defined by 
the f o l l o v ; i n g r e l a t i o n 
J p - J t * " i ^  J j - . (1.48) 
3" "^^ '"^  i s the usual electromagnetic c u r r e n t . 
There i s another current i n the X which i s the so c a l l e d 
w-s ) 
n e u t r a l c u r r e n t i n t e r a c t i n g w i t h the Z -vector boson. The n e u t r a l 
c u r r e n t i s given by 
The l e f t and r i g h t handed components of the leptons are grouped i n 
.SU(2) i s o s p i n roulCiplets as f o l l o w s • 
— - [""^l I i s o s p i n - ( 1 . 5 0 a ) 2 
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^ iiiij e i s o s p i n - O 
'R^  - ^ Ll]i! j i s o s p i n - O . (1.50d) 
i s o s p i n - y (1.50b) 
(1.50c) 
I t i s easy to v e r i f y t h a t the l e p t o n i c p a r t of the curr e n t "^^^^ 
given by 
and thus From Eq. (l.46)we i d e n t i f y the f i r s t term o f the Lagrangian 
^ as the well-known i n t e r a c t i o n Lagrangian governing the weak 
processes,provided that ^ = g . The hadrons involved i n the 
2/2 
theory are assumed to be the three quark f i e l d s p, n, and well-known 
from SU(3) considerations, and another f o u r t h quark denoted by p' 
introduced by S.L. Glashow, J. I l i o p o u l o s and L. Maiani [43] 
c h a r a c t e r i z e d by a quantum number c a l l e d charm. 
We wish to.say a few words about t h i s new quark. The SU(3) 
group can be enlarged to a .SU(4) group i f one introduces as the f o u r t h 
member the new quark p'. This new p a r t i c l e i s assumed t o have a new 
quantum number, c a l l e d charm, equal to one. We can group the mesons 
and baryons i n representations of 
r e s p e c t i v e l y [ 4 4 ] , I t i s obvious t h a t new hadrons are pr e d i c t e d i n 
t h i s new SU(4) scheme which had not been observed l i t t l e time ago; 
however i n November of 19 74 a new p a r t i c l e was discovered at KAL [10] having 
a mass 3.105 GeV. Thin new p a r t i c l e c a l l e d ijf (3.105) was also 
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detected at AD0NE[45] and SLAC[46], The i|r p a r t i c l e a n n i h i l a t e s 
i n t o e'e"*^  as was said p r e v i o u s l y i n t h i s chapter. L i t t l e time 
a f t e r the discovery of (3.105) another new p a r t i c l e i^' having a 
mass 3,7GeV was reported to have been observed [ 4 7 ] , I t i s 
be l i e v e d t h a t the new p a r t i c l e s are new mesons which belong to the 
^ 1 5 } representation of SU(4) and so "charm" appears to be established 
by the discovery o f \jr and 
The four hadrons p,n,X and pV are organized i n l e f t and r i g h t -
handed SU(2) i s o s p i n m u l t i p l e t s as f o l l o w s 
(1.52a) 
L I — I J 1 I s o s p i n - i (1.52b) 
t\ - \ — ^ j f J - ^ - y ^ / P Isospln-O (1.52c) 
The "Cabibbo-rotated" quarks are defined as 
\-'Yi5\y,0^-tl[^OsQr, . (1.53b) 
6^  i s the well-known Cabibbo angle. I t i s a s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d 
c a l c u l a t i o n to prove t h a t the hadronic c o n t r i b u t i o n to the 





The f i r s t two terms of the current are recognized as the 
hadronic c u r r e n t of weak i n t e r a c t i o n s c o n t a i n i n g a AS = 0 and a 
AS = 1 p a r t . The l a s t two terms describe the weak decays of the 
charmed p a r t i c l e s c o n s i s t i n g of a AS = 0, AC = 1 and AS = 1 , AC = 1 
p a r t , where C denotes the charm quantum number. 
As we sa i d e a r l i e r two parameters g and 0 enter the theory. 
w 
We have already seen t h a t f o r the f i r s t term of X to describe 
w-s 
the weak i n t e r a c t i o n s we must have = g ; s i m i l a r l y i n order 
2/2 " . 
f o r the l a s t term of £^ ^ to describe the electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s 
we must have g s i n g = e,where e i s the electron's charge. 
w 
This r e l a t i o n reduces the number of the parameters of the theory 
from two to one. The masses of the W and Z bosons i n terms of the 
Weinberg angle are given by the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n s 
-5 2 
G i s the c u r r e n t - c u r r e n t theory coupling constant (G =' l.Ol xlO /m^  ). 
Because of the r e l a t i o n s (l.47)the masses of the vector bosons 
have lovjer bounds given by 
A f t e r reviewing the W-S model we are ready to t a l k about the 
i n c l u s i v e processes v + N -» v + X and v + N v + X. 
The second term of the X , the n e u t r a l current term 
w-s' 
( ^J^''"*^,"'^^^^^ Z^), allows, to f i r s t order of the coupling constant 0, 
the i n c l u s i v e processes mentioned before to occur. Diagrammatically 
the i n t e r a c t i o n i s given by the f o l l o w i n g Feynman graph. 
>-
FIGURE 6: Z-boson exchange diagram c o n t r i b u t i n g to the 
n e u t r a l c u r r e n t r e a c t i o n s v ( ^ ) + N \>(v) + X 
vN-^X 
Experimentally the r a t i o s and 
vN HVN 
° have been 
a ^ a ^ 
measured both a t CERI-I [AS] and NAL[49]. The d e t e c t i o n of 
those r a t i o s i s of great importance since i t shows t h a t n e u t r a l 
c u r r e n t s e x i s t . 
Though the existence of the n e u t r a l c u r r e n t does not prove the 
v a l i d i t y of the Weinberg-Salam theory, i t c e l l s us t h a t a good theory 
of weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s must i n v o l v e n e u t r a l 
c u r r e n t s . We s h a l l see l a t e r , when dealing w i t h parton models, 
t h a t measurements of the r a t i o s 
v^N-+vX 









I n t h i s chapter we discussed i n e l a s t i c processes i n which, 
l e p t o n s and hadrons were p a r t i c i p a t i n g . The i n e l a s t i c processes 
e p -• e X vN -» [i X and vN -• |i^X i n t h e i r , deep i n e l a s t i c region are 
o f g r e a t importance, since they might lead us to the s o l u t i o n of the 
problem as to what a hadron i s made of. . I n these processes e i t h e r 
a photon or a W-boson can be used as a probe f o r examining the 
i n t e r n a l s t r u c t u r e of hadronic matter. 
The e a r l y data from SLAC, on e"p -> e~X s c a t t e r i n g , revealed a 
new f e a t u r e i n the area of hadronic physics t h a t of s c a l i n g . 
According to i t the deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n functionJ 
vW2(v,Q^) 2 
— : and W.,(v,Q ) are not functions of the two v a r i a b l e s v and 
9 0" 2 Q but they are functions of the r a t i o x = ) when Q ^ 1 GeV and 
2 ^ 
(p + q) > 4 GeV. Bjorken had proposed such a s c a l i n g law i n the 
2 
k i n e m a t i c a l region, Q ,v ^ « and x = f i x e d , the so c a l l e d Bjorken l i m i t . 
Bata w i t h n e u t r i n o and a n t i n e u t r i n o beams soon followed and the 
r e a c t i o n s vN -» n~X. vN -4 |i^X were studied. Bjorken s c a l i n g 
hypothesis a p plied to these processes gives t o t a l cross-sections which 
a r e l i n e a r f u n c t i o n s of the beam energy. This l i n e a r behaviour 
i s indeed confirmed by the experiments. During the l a s t years 
experimental data on the deep i n e l a s t i c region of the reactions 
e p e X, vN la'x and vN -4 li^X have been accumulated and Bjorken 
s c a l i n g seems to be very w e l l supported. Undoubtedly " s c a l i n g " 
i s a s t r i k i n g phenomenon of the hadronic physics and makes the physics 
o f deep i n e l a s t i c phenomena one of the most e x c i t i n g f i e l d s of research. 
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The i n c l u s i v e processes vN ^ vX and vN vX i n t h e i r deep 
i n e l a s t i c region are also important. I n the l a s t few years much 
progress has been made i n the area of gauge theories and many 
the o r i e s f o r weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s have been proved to 
be renorraalizable. Some of these involve heavy leptons^ not detected 
so f a r , and some others involve n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s . The Weinberg-Salam 
model f o r weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s belongs tp the l a s t 
category. I f n e u t r a l currents e x i s t then events w i t h no muons i n the 
f i n a l s t a t e should be observed i n the reaction* v N v X and 
V N -+ V X; such muonless events were r e a l l y observed f i r s t a t CERN 
and l a t e r a t NAL,and the r a t i o s of the number of muonless events to the 
number o f events w i t h one muon i n the f i n a l s t a t e , f o r both ne u t r i n o 
and a n t i n e u t r i n o , were measured. This proves t h a t n e u t r a l currents 
do e x i s t and t e l l s us t h a t a good theory of weak and electromagnetic 
i n t e r a c t i o n s must in v o l v e n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s . 
Another great discovery, characterized by many as the discovery 
of the decade, i s t h a t of the new p a r t i c l e s ijr and i{t'. I f one 
enlarges the SU(3) group to an SU(4) by the i n t r o d u c t i o n of a new 
quark p'., i n a d d i t i o n to the w e l l known p,n and X, which c a r r i e s an 
a d d i t i v e quantum number c a l l e d charm, then the hadrons are c l a s s i f i e d 
i n r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s of t h i s new group. L i t t l e time ago there was not 
* 
any experimental support f o r the necessity of SU(4); i n November of 1974 
the If' p a r t i c l e was discovered and a l i t t l e l a t e r ijf' which decays 
i n t o ij( plus two pions. 
These hew p a r t i c l e s can be c l a s s i f i e d i n the representation [lb] 
of.SU(4) which i s the Sa(4) extension of the SU(3) mesonic o c t e t , 
According to SU(4) c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of hadrons f u r t h e r mesons and baryons , 
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some o f them c a r r y i n g and charm quantum numberjmust be observed. 
I t i s worth mentioning t h a t the charmed quark p' had been proposed 
long time before the discovery of ijr's and i t s necessity i s met also 
i n the Weinberg-SaXam: model. 
S c a l i n g , n e u t r a l currents and the new p a r t i c l e s were the basic 
p a r t s o f the f i r s t chapter though not discussed e x t e n s i v e l y . 
The s c a l i n g behaviour of the s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s , the d e t e c t i o n 
of the n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s and the discovery of the new p a r t i c l e s open 
new paths t o the hadronic physics; however much work should be done 
i n t h i s area and t h i s makes t h i s p a r t of hadronic physics more e x c i t i n g . 
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CHAPTER I I 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
A large v a r i e t y of t h e o r e t i c a l models have been proposed i n the 
l a s t years i n order to understand the physics of the deep i n e l a s t i c 
phenomena. Among them i s the parton model whose basic points are 
b r i e f l y discussed i n t h i s chapter. 
The parton model idea was f i r s t applied i n order to understand 
the physics of the process e'p e"x i n i t s deep i n e l a s t i c region 
and i s due o r i g i n a l l y to Feymnan [ 5 0 ] , He assumed t h a t the nucleon 
i s b u i l t o f fundamental p o i n t l i k c c o n s t i t u e n t s which he c a l l e d 
"partons". I f the time of i n t e r a c t i o n of the photon w i t h the 
p o i n t l i k e c o n s t i t u e n t s i s short,so t h a t the c o n s t i t u e n t s do not 
i n t e r a c t wii?.le the photon current a c t s , then the nucleon i s viewed 
by the incoming photon as a bunch of f r e e ^ s t a t i c , components. Tnis 
i s the impulse approximation applied to i n e l a s t i c electron-nucleon 
s c a t t e r i n g , and holds i n a frame i n which the nucleon has i n f i n i t e 
momentum. When viewed from t h i s frame the proper motion of the 
c o n s t i t u e n t s i s slowed down because of time d i l a t a t i o n ; on the 
other hand '.he nucleon i s Lorentz-contracted i n such a way as the 
incoming photon f i n d s one parton w i t h which i t i n t e r a c t s w h i l e 
the remaining constituents,because of the time d i l a t a t i o n , a r e j u s t 
s p e c t a t o r s . Thus the s c a t t e r i n g of the v i r t u a l photon by the 
nucleon i s seen as s c a t t e r i n g by the i n d i v i d u a l c o n s t i t u e n t s . 
This i s , i n b r i e f , the naive parton model; we s h a l l apply 
i t to deep i n e l a s t i c processes and make p r e d i c t i o n s . As we s h a l l 
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see parton model implies s c a l i n g I.e. gives the s c a l i n g behaviour 
f o r the i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n and neu t r i n o production s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n s . I n t h i s chapter the main parton formulae to be used 
subsequently are given and the Kuti-Weisskopf [51] quark parton 
model i s discussed, 
I I I ) The ?arton Model 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n we discuss the parton model i n more d e t a i l and 
i n the next section we s h a l l see i t s p r e d i c t i o n s f o r the s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n s of deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n and neu t r i n o production 
s c a t t e r i n g . There are many a r t i c l e s on the model where i t s p r i n c i p l e s 
and the fundamental formulae can be found [see f o r example Ref. 8,12,27 
28, 52-59], since the model has been w e l l a d v e r t i z e d ; here we l i m i t 
ourselves to the most important features of the model. 
We t u r n our a t t e n t i o n to the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n process 
e" + p e" + X • ; things are not a l t e r e d s u b s t a n t i a l l y f o r other 
r e a c t i o n s l i k e vN -• |i"x or vN |a^ X, say. The process i s assumed 
to take place through the exchange of a photon as i s shown i n Fig, 2. 
Because the parton model i s supposed to apply i n frames i n which the 
momentum of the proton i s i n f i n i t e , w e work i n such a frame and denote 
the proton's momentum by P. I f the proton consists of a number N 
th "* 
of par tons then the i parton c a r r i e s a momentum Pi such t h a t , 
= v P + K. w i t h 0 5 X, ^ 1 (2.1) 
i i , 1 . i 
w i t h a small transverse momentum. From momentum conservation 
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we have t h a t 
x - 1 
(2.2) 
The p h y s i c a l p i c t u r e we want to employ i s the f o l l o w i n g . The 
probe, a v i r t u a l photon, h i t s the proton and i n t e r a c t s w i t h one of 
i t s c o n s t i t u e n t s . During the i n t e r a c t i o n the remaining c o n s t i t u e n t s 
are considered as f r e e as we have said before. A f t e r the i n t e r a c t i o n 
takes place the partons are converted i n hadrons [see Fig, 7], 
FIGURE 7; Parton-current i n t e r a c t i o n mechanism c o n t r i b u t i n g 
t o the process e~+ p ->• e~+ X . 
I f the s c a t t e r i n g from the i n d i v i d u a l partons i s incoherent we 
w r i t e f o r the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section 
e p e X 
of the process 
(2.3) 
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I n Eq, (2. 3) the index i runs over the kinds of the partons and f ^ ^ \ x ) 
denotes the average number of partons of i - t y p e c a r r y i n g f r a c t i o n x 
of proton's momentum; ^6C-<i) ±3 the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
f o r e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g by t h i s parton. Thus provided t h a t there i s 
cross s e c t i o n 
a k i n e m a t i c a l region f o r which incoherent s c a t t e r i n g of the 
c o n s t i t u e n t s occurs we w i l l , perhaps, be able to make a p r e d i c t i o n 
f o r the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section o f the process e p e X. 
The Bjorken region i s such a kineraatical region. The best frame to 
see t h i s i s the B r e i t frame of the parton and the photon i t i n t e r a c t s 
w i t h , as i s represented i n Fig. 8 [ 8 ] . 
FIGURE 8: Parton-current i n t e r a c t i o n mechanism as i s seen i n 
parton* s B r e l t frame. 
The proton i s moving along the z a x i s , say, having momentum p. 
Each parton t r a v e l s almost i n the same d i r e c t i o n w i t h i t (small 
tranverse momentum). I f the photon has momentum q then the i n t e r a c t i n g 
partons have momenta - and r e s p e c t i v e l y before and a f t e r the 
c o l l i s i o n . Note t h a t i n t h i s frame q'^  = (0,q) so that the Bjorken 
v a r i a b l e x = - r ^ j — i s x = — , The Bjorken l i m i t i s a t t a i n e d 
•4 2 j p l 
when |P I 05 keepign X = f i x e d ; thus a f t e r the i n t e r a c t i o n the parton 
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has a l a r g e momentum x ( p | and t r a v e l s to the negative P d i r e c t i o n 
w h i l e the other partons t r a v e l to the opposite d i r e c t i o n . This 
s c a t t e r e d parton does not i n t e r a c t w i t h the remaining c o n s t i t u e n t s 
a f t e r i t s i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h the photon. 
At t h i s p o i n t l e t us say something about the spin of partons. 
The B r e i t frame i s the proper one f o r such a discussion. As i s 
seen i n Figure 8 the parton absorbs a photon which i s v i r t u a l and so 
can be e i t h e r l o n g i t u d i n a l or transverse. I f the parton has spin zero 
i t c a r r i e s no angular momentum along q* and therefore i t cannot absorb 
a s a transverse photon, thus = 0 and consequently R ~ — = m f o r 
spin-0 partons. I f the parton has s p i n - ^ because i t s h e l i c i t y i s 
unchanged by the electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n i n the l i m i t of large ^ 
i t f o l l o w s t h a t i t must absorb one u n i t of spin from the photon; hence 
i n t h i s case a = 0 and R = 0. Experimentally we know that t h i s s 
r a t i o R i s small, i n f a c t R = .18 + .05 [32,60] and the m a j o r i t y , i f 
n o t a l l , o f the partons would appear to carry spin-^. 
The vanishing of a has another consequence. From Eqs.(l, 3l) and 
8 
( l . 3 2 ) o r (l,44a) i n the Bjorken l i m i t we have 
' - . M (2.4) 
o r ^ i f s c a l i n g holds , 
2^ FjM r Fi(-xi (2.5) 
This i s the well-known Callan-Gross r e l a t i o n [ 3 3 ] , 
Having discussed the general ideas of the parton model v;e now, 
proceed to the poi n t of c a l c u l a t i n g the physi c a l q u a n t i t i e s of 
I n t e r e s t . 
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112) Parton Model Calc u l a t i o n s , 
As i t i s evident from (2,3 ) the cross sections . ^ .^ 2^ 
2 
must be c a l c u l a t e d , when Q i s large and x = f i x e d (Bjorken l i m i t ) , 
i n order to c a l c u l a t e the el e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n d i f f e r e n t i a l cross 
s e c t i o n . 
I n the l i m i t o f large proton's momentaji.e. |Pj ^  co ^ the 
momentum of the i - t y p e parton i s P^^ =>< x^P^ where P^ i s the proton's 
momentum. 
From EP, (1.10)we have 
(2,6) 
w i t h = x^M. 
The fu n c t i o n s W^^j given by ( l , 13a) and d. 13b) w i t h Gg, G^^ replaced 
by the un i t y , s i n c e partons are assumed s t r u c t u r e l e s s . 
I f i s the charge of the i-t y p e quark we f i n d . 
M 
From Eqs.(2. 3), (2. 7a) and (2, 7b) we derive the parton model 





The symbol " B j " above the e q u a l i t y sign i n d i c a t e s t h a t these 
expressions are v a l i d i n the Bjorken l i m i t . Note th a t W^ ^^ ^^  
and VW^^^^VM are functions of the v a r i a b l e x alone, i . e . they scale; 
from here on we s h a l l denote them by ¥\^^^^\-x) and F^^^^x) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
Tj^^^^ and F2^*^^ s a t i s f y the Callan-Gross r e l a t i o n as can be v e r i f i e d 
from(?.8a)and(^.8b> 
We now tu r n our a t t e n t i o n to n e u t r i n o r e a c t i o n s and t r y 
t o derive the corresponding unpolarized cross sections. As 
we have seen (see 1,46)^the Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n has the form 
= g [2J + Vi, c. ] ; the le p t o n i c and hadronic parts of J ~ 
are given i n (l.5l)and CL.54)respectively. To c a l c u l a t e the 
f o r the process vN -• |j, X we need again the cross section (TOCxJ 
of the i n d i v i d u a l quarks. For the s c a t t e r i n g vn | i p we f i n d 
(2.9) 
Comparing (2.9) w i t h (1.37) we have f o r the s t r u c t u r e functionis 
W^ "^^ _ regarding the s c a t t e r i n g vn H n"? i n the Bjorken l i m i t 





v W , Cv.Ql ^  • . 2 r C ' X - x : ) c o s ' 6 , ^ (2.10c) 
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For the s c a t t e r i n g vp n,the s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s are the same 
except f o r a minus sign i n the W^ . The remaining s t r u c t u r e functions 
can be derived e a s i l y . I n general i f a term --i9)i^^ ~ ^ ^^1 
appears i n the current J m , then the s t r u c t u r e functions W. and 
W -' f o r s c a t t e r i n g vq -»|i~q' and vq' |i~q r e s p e c t i v e l y are given 
by the f o l l o w i n g expressions 
Ct; Q^l = f S'U-'XJ (2.11a) 
M 
M " 
I n Eqs (2.11) 8*denotes e i t h e r a q or a q' and ^ i s +1 f o r q 
and -1 f o r q'. 
The s t r u c t u r e functions f o r the i n c l u s i v e processes v h ^ n"x and 
vh |JL^ X, w i t h h denoting e i t h e r a proton or a neutron, are c a l c u l a t e d 
i n the same way as we d i d f o r the e l e c t r o production case. When the current 
is given by Eq. (l.54)the s t r u c t u r e functions are given, above the charm 
produc t i o n threshold, by the equations 
_ ( v ^ l (V,) ( I , , 
F ( X ) = f ( X l + f ( x Y - i - J (X) 1 - ^ (Xl (2.12a) 




( v U 0 ) ) (V,V CW (V,) 
(v^ l r (M) (M (V,l (J,) 7 
h j ( X ) - - Z | f ^ ( x ) H - f ^ , ( x ) - f ^ ( X ) - t - ^ ^ ^ ^ (2.13b) 
The F2^''^'''^^ are given by the Callan-Gross r e l a t i o n F2^''^'''^^ = 2x F^^?'^^^ (vh,vh) > 
Before c l o s i n g t h i s s e c t i o n , f o r completeness we give the 
T 
"2 pa r t o n model r e s u l t f o r the cross section — „ of the process 
2 
P + p Jii + X, where /Q i s the mass of the iX p«ir [see f o r example 
Ref. 5 6 ] , 
2 
I n t h i s expression the v a r i a b l e T i s defined by T = Q /s. . Note 
• • • 
t h a t Q — ^ scales, t h a t i s i t i s a f u n c t i o n of the v a r i a b l e T only. 
dQ- . . . 
Kaving given the basic parton model formulae we are ready to make 
p r e d i c t i o n s provided t h a t the e x p l i c i t form of the d i s t r i b u t i o n f unctions 
f . ( x ) IS given. . 
II ! 3 ) General Results of the Partoh Model - Relations Among the 
S t r u c t u r e Functions. 
(h) 
There are several r e l a t i o n s the d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f ^ ( x ) 
should s a t i s f y ^ a n d thus any reasonable quark parton model should 
r e s p e c t them. 
(h) 
Since the p h y s i c a l meaning of the d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f ^ ( x ) 
i s the average number of quarks of type i c a r r y i n g f r a c t i o n x of 





Aj^ i s the quantum number o f the hadron "h" and the corresponding 
number f o r the quark i. Momentum, charge, baryon number, strangeness, 
t h i r d component o f i s o s p i n and charm are a d d i t i v e quantum numbers and 
so from (2.15a) several sum rules can be derived. From (2.15a) 
we have^when A i s the momentum^ 
a , 
The proton and neutron d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s are connected by 
i s o s p i n r e f l e c t i o n and one has the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n s 
(P> / p i /V,) ( p ) ( M > 
• Cr> / v n ( p i Cw) ( p , An) 
(2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
There are also several r e l a t i o n s connecting the s t r u c t u r e functions 
o f the processes e'p ~» eX, en eX, vp -+ yTx, vp -• "^''X, vn ^ |i"x 
and vn -• p^X We consider the case i n which the Cabbibo angle 
i s zero ( f o r the case 9 5* 0 see [ 8 ] and references t h e r e i n ) . 
c 
The f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n i s e a s i l y v e r i f i e d using our expression 
f o r the s t r u c t u r e functions ( 6^  = 0) 
u^r, - t, J - - . (2.17) 
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This r e l a t i o n depends on the charge of the c o n s t i t u e n t s . I n the 
Sakata ( o r Fermi-Yang) model the X-quark i s n e u t r a l and we f i n d 
- r , / = r: - i j _ (2.18) 
Using the f a c t t h a t ^j^^ > 0 the f o l l o w i n g i n e q u a l i t y i s 
derived (below the threshold f o r production of charmed s t a t e s ) 
\ ^ 5 + f y . (2.19) 
I n the Sakata ( o r Fermi-Yang) model X and "x do not c o n t r i b u t e to 
j , ^ ( e p , e n ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ they are n e u t r a l ; i n t h i s case the i n e q u a l i t y sign 
i n (2.19) i s replaced by e q u a l i t y sign and i s replaced by 2. 
The f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n known as Alder sum r u l e [61] also holds 
/ ( (Vni (vp>^  
Another sum r u l e i s [62] 
- • I 
) H- d x = -<^ . (2.21) 
o 
I n the Sakata (or Fermi-Yang) model 6 -»-2. Except the above 
r e l a t i o n s and sura rules some u s e f u l i n e q u a l i t i e s can be also derived. 
One can e a s i l y v e r i f y that 
<Jx F ( X ) \ UnQ ) 2 ^ 1 J-X Tcf (X) (2.22) 
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In(2.22)*q* runs over a l l the charged c o n s t i t u e n t s . Assuming that 
the o n l y consistuents are the p,p',n and X quarks plus some n e u t r a l 
2 1 V r \ ones, "gluons", we have min °^  ^ ^ J'^^ 7^('^\- ^  ' ^  
where e i s the f r a c t i o n of the proton's ( o r neutron's) momentum 
c a r r i e d by the gluons. 
From(2.22)we have then the i n e q u a l i t y 
- • • -.1 " 
Using the i s o s p i n r e f l e c t i o n r e l a t i o n s (2.16a)'and (2.16b) and the f a c t 
2 4 
t h a t max = - we derive the i n e q u a l i t y 
J 
Several i n e q u a l i t i e s have been derived by Nachtmann [6.3] the most 
i n t e r e s t i n g being 
(cnl 
U U ) 
As we s h a l l see later, f o r x 1 the experimental data show tha t the -^^^ 
r a t i o tends t o the lower l i m i t of Nachtmann's i n e q u a l i t y . 
114) The Kuti-Weisskopf Quark Parton Model 
We have seen that a l l parton model formulae are expressed i n terms 
o f the d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f^^'^^Xx); so i n order to make p r e d i c t i o n s 
and to compare w i t h experiment^one has to know e x p l i c i t l y these 
d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s . I n t h i s section the Kuti-Weisskopf quark 
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parton model [ S I ] i s presented; t h i s model based on simple 
assumptions leads to a determination of proton and neutron 
d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s . 
The f i r s t assumption i s t h a t proton ( o r neutron) i s made of 
three quarks the so-called "valence quarks", plus a sea of quark-
a n t i q u a r k p a i r s which i s c a l l e d "core". The valence quarks give 
proton ( o r neutron) the quantum numbers while the core c a r r i e s 
vacuum quantum numbers. As we s h a l l see l a t e r the valence 
quarks c o n t r i b u t e to the n o n d i f f r a c t i v e s c a t t e r i n g o f the proton 
( o r neutron) and the core c o n t r i b u t e s to the d i f f r a c t i v e s c a t t e r i n g ; 
t h i s w i l l become c l e a r when we have the e x p l i c i t form of the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s . 
Except the quarks and ahtiquarks i t i s assumed th a t there are 
also a d d i t i o n a l core c o n s t i t u e n t s , c a r r y i n g zero charge, which are 
used to bind the quarks together to form the nucleon. These 
c o n s t i t u e n t s are c a l l e d "gluons". 
K u t i and Weisskopf assumed that the p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of quarks i n the core i s p r o p o r t i o n a l to the phase space and i s 
given by 
c i ? ( x r . 1 
6 (2.26) 
P i s the proton's momentum and [i the quark mass; x i s the f r a c t i o n 
of proton's momentum c a r r i e d by the quark. The f a c t o r 6 which 
appears i n the denominator has been put f o r convenience. 
The corresponding d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r .a valence quark i s assumed 
to be 
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The d i s t r i b u t i o n of gluons i s the same as i n (2.26) but the 
f a c t o r g i s d i f f e r e n t . The gluon d i s t r i b u t i o n i s therefore w r i t t e n 
as . 
With these assumptions the proton's d i s t r i b u t i o n f unctions are 
c a l c u l a t e d to be ( f o r d e t a i l s see Ref. 51). 
J-^CX) ^ Z \^CX)+CCTO ^ J-^(X) - U ( X ) - t C U ) (2.29a) 
/ f l if) AV /P^ 
f a x ) - J-.Cx) - j - f _ U ) - C(X) 
P 
(2.29b) 
- 6 1 C U ) (2.29c) 
where the functions u(x) and c ( x ) , known as valence d i s t r i b u t i o n 
and core d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s , are given by 
V C X ) - P0-«<(°), X + %--«<o)); T( ( j ^ - X ) (2.30a) 
CCX) -X C j - -x) . (2.30b) 
The constant y i s given by y « g + g'. i n Eqs,(2,29) the 
s u p e r s c r i p t denotes a proton.and the subscr i p t the kind of the quark; 
g stands f o r giuon. 
Note th a t i n the l i m i t x ^ 0 the core c o n t r i b u t i o n s are the 
dominant ones while when x -+ 1 the valence c o n t r i b u t i o n dominate 
provided that a(0) < 1. 
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The corresponding d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f o r the neutrons 
are found i f one uses the isospin r e f l e c t i o n r e l a t i o n s (2.16a) 
and (2.16b), and the f a c t f ^P\x) = f ^ " ^ ( x ) . 
8 g 
Note that i n the o r i g i n a l Kuti-Weisskopf model no charmed 
quarks appear the only const i t u e n t s being the conventional quarks 
plus the gluons. 
The model has three parameters g,g' and a ( 0 ) . The 
e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n F2^^^^(x) i s found by using 
(2.8b) and Eqs(2. 29)^  and has the form 
( X ) - X u C x V I T( c C x V (2.31) 
S i m i l a r l y f o r the neutron. 
F (X1 -= 1 7(\J(X) + ^ X c C X ) . (2.32) 
Note t h a t the r a t i o F^^^^VF^^^P^ has the value ^/3 f o r x = 1; 
t h i s i s i n disagreement w i t h the data which show tha t t h i s r a t i o i s 
close to ~/4 f o r x ~ . 8 [ 7 7 ] 
The asymptotic behaviour o f p^^^P'^") near x « 1 i s given by 
F ( X ) — ( j ' X ) . (2.33) 
K u t i and Weisskopf using a r e l a t i o n found by Bloom and Gilman [64] 
f i n d t h a t 
-1 + ) 5 ^ 2 0--«°))-5 (2.3^) 
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and thus the number of parameters i s reduced to one. 
Applying Regge phenomenology we can have an estimate f o r 
the param.eter a(0). 
The Regge l i m i t f o r the v i r t u a l processes 
and i-w i s approached when the mass of the 
photon i s kept f i x e d while the energy v tends to i n f i n i t y . Thus the 
• ' ' 2 Eegge l i m i t i s obtained f o r Q = f i x e d and x 0. The s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n s F^^^^^ and F2(^"^ are the imaginary p a r t s of the amplitudes'*^ 
f o r the processes mentioned before . I n the l i m i t x -» 0 
the core p a r t approaches a constant value suggesting i t to be the 
" d i f f r a c t i v e " part of the process. The valence parts of F2^^^^ 
and F2^^"^ are d i f f e r e n t ; the diff e r e n c e F^^^^-F^^^^V should be medi-
eted by. the exchange of an A^ Regge f r a j e c t o r y which f o r t = 0 has 
i n t e r c e p t a. (0) = So we conclude that a(0) must be taken equal 
^ ^2 
to /2 a t le a s t f o r values of x close to zero. 
Taking t h i s value f o r the parameter.a(0) the functions V(x> 
and c ( x ) have the forms 
VU)^'ik,H) t'^Ci--^^^ (2.35a) 
CCXl = 0 - • (2.35b) 
9 
There i s on l y one parameter l e f t now and t h i s i s estimated by 
f i t t i n g the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data. A good f i t i s obtained by 
t a k i n g g = 1 [51] and consequently g' = 2, This t e l l s us tha t 
^ I n the forward d i r e c t i o n . 
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the number of gluoris i n the core i s twice the number of quarks 
and antiquarks i n the core. With the same value f o r the parameter 
_ + t 
g a good f i t to the p + p - f i i | i + X data i s obtained. 
We do not wish to discuss the model any f u r t h e r , the d e t a i l s of 
i t can be found i n the Kuti-Weisskopf paper [SlJ . 
115) Neutrino Induced Reactions and the Kuti-Weisskopf Parton Model 
I n the previous section we discussed the Kuti-Weisskopf (K-W) 
quark parton model. I t s successes i n f i t t i n g the deep i n e l a s t i c 
e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data and data regarding the process p + p - » n ^ ^ + X 
are discussed i n reference [51], 
I n t h i s section we would l i k e to see the p r e d i c t i o n s of the model 
when one employs the Weinberg-Salam theory of weak and electromagnetic 
i n t e r a c t i o n s . When one assumes the W-S (Weinberg-Salara) model then 
the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n s c a t t e r i n g p r e d i c t i o n s are a l t e r e d . The reason 
i s t h a t i n the process e~p e"x the Z-exchange term = c o n t r i b u t e s as 
w e l l ^ i n a d d i t i o n to the one photon term,as i s shown i n Fig. 9. 
FIGURE 9: Photon and Z-bosou exchange diagrams c o n t r i b u t i n g to the 
process e + p ->• e .+ X . 
do + The f i t of Ref. [51J I s f o r the q u a n t i t y 
the mass c f the ii^y"*" pair . 
wh.ere m _ J. I J 
dm,^ -,+ ^ ^  
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However the c o n t r i b u t i o n of the second diagram of F i g . 9 does not 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y a l t e r the r e s u l t s s i n c e ' i t i s a small term . 
The r e l e v a n t s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n has been ca l c u l a t e d by others [65] 
and has the form 
f^Wl-i^ ( X ) + \ , ^ ' « ' . (2.36) 
(ep) photon-iexchange term and the R ^ term i s due 
y (e ) to the exchange of a Z-boson which i s small i n comparison w i t h F2 . 
- + • • Y The same happens i n the r e a c t i o n pp -» |i n + X as w e l l ; that i s the 
Z-term does not s i g n i f i c a n t l y a l t e r the r e s u l t s and we can say t h a t i n 
general K-W model p r e d i c t i o n s , i n the context of W-S model, are s t i l l 
v a l i d . 
We focus our a t t e n t i o n to the "charged c u r r e n t " reactions vN -• |a X 
and vN X whose t o t a l cross sections w i l l be denoted by o ( v ) 
and a ^ " ( v ) from now on. A f t e r that the t o t a l cross section a^^(v) 
NC — ~ ~ and a ( v ) / o r the " n e u t r a l c u r r e n t " processes vN -+vX and vN -» vX 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ^ w i l l be considered. The s t r u c t u r e functions Fj^ and 
F^ f o r the n e u t r i n o and antineu 
are g i v e n by Eqs.(2. 12) and (2.13). 
t r i n o charged exchanged r e a c t i o n s ^ 
* For convenience the muonic and e l e c t r o n i c n e u t r i n o and 
w i l l be denoted by v and v' r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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Fol l o w i n g the K-W model we w r i t e f o r the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n 
f , < " ( x ) 1 
(1.) 
(2.37a) 
where the fu n c t i o n s u(x) and c(x) are given by 
^JC^) - ? ( ^ ; > ^ ) X ^ 0 - - X ) ' (2.37b) 
(2.37c) 
c(x) i s the core d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n f o r the charged quarks (not the 
gluons) and the value o f the constant Gg w i l l be determined by f i t t i n g 
the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data, 
(h) The f a c t o r s appearing i n 2.37a takes the f o l l o w i n g values 
>(2.38) 
when i ^ p or n quark . J 
Thus the s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s f o r the charged c u r r e n t r e a c t i o n s , when 
we are above the threshold f o r charm production, are given by 
- ^ ( X ) • = F ; C X ) ^ y U ( X ) i - ^ c C X ) (2.39a) 
~ ( X ) - Fv ( X ) - ~ 3uW . (2.39b) 
t B(a,b) i s the wellknown beta f u n c t i o n ; see f o r instance Table cf 
I n t e g r a l s , S e r i e s and p r o d u c t s * by I.S.Grandshteyn and I.M.RyzbiCj 
(Academic Press J.965) 
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The F2 s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s are c a l c u l a t e d by the Callan-Gross 
r e l a t i o n F2 = 2yFy When we are below the threshold f o r production 
of charmed states we have 
f: ( x ) h ( X ) (2.40a) 
(2.40b) 
Eqs. (2.40) hold i n the approximation 9^  w 0. On account of (l.42) 
the charge current t o t a l cross s(2ctions are given by the r e l a t i o n s 
7 ' fi»yJ k2.41) 
The f u n c t i o n s F^ are defined by 
Z. --' r •«• i» 
- ' " 2 • 
(2.42) 
To make p r e d i c t i o n s we have to estimate the value of the constant 
Gg. With the i n t r o d u c t i o n of the charmed quarks the core 
c o n t r i b u t i o n to the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n i s 
? 
(2.43) 




and a good f i t was obtained by ta k i n g g = 1; thus comparing w i t h 
(2.43)we see t h a t a good choice f o r the paramter Gg i s Gg = ~ . 
Thus the p r e d i c t i o n s o f the K-W model f o r the charged cur r e n t reactions 
above and below the charm production threshold are given below; 
(see A.6,24 ,A.6.25 ) 
Below t h r e s h o l d ; ($ Cv") .37 . (2.45a) 
• ~ ,7J 
g-^ v^) ~ G M E J 7 (2.45b) 
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Above t h r e s h o l d : Z . ^ f (2.46a) 
1 
rS^iv) - G'ME .23 (2.46b) 
The l a s t term of Eq, (2.4l)has been omitted because i t i s small and 
n e g l i g i b l e f o r high energies. The values of the r a t i o '^^^Vo(v) 
are given below: 
a 
Below t h r e s h o l d : ^ iy^ _ (2.47a) 
Above t h r e s h o l d ; § J ^ ^ .5"J (2.47b) 
.The average values ^ X ^ ^ J are experimentally measurable q u a n t i t i e s 
and are defined by 
l ie 
C^.y_ ^  4— Ux<ij ^HilL-K-j . (2.48) 
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The K-W model p r e d i c t i o n s are given below (see A,6.24,A.6.25 ) 
f o r two cases below and above the threshold f o r production of 
charmed s t a t e s : 
Below thr e s h o l d ; 
Above t h r e s h o l d : 
4.-<^\ n .128 
^X^^>. = .070 





I n Table I we summarize the p r e d i c t i o n s of K-W quark parton model 
f o r the q u a n t i t i e s CT'^^(V), CT'^*^(V), a\\i)lo\v) and < xy> -
V t V • 
TABLE I 
Below threshold Above threshold 
CC-. V 
or ( V ) G^ ME 39 
Ji 
. G ^ 
T» 
. 45 
C C . — V 






a ( V ) 
C C . V 
or ( v ) 
. 4 3 . 51 
< «y> .128 .120 
<xy>_. .070 .074 
TABLE I ; The p r e d i c t i o n s of the Kuti-Weisskopf quark parton model 
f o r the two cases of below and above the charm threshold. 
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We examine now the neutral current reactions vN vN, vN -» vN 
whose t o t a l cross sections are denoted by a^'^(v) and a^^(v) 
respectively. What have been actually measured experimentally 
NC — ' 
are the ratios ( ^ ) - defined as ( ^ 1 - = . 
Data for the neutral to charged current ratios ( — ) — are now 
vcc/v,v 
available (48,A9]. However when comparing with the Gargamelie 
data [48] one must be cautious for the following reason. 
In the Gargamelle experiment the hadrons i n the f i n a l state have 
an energy which exceeds a minimum value E = 1 Qev, This energy 
min 
cut-off r e s t r i c t s the values of the variable y to l i e i n the 
^min 
range — — ^ y ^ 1; the selection c r i t e r i o n for the Gargamelle experiment i s v , = 1 , The ratios measured i n this experiment, mln 
/{^-piCUt denoted bv 1 — — from now on, are the ratios of the number of • \CC/v,v 
the neutral current events to the number of the charged current events 
with energy of the f i n a l hadrons E„ > 1 Gev. 
aa (V,V) I f one writes the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section — 
dy 
i n the following form 
idUv^ ^ ^ ( ( i - s ) V t v v ) - t - t > W y ) ? , 
J1 1 ' 
(2.51) 
where the superscript a denotes either NC or CC, then the _ CCi 
v,v ra t i o s are given by [66] 
fijc\ _ ( . ^ - / i ) a ( . v ) 4 b ( i i ; 
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The constants A and A are estimated from the neutrino and 
antineutrino spectrum o f the Gargamelle experiment and they have the 
values A = .185, A = ,200[8ee Ref. 66]. Note that i n the absence 
of t h i s cut i n the energy of the f i n a l hadrons A = A = 0 and ( — _ 
(NC\ — j — , So we see that i n order to compare 
the theoretical predictions with the experimental values we must 
CC _ NC — cc _ NC — calculate the constants a ( v , v ) , a (v,v), b ( v , v ) , b (v,v). Note 
Nd JJC — 2 
that the a (v,v) and b (v,v) are functions of the parameter Sin Q^. 
For the parameters a*" (v,v) , \>'^(y,v) we have 




b C v ) - a Cv) - j b ( X ) o l - ) ^ (2.53b) 
and a similar d e f i n i t i o n holds for the a^^(v,v), b^^(v,v). 
Thus we find 
Below threshold: d (V) P (V) - . 0 ^ ^ (2.54a) 
a\v) •= ,Z7S (2.54b) 
Above threshold: d (v1 ~ b Cv ) = .089 (2.55a) 
' a C v ) - M Z , (2.55b) 
NC — NC — To evaluate a (v,v) and b (v,v) one must r e c a l l the neutral current 




The J|j current i s given by (1,47) 
where the summation index i runs over the l e f t handed . multiplets. 
The neutral current Lagrangian interaction term given by (2.56) 
can take the following form 
The index i now runs over a l l f i e l d s p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n the 
theory (leptons and hadrons); i s the charge of the 0^  and 
2 
Z 5 Sin 9 • n. i s a constant depending on the SU(2) multiplet 
V;' 1 ^ 
(Lzll'j<^^ belongs to^and on the position of i t inside the 
mul t i p l e t . Thus when the only hadronic constituents are the quarks 
p, n, X and p' we have 
% = "p- =^  ^ ' "n = V • ^2-5^^^ 
For the leptone e", p.", v^' and v we have 
" e = ^ = - l ' \ - \ ^ ' (2.59b) 
The structure functions F^^^''''^' "''"^  and F^ '^"'^ ' for scattering 
vh vX and vh -> vX are given by the following relations (see 
A.5.16 - A.5.18 ) 
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When i denotes a quark the constants A'^, B ^, C ^ are given by 
the r e l a t i o n s (see A.5.2 - A.5.4 ) . 






/ O . A \ (2.62) 
From Eqs. (2.6O), (z, 6 I ) and (2. 62) we find the relevant structure functions 
f o r the processes vN -> vX and .vN -» vX; 
f ^ U ) - = h ^ ( x ) t : - ^ t - 2 Z i - j j u ( X ) (2.63b) 
The constants a'^^^(v,v) and b^'^(v,v) are given by the following 
r e l a t i o n S j i f one takes into account the fact that . -x'-•'(x)dx - ^  
and fyc(>:)J?( =1- (see A.6.23a,A.6.23b ) 
a . -
\ 8 i S^--' (2.64a) 
VO d ( v ) - d - i - C~2Z - t i j . (2.64b) 
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TABLE I I . The predictions of the Kuti-Weisskopf model for the ratios 
.cut (NC/CC) 
v,.v 
(NC/CC)^ values given correspond to the case 
of being above the charm threshold. I n th i s table R-NEU CUT, 
R-ASEU CUT, R-NEU and R-.ANEU denote the ra t i o s - (NC/CC)J;^ " , 
(NC/CC)|«^ :, (NC/CC), and (KC/CC)_ respectively. 
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TABLE I I I . The predictions of the Kuti-Weisskopf model for the ratios 
cut 
(NC/CC) _ .The values given correspond to the (KC/CC)'^ "^  and 
case of being below the charm threshold. In thi s table R-NEU CUT 
cut 
and *j R-ANSf CUT . denote the . ratios (NC/CC) , and (NC/CC) "^ ^^  
respectively. 
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NC — NC — Thus having estimated the a (v,v) and b (v,v) we can, by virtue 
Cut 
of Eqs. (2.52X f i n d the ratioal^P/QQ^^ - for d i f f e r e n t values of the 
2 parameter Z. = S i n ' ^ . The corresponding ratios without the 
energy cut are given by Eqs. (2. 52)but with A = A = 0. . I n Table I I 
the ratios(^^/cc) - and (^^/cc) - are given for values v,v v,v 
2 
of the parameter Z = Sin ^  ranging from ,01 to 1.00. Note 
that we have assumed that we are above the charm production threshold 
Data from the CERN-Gargamelle group should be compared also with 
the case i n whidi we are below the charm production threshold; i n 
. c u t -
Table I I I the values of the ra t i o s ( ^ ^ / c c ) ^ - are given assuming 
that we are below this threshold. Before any comparison with the 
experimental data is made we shall review some of the neutrino and 
antineutrino data. 
116) Data on Deep Inelastic !7eutrlno and Antineutrlno Induced Reactions, 
Much data on neutrino and antineutrino induced reactions i n the 
deep in e l a s t i c region have been accumulated the last years (see 67,68], 
In t h i s section we review some of these regarding the processes 
vN n'X, •*\x^X and vN ^ vX, vN -• vX i n t h e i r deep in e l a s t i c 
region. In lable IV we give data of the CERN Gargamelle group taken 
from References 34 and 69. The quantities A, B, B' appearing i n the 
table IV are defined as follows: 
(2.65a) 
-(-K f^MdxAf^UU-K (2.65b) 
(2.65c) 
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I f the Callan-Gross r e l a t i o n F2^^^ ~ 2xF^(x) holds then the 
r i g h t hand l i m i t s of A and B are valid. (Tafcle IV) . 
2 
Note also that because of the relation Q = 2MExy we have 
.2 • ••• ' • "" ' < Q > - = 2ME < xy> -. In the Table IV the electronic and V, V V, V 
meconic neutrinos and are denoted by v and v' respectively 
(see footnote of page 47 ). 
Besides, these data from the Gargamelle group newer data were 
reported at higher beam energies, up to E ~ 20 geV [70], by the 
sane group, . Also the Harvard-Pensylvariia-Wisconsin experiment 
(HPW) and the Caltech experiment provided data for even higher 
energies [71], In tables IVa,b,c we give some data of the three 
groups Gargamelle, HPW,and Caltech reported by D,C. Cundy [72] at 
the London Conference on High Energy Physics i n 1974. 
2 
F i n a l l y for the parameter z = ein ^ an upper bound z <;,3 
i s found from a study of the reaction, + e + e [68]. This 
m 
l i m i t should be taken with some caution because the v fl u x i s not 
e 
measured but i s known by calculations. 
Also from ITI** analysis the following result i s obtained [68] 
z > .2-.5 
The r e s u l t depends on the correction,chosen for the nuclear e f f e c t s . * 
I n t h i s section we b r i e f l y reviewd some of the neutrino 
aad antineutrino data. For more data and details regarding the 
experimental set-up we refer the reader to Ref. 67,68 and 73.. 
* The measure of the nuclear effect i s done by the observation of the 
quant i t y r - ^^(v + n-» n) -i- CT(V + p -> [x~ + 71"^  + p) 
CT(V -I- n |a~ + H- p 
The experimental value of r from the,CERN freon experimentr i s 
' r 2.3 + ,9. 
TABLE IV 
Physical quantity Experimental value Reference 
cc 
a Cv) 
cc ( .77±.09)E'^ ''(In units of lO'^^cm^) 
(.32+,G6)E9 ( I n units of 10 cm ) 
(34) 
(34) 
cc cc 0 (v) /o-(v) .38+.02* (34) 
< Q S 
<Q2>. 
(.21±.02)E"*'*(ln units of (Gev/c)^) 














(.93 + .17)E (In units of 10 cm' ) 
(:37+.09)E ( I n units of 10"^^cm^) 
(57) 
(67) 
cc , . cc A J 
a (v) /o (v) ^  .40+.12 (67) 
cc , cc :^  
0 (v) /o (v) 
CC , cc 


















.87t.05 A ^  i 
.87+.05 ^  B ^  .90+.04 
.07+.08 . 





TABLE IV. Experimental values of various physical quantities of interest, 
In the last coiumn the corresponding references are given. 
+ This i s the f i t of reference (34) for E>2 Gev. 
« The actual f i t of reference (34) i s of the form aE+b. Here the constant 
b i s omitted. ^ 
* The electronic and raissanic neutrinos are denoted by v and v 
respectively. 
TABLE IVa 









(.28 + .09)E"^ 
Mean value (.78+.07)E"* ( .28+.025)E'* 
cc TABLE IVa. Data for the charged current t o t a l cross sections o (v) and 
cc o (v) as measured by three d i f f e r e n t groups. 
"38 2 
t In units of 10 cm , 
Harvard-Pensylvania-WisGonsin collaboration. 
TABLE IVb 
Experimental group Energy region cc cc a'(v)/a (v) 
Gargamelle 1 -10 Gev .38±.02 
Caltech [ «+0 Gev / . 4 0 i . l l 
1110 Gev \.23+,ll 
HPW * 10 -30 Gev .41+.11 
A value of R estimated from the slopes i s R - .36+.05 .This 
gives l i m i t is on the values of A and B : 
.92( + . 1 ) 4 A 4 I , .92( + . l ) lB^.9U 
The experimental value of the quantity F^^xjdx i s (see Ref.72) 
» CvN) 0 2 
)^(x)dx =.51 + .05 
cc cc 
TABLE IVb. Data for the r a t i o R = a (v) /a (v) as measured by three 
d i f f e r e n t groups. Bounds for the quantities A and B as well as } (vN) the experimental value for the quantity F (xjdx are also 
o 2 
given. 
1= Harvard-Pensylvania-Wisconsin collaboration. 
TABLE IVc 
Experimental group (NC/COy (NC/CC)^ 
* * • ' 
Gargamelle .22+.03 .43+.12 . 
Caltech .22 .33**. 
HPW , .12+.01+ . .32+.08 
* In these ratios the energy of the outgoing hadrons is greater than 1 Gev. 
**These results should be mainly taken as a demonstration of the existence 
of neutral currents. 
TABLE IVc. Data f o r the neutral to charged current ratios (NC/CC)y^v 
measured by three d i f f e r e n t groups. 
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117) Kuti-Weisskopf Quark Parton Model Predictions and Comparison 
with Experimental Data. 
We give the predictions of the K-W quark parton model for the 
neutrino and antineutrino reactions vN -» n"X, vN -• |i'^ X, vN -» vX and 
vX -• vX. The predictions of the model for the processes e"p e"x 
and pp ^ [I [i^ + X,in t h e i r deep inelastic region,can be found i n 
Kuti and Weisskopf's paper [51]. 
I n Table V the predictions of the model are given for the two 
cases of above and below the threshold for production of charmed states. 
For the evaluation of B and B' use was made of the relations 
and J^^CCXXIK r 3- (see A.6.23a, A.6.23b). The 
predictions of the model for scattering by electronic neutrinos and 
antineutrinos (v',v') are the same as those for muonic neutrinos 
and antineutrinos from v -v universalitv. The f i r s t column of the 
lable ' V should be compared only with data from the Gargamelle group, 
since data from Caltech and HEW groups are for high energies and surely 
above the charm production threshold. The second column must be 
compared with data from a l l groups. 
i ) Below the Charm Production Threshold. 
Comparing with the experimental values of the Table IV we see 
that the physical quantities a''^(v), < xy > —, A, B, B' are i n good 
V t V 
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agreement. The cross section CT^''(V) i s smaller than the experimental 
one given i n the Table IV 
• (vN) 
The quantity \ f\6*)c/>c i s not within the l i m i t s given i n 
o 
the same table. The situation i s even worse with the quantities 
cr (V)/CT^^(V) and (^^/CC) - . The r a t i o CT^^(v)/a^^(v) i s more 
than two standard deviations removed from the experimental value 
NC '^ "^  
.38 + .02. As far aa the ratios ( /cc) — are concerned,we ~ : v,v > . 
observe from the table I I I that i n order to have (^ /^CC)^ "'' ^  .25 
MP cut 
(see Table IVc) we need Z>.39 which gives ( /cc)^ > .69 a 
NC cut 
result too far away from the experimental value ( Icc)— - -^ 3 Z • 
(see Table IVc), 
The conclusion i s that the K-W model does not f i t the data i n 
the case where we are below the charm production threshold. This 
might be due to the fact that the Gargamelle data are above the charm 
production threshold; thus a comparison of the K-W modiel predictions, 
given i n the second column of Table V, with tha experimental data 
should be made. 
i i ) Above the Charm Production Threshold 
a (v) and a (v) are i n agreement with the experimental values 
given i n the table IV. However the value of a~'^(y) i s a l i t t l e larger 
than the mean value of a" (v) given i n Table IVa. < x y > — are i n 
v,v 
good agreement with the values given i n the Table IV. 
The quantities A and B satisfy the conditions B ^ ,90 + .04 
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. \ 
and A ^ 1 and thus they agree with the data given i n the Table IV 
and IVb. B' has a value smaller than that given by experiment and 
shown i n the Table IV. The integral ^F2(x)dx has the 
valud .511 to be compared with the l i m i t s given i n the Table IV 
and with the value given i n the Table IVb. For the ratios 
NC ^""^ ( /cc) - we see from the Table 1 1 that good f i t i s obtained v,v 
with the experimental values measured by the Gargamelle group^and given 
i n the Tables IV and IVaj note that there are values of 2 for 
NC '^"'^  
tjhich-the experimental values of the ratios ( /cc) — measured by ' v,v 
NC 
the Gargamelle group^and the value of ( /cc)- measured by the HPW 
group^are f i t t e d simultaneously. Unfortunately, for these values of Z 
NC 
we have ( /CC)^ > .21. Thus no value of Z f i t s simultaneously 
the four r a t i o s . 
cc _ cc 
F i n a l l y for the r a t i o a (V)/CT (V) we have to observe that i t 
disagrees badly with the experiment; the values of this r a t i o given 
by the Gargamelle group i s .38 + .02 (Table IV) while i n the Table IVb a 
value of th i s r a t i o equal to .36 + .05 i s given. The theoretical 
prediction CT^^(v)/(T^^(v) = .511 i n no way i s compared with these values. 
Thus the conclusion i s that the Kuti-Weisskopf quark parton model 
does not f i t the neutrino and antineutrino induced reactions data 
given i n the Tables IV - IVc, 
TABLE V 




• a (V) 
t -38 2, 
(•.596)E ( I n u n i t s o f 10 cm ) 
^ -38 2 
(.260)E^(In u n i t s of 10 cm ) 
t -38 2 
(.688)E ( I n u n i t s o f 10 cm ) 
+ -38 2 







. . 120 
.074 













ITABLE V. P r e d i c t i o n s of the Kuti-Weisskopf model f o r the mainpphysical 
q u a n t i t i e s concerning deep i n e l a s t i c neutrinoproduction ex-
periraencs. The p r e d i c t i o n s i n the f i r s t and the second column 
correspond t o the two cases of below and above the charm threshold 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
• 2 -38 2 2 -38 ^ G M/ti ^  1.53x10 cra/Gav f o r GM = 1.01x10 
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Discussion. 
The basic ideas and the d e r i v a t i o n of the most important formulae 
of the naive quark parton model were given i n t h i s chapter. Sum rules 
and r e l a t i o n s among the d i s t r i b u t i o n functions were also considered. 
The main c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f the Kuti-Weisskopf quark parton 
model were presented and the model p r e d i c t i o n s f o r the charged current 
r e a c t i o n vN -» \i X, vN -+ ji'^'x and n e u t r a l current reactions vN vN 
vN ^ vN were given. Towards the end of the chapter we reviewed the 
main experimental data oil n eutrino and a n t i n e u t r i n o induced r e a c t i o n s , 
and a comparison of the K-W model w i t h these was madt;. 
The conclusion was t h a t K-W quark parton model f a i l s to f i t the 
e x i s t i n g n e u t r i n o and a n t i n e u t r i n o data. '.I'hus the model must be 
e i t h e r abandoned or modified. 
I n an attempt to f i t the data on deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n and 
n e u t r i n o s c a t t e r i n g , m o d i f i c a t i o n s of the o r i g i n a l K-W quark parton 
model w i l l be considered i n the t h i r d chapter. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
I n the second chapter we b r i e f l y reviewed the Kuti-Weisskopf 
quark parton model and the p r e d i c t i o n s of. the model f o r neutrino and 
a n t i n e u t r i n o induced reactions were considered . 
I n the f i r s t p a r t of t h i s chapter we make an attempt to improve 
the p r e d i c t i o n s o f the K-W model by changing the form of the currents 
i n v o l v e d i n the theory. This i s done by adding new hadronic 
c o n s t i t u e n t s whose left-handed components are- grouped i n §y(2) 
t r i p l e t s i n the Weinberg model. 
General comments on the model are discussed a t the end of the 
f i r s t p a r t o f t h i s chapter. 
In, the second p a r t an analysis of the quark parton model i s 
made wi t h o u t using any s p e c i f i c parton model. 
Based on the r e s u l t s derived from t h i s analysis we b u i l d a quark 
parton model whose p r e d i c t i o n s f o r n e u t r i n o ( a n t i n e u t r i n o ) induced 
r e a c t i o n s and deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n s c a t t e r i n g are discussed. 
PART A 
I I I l ) ^ A Modified Kuti-Weisskopf Model using A d d i t i o n a l Hadronic 
Constituents. 
I n the previous section the K-W quark parton model and i t s 
p r e d i c t i o n s f o r n e u t r i n o and a n t i n e u t r i n o Induced reactions were 
discussed. I n t h i s chapter we make an attempt to improve the 
p r e d i c t i o n s of the model by changing the form of the currents involved 
i n the theory. 
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We begin pur discussion w i t h the r a t i o a^*^(v)/a^^(v) which was 
found t o be too large i n the o r i g i n a l K-W model. The charge c u r r e n t 
CC - CC t o t a l cross sectioas have the forms a ( v ) = u + c and a (v) = 3U+ 
where t; and c are the valence and core c o n t r i b u t i o n s r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
cc — cc 
I f one wishes to reduce the value o f the r a t i o a ( v ) / a ( v ) then a 
p l a u s i b l e way would be to decrease e i t h e r the core or the valence 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s ; but i n t h i s way the cross section CT^^(V) becomes small 
and does not agree wdth the experimental values given i n the Tables 
IV and IVa. Thus we come to the- conclusion t h a t another scheme must 
be invented which enlarges only the value of the t o t a l cross section 
(j" ( v ) and not that of CT^^(V). We are able to do t h i s by i n t r o d u c i n g 
a d d i t i o n a l hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s i n the Weinberg-Salam model. 
I t i s w e l l known that the gauge group of the Weinberg theory i s the 
S U ( 2 ) x U ( l ) , According to i t p a r t i c l e s are c l a s s i f i e d i n l e f t 
handed m u l t i p l e t s and r i g h t handed s i n g l e t s of SU(2). I n the 
Weinberg-Salam modeS there are four fundamental quarks p, n, X and p' 
as we saw i n the f i r s t chapter. These quarks are c l a s s i f i e d i n l e f t 
handed iso s p i n doublets as follows 
w i t h n = ncos e + ^ 5 i n e , A .=-nSine +-XCos 9 , c . c c' c c c 
We assume now that i n a d d i t i o n to the conventional quark f i e l d s 
p,p',n,X we: have an&ther s i x quark f i e l d s ?-^y?y "j^> 0^ ,^02 ^^^^* 
The Fj,p[> H j , 0^, 0^  quarks are c l a s s i f i e d i n l e f t handed i s o s p i n 
t r i p l e t s as. follows:. 
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The reason we introduce new t r i p l e t s i n the theory w i l l become 
obvious l a t e r . The right-handed p a r t s of the above f i e l d s 
are SU(2) s i n g l e t s . 
The new badronic c o n s t i t u e n t s induce a l t e r a t i o n s i n the weak 
and n e u t r a l c u r r e n t s ; i n (1.47) we define? the curr e n t 
^ j . " Z1Y;VP~''HC where " i runs over a l l the i s o s p i n 
m u l t i p l e t s and T =» ( "T"'^  T j t * " ) ;.are the i s o s p i n matrices. 
The weak and n e u t r a l currents are defined by the r e l a t i o n s 
7p - 2 ( J ^ - ^ i n 9 ^ 7 j , / (3.3b) 
I n the r e p i s s e n t a t i o u [i] of SU(2) the matrices T = T -txX and 
(>) 
T are given by " 
X --mo O 1 r G O O 
0 o o / V o o -J 
(3.4) 
Thus we have 
— CM . t i l r ") 




The hadronic p a r t of the TJJ c u r r e n t i s given by the expression; 
(3,7) 
I t i s evident t h a t the constants n^ o f (2,58) have the f o l l o w i n g 
values: 
n = n / = -n = -n, = 1 (3,7a) p p n X 
n = n / = -n. = -n.= 2 (3.7b) 
Pi .Pi *1 *2 ... 
n = n,= 0 , (3,7c) 
" l - ^ 1 
I n the weak current of the expression (3.6) the f i r s t term i s the 
well-known Cabbibo curr e n t which consists of a AS = 1 and a AS = 0 
p a r t (strangeness changing and nonchanging). 
The second term i s due to Glashow, I l i o p o u l o s and Maiani [43] 
who introduced another f o u r t h quark p' which c a r r i e s a new quantum, 
number c a l l e d "charm" equal to one. The second term i s the [/^C j = 1 
p a r t of the weak hadronic c u r r e n t ; 
I n e x a c t l y the same s p i r i t the p a r t i c l e s p^ ,^ pj^ are assigned a 
new quantum denoted by h and equal to one. 
S i m i l a r l y the quarks 0^ and ^ carry another quantum number 
• * 
denoted by h' and equal to one. The p a r t i c l e s n^ ^ and \^ carry 
h = h' = 0. As f a r as the other quantum numbers of the quarks 
^ 1 * P i ' " l * ^1 '^^ ^ '^ '^^ y ^^^^ those of the 
PI P' , r i i X quarks. 
I n t h i s way, the weak hadronic current contains also |AhJ = [Ah' | = 1 
p a r t s . • 
The reason we introduced these new quantum numbers w i l l be 
e x p l a i n e d i n the next section. 
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11X2). P r e d i c t i o n s of the Modified K u t i - Weisskopf Model f o r the 
Charged Current Reactions. 
We come now to the p o i n t of c a l c u l a t i n g the charge current 
r e a c t i o n s t o t a l cross sections. The c a l c u l a t i o n i s s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d 
because the a d d i t i o n a l terms i n the weak current have a form i d e n t i c a l 
t o the usual Cabbibo current. 
We are able to f i t the data by r e q u i r i n g t h a t the terms 
V J f p ^ l " } ( s ) ^ and ^l'^^^^'P^f7 ^° give any 
c o n t r i b u t i o n . This can be j u s t i f i e d by saying t h a t at present 
energies the |Ah' j = 1 term of the weak current i s suppressed^in other 
words we are below the thre s h o l d ! f o r the production of states having 
h' ^ 0, Thus the e f f e c t i v e weak current i s 
r - . / I v/.\ 
>(3.8) 
N£ite t h a t the jAhj = 1 pa r t does give i t s own c o n t r i b u t i o n u n l i k e 
the jAh' J '= 1 term; thus the r o l e of the new quantum numbers h and 
h' i n t r o d u c e d i n the f i r s t section of t h i s chapter now becomes 
apparent. 
Without d i f f i c u l t y we can w r i t e down the expressions f o r the 
s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s F^ ^ ''^ ^ 
t rr^y^^ f ,(W /a) A\ - ^ ^l ) 
n c x ) - = {£^x)-f}^(x)-tf-u)-^fp'(x) 
. o r /^w ,(\,> A) -) 
i ; ( X ) r - - 2 | J ^ ( x ) - 1 - i ^ ( x ) - f _ ( x ) - J - . / ( x ) ] -
/ /1^"^ z^ *-' ) 
•'X. "'P, Jp. J 
3.9a 
t See f o o t n o t e of the f o l l o w i n g page 
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^ r • > 
^ [ i ^ . ( x ) - . f ^ ; ( x ) - f f ; , ( X ) ^ } - ( . ) / 
f / I ) ,0.1 (Wi > 
(3.10a) 
(3.10b) 
We then assume that the n-type c o n s t i t u e n t quark of the SU(3) t r i p l e t 
i s a mixture of the n and n^ quarks, which are grouped i n SU(2) doublets 
and t r i p l e t s , and w i l l be denoted by n'. I t s wave f u n c t i o n can be 
w r i t t e n then as 
Irt > - C05wU,>-t s iY)wlY)> (3.11) 
where tJ i s a nsixing iangle. 
The constituents P|> Pj^i ^ > 0^  ''^^ e x i s t only as core 
c o n s t i t u e n t s s i n c e \ a l l known hadrons are assumed to carry h = h' 
Thus the wave function of the p-type c o n s t i t u e n t quark of the 
SU(3) t r i p l e t , whicli i s denoted by p', i s w r i t t e n as 
= 0. 
(3.11a) 
w i t h the mixing angle having the value ^ = 0. 
I t i s obvious trow that the proton and neutron wave functions 
are given by, 
or.>r I f ' f 'v^ ' -f ^ T C^ Coju> Ippvo, -V Cor? y - f 
Intukor^) - I f ' ^ ' n H- Gore ) r Cos^w I pm.n, -+ core ) - f 
slv'W^pnn-»Cor<> - f ^ in'^U. lpnV) -^Cor<^ ; >(3.12b) 
(3.12a) 
* We assume that v,e are above the threshold f o r the production 
of charmed states. 
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The d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f ^ ^ ^ ^ ( x ) are w r i t t e n as 
J - W - U W + CCX) (3.13) 
j w i t h v ( x ) and c ( x ) given by Eqs. (2.37). The f a c t o r N^f^^ has the 
f o l l o w i n g meaning 
N^^^^ = (average immber of valence quarks of the i- t y p e i n the hadron'''lf). 
Thus f o r the proton and neutron we have 
U\coSuj j v j J - ^ i n V ^ - 2. K 3 . l 4 a ) 
N ^ r ( s - . n ' 2 ^ ) / i ' ^ M^ ''- (2s-.r?u. -t Sm'7u, , N - j } (3.14b) 
JSl^'-O wh€T. AVP)*^,^! quark . ^ ( 3 . 1 4 c ) 
2 
The f a c t o r M which appears i n the expressions above i s given by 
- I 
(3.15) 
From Eqs. (3.9) we nave f o r the neutrino and a n t i n e u t r i n o s t r u c t u r e 
(vN,vK> fun c t i o n s F -
1 > 
F ; t X ) - { ^ / i ; C ^ U i 2 c C X ) (3.16a) 
{.•<]- -{l-f 2^) VU) (3.16b) 
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/. 
n u r - ^ v w - t - 5 2 c u ) . (3,16c) 
h ( X ) ^  - 5 v;(x) 
The constant [i i s given by 
(3.16d) 
p r i ( l ^ „ _ - t N „ J . (3.17) 
As we said before the valence and core d i s t r i b u t i o n f unctions are 
given by the. Eqs. (2, 37) and t h e i r f i r s t moments are (se;e A.6.23a,A.6.23b) 
• i i . 
X\Ji<)^X--^ ' j -<c(X)cjT( r 2 Gg . (3.18) 
The constant Gg i s estimated by f i t t i n g the data f o r the s t r u c t u r e 
f u n c t i o n F2^^P^(x). I n the Kuti-Weisskopf's paper [51] a good f i t 
l 8 obtained by taking where the index i 
runs over a l l quarks and antiquarks w i t h charge Q,, I n bur model 
( ? « Q » ) = ^ and thus Gg = —r. With t h i s value f o r the 
constant Gg and for ^  = - we have: 
CW-^^SBc:.7SE (3.19a) 
— . i O v y _ . x / c l (3.19b) 
(3.19c) 
^ I n u n i t s of lOr cm' 
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These values are to be compared w i t h the experimental ones given i n 
the Tables IV, IVa, and IVb of the second chapter. 
The appearance o f the fi-tenn i n Eqs. (3.16) i s of v i t a l importance; 
the enhancement of the value of the charged c u r r e n t cross section c'''(v) 
i s due to t h i s term. No ^i-term appears i n the s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s 
F and t h i s has a consequence the reduction of the r a t i o CT^'^(V)/O^^(V). 
One could ask whether t h i s scheme i s able to f i t the data by 
grouping the new constituents i n SU(2) doublets instead of t r i p l e t s ; 
thus the model would be more economical i n the sense th a t i t would 
r e q u i r e lesb >?umber of c o n s t i t u e n t s . U n f o r t u n a t e l y t h i s i s not 
the case; the s t r u c t u r e functions -^^^^ would be given by the 
1,0 
expressions 
I CvN^ I / <p) (p) ( w , I;(X^-=j(i^„-tN^,-th^,-+N^UxH8^C^^^ (3.20a) 
CvN> (p, ,p, (v.; (w. 
C X ) ^ - ( N p - ^ ^ V - ^ ^ n - ^ ^ r . . h^^^ (3.20b) 
and conseijuently no li-term appears to enlarge the value o f a ^ ^ ( y ) , 
because N N ^^^4- N ^"V N ^"^ "= 3, and t h e r e f o r e no f i t o n nj^ 
w i t h the data would be obtained. For t h i s reason we abandoned the 
SU(2) - doublet idea and preferred to work w i t h the t r i p l e t scheme. 
I n the Table VI the p r e d i c t i o n s of the model f o r the charged 
c u r r e n t reactions v ( v ) + N ^ p. (|j^) + X are given. They are i n 
agreement w i t h the experimental values of the Tables IV, IVa, IVb 
of the secend chapter. 
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TABLE V I 
cc. . cr ( v ) G ^ 
a 
.513 =- . 78E , -38 2 10 cm 
CCy—V 
a ( v ) G ^ 
c 
.180 - .27E 10 cm 
or ( v ) / a ( v ) . 35 
< x y > .128 
< xy> .072 
TABLE V I : The predictions of the modified Kuti-Weisskopf 
f o r the q u a n t i t i e s a'^*'(v,v) o'^'^(v)/o*^'^(v) and ^xy>^ , . 
1113)^ Predictions o f the Modified Kutl-Weisskopf Model f o r the 
Neutral Current Reactions. 
We proceed now to examine the p r e d i c t i o n s of the model f o r the 
NC 
n e u t r a l to charge cnxrent r a t i o s ' ( / c c ) v.v 
CvN vN) 
The s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s F. , ' are c a l c u l a t e d using the 
expressions given by Eqs, (2.60) and (2.61). Using (3.13) and the f a c t 
t h a t |i = |(N ^P^N we get 




The parameters A^, C^ , which are functions of the v a r i a b l e Z = Sin 9^, 
are given by Ecs» (2.61). By a s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d c a l c u l a t i o n we f i n d i i v e n by Ecs^ {2.bL). By a s c r a i g n c c o r w a r u i ; a x c 




Thus the constants a^^(v,v) and b^*"(v,v) defined by the r e l a t i o n s 
receive the fo l l o w i n g forms 
d CVl-b CV)^- l ^ Z /v-+2- !£f!Z -JoZ-f5-(c l(3.24a) 
r(3.24b) 
I n Eqs.(3.24) u and c are the f i r s t moments of the functions u(x) and 
c( x ) r e s p e c t i v e l y . P u t t i n g |i = ^ , V = ^  and C= we have from 
Eqs.(3.24) 
cTcv) - A v ) - .2«3*?Z^-.c85-/H2-f.o^27 (3.25a) 
(3.25b) 
NC '^"'^  -The r a t i o s ( / c c ) - are given by the Eqs. (2 ,52) w i t h A and A 
V, V 
NC 
having the values .185 and .200 r e s p e c t i v e l y . The r a t i o s ( / c c ) ~ 
V , V 
are given again by Eqs. (2.52) but w i t h A = A - 0. The a ( v , v ) , 
CC - . 
b (v,v)^necessary i n c a l c u l a t i n g these r a t i o s ^ a r e given below. 
NO "^'^  NC I n the Table V I I the values of ( /CC) - and ( / c c ) - are given 
V , V V , V 
2 
f o r values of Z = Sin fl^ ranging from .01 to 1.00. . 
cut 
TABLE V I I 
« « « « « « 
1 R-f^FU CUT 




« « « « « « « « « « 
R-ANEU 
« « « « « « « « « « 
.01 .366 . 6 3 9 
. 0 2 .358 .627 
. 0 3 .350 . 6 1 5 
. 04 . 343 .604 
. 0 5 .336 .594 
, 0 6 .329 .584 
. 0 7 .322 . 5 7 5 
.Ofl .315 .566 
. 0 9 .308 .558 
. 1 0 .301 .551 
.11 . 295 .544 
. 1 2 .289 .538 
. 1 3 .282 . 5 3 3 
. 14 .276 .52R 
. 1 5 . 2 7 0 .524 
. 1 6 . 265 .520 
. 1 7 .259 . 5 1 7 
. I f l . 2 5 3 . 515 
. 1 9 .248 . 5 1 3 
. 243 . 5 1 2 
.21 .237 . 512 
. 2 2 . 2 3 2 . 5 1 2 
. 2 3 .227 . 5 1 3 
.24 . 223 .514 
. 2 5 .218 .516 
. 2 6 .213 .519 
. 2 7 .209 . 5 2 2 
. 2 8 . 205 . 5 2 6 
. 2 9 .201 .531 
. 3 0 .197 
,193 
.536 
.31 . 542 
. 3 2 .189 .54P 
. 3 3 .185 .556 
. 34 . 1 8 ? .563 
. 3 5 .178 . 572 
. 3 6 .175 .581 
. 3 7 .172 .590 
.3f l .169 .601 
. 3 9 . .166 .611 
. 4 0 .164 .6 23 
.41 .161 , . 635 
. 4 2 , . 159 .648 
. 4 3 .156 . .661 
. 44 .154 . 6 7 5 
. 4 5 .152 , . 690 
. 4 6 .150 . 7 0 5 
. 4 7 .148 , .721. 
. 4 8 .146 .7 38 
. 4 9 . 145 . 755 
. 5 0 , , .144 . 773 . 
.51 .142 .791 
. 5 2 .141 , .810 
. 5 3 ,. .140 . . .830 
. 5 4 . 1 3 9 .850 
.374 
. 366 
. 3 5 9 
.351 
.344 
. 3 3 7 
. 3 3 0 
. 3 2 3 
. 3 1 6 
. 3 0 9 
. 3 0 3 
. 2 9 7 
. 2 9 0 
.284 
. 2 7 9 
. 2 7 3 
. 2 6 7 
. 2 6 2 
. 2 5 7 
.251 
. 246 
. 2 4 2 
. 2 3 7 
. 2 3 2 
. 2 ? 8 
. 2 2 4 
. 2 2 0 
. 216 
. 2 1 2 
. 2 0 8 
. 2 0 5 
, 2 0 ? 
. 1 9 8 
. 1 9 5 
. 1 9 2 
. 1 9 0 
. 1 8 7 
. 185 





. 1 7 3 
.171 
. 170 
, 1 6 9 
. 168 
. 1 6 7 
. 1 6 7 
. 166 
, .166 
. 1 6 5 
. 1 6 5 
. 5 6 3 





. 5 0 2 
.494 
. 4 8 5 
. 4 7 7 
.470 
. 4 6 3 
. 4 5 7 
.450 
. 4 4 5 




. 4 2 2 






. 4 0 9 
. 4 0 9 
. 4 0 9 
. 4 0 9 
.410 
. 4 1 2 
.414 
. 416 
. 4 1 9 
. 4 2 2 







. 4 6 2 
. 4 6 9 
.476 
.484 
. 4 9 2 
.501 
.510 
. 5 1 9 
. 5 2 9 
. 5 3 9 
. 550 
TABLE V I I (continued) 
« « « « « « flftOftOOOOOS* 
7 P - r r t CUT 
« « « « « « « « O t t O « « 0 « « « 
W-/5NFI,' CUT 
« « « « « « « « « « 
P-ANFU 
. 5 5 
. 5 6 
. 5 7 
. 5 8 
. 5 9 
, 6 0 
.61 
, . 6 2 
^ . 6 3 
. 64 
. 6 5 
. 6 6 
. 6 7 
.6 f l 
. 6 9 
. 7 0 
.71 
. 7 ? 
. 7 3 
. 8 0 
.81 
. 8 2 
. 8 3 
. 8 4 
. 8 5 
. 8 6 
. 8 7 
. 8 8 
. 8 9 
. 9 0 
.91 
. 9 2 
. 9 3 
. 9 4 
. 9 5 
. 9 6 
,.*57 
. 9 8 




















































































2 . 0 8 6 
2 .131 
2 . 1 7 6 
2 . 2 2 ? 
2.?^<; 
2 . 3 1 6 
2 . 3 6 4 
2 . 4 1 3 
2 . 4 6 2 
, .165 
. 1 6 5 
. 166 
.1^6 
. 1 6 7 
. 1 6 8 
.1*^9 
. 1 7 0 
.171 
. 1 7 2 
. 174 
. 1 7 6 
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TABLE V I I . The p r e d i c t i o n s of the modified Kuti-Weisskopf model f o r 
• the r a t i o s (NC/CC)^"J and (NC'/CC)^"^ . The values given 
- correspond t o the case of being above the charm th r e s h o l d . 
I n t h i s t a b l e R-NEU CUT, R-ANEU CUT, R-NEU and R-ANEU 
denote the r a t i o s (NC/CC)'^ "'^ , (NC/CC)*^ '^^  ,(NC/CC) ^ and 
(NC/CC) - r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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The r a t i o s (NC/CC)^**^ f o r .17 ^  .32 agree w i t h the experimental 
values i^^/ccf^^ » .22 + .03, (^^/cc)f^ = .43 + .12 of the 
Gargamelle group given i n the Table IVc. For the value Z =- .28 
; we have ( ^ V r ' - . 20 (^^/Cc)f" ' - . 52 and ( ^^ / cc ) - - .40; 
/ ' NC cut 
thus f o r t h i s value o f the parameter Z the r a t i o s ( /CC) — and 7 - . • • . . • v,v • . 
/ • 
( /CC)^ are f i t t e d simultaneously. Note t h a t t h i s value of 2 
i s less than . 3 , the upper bound of Z estimated from the study of 
the r e a c t i o n v + e -» v + e as discussed i n the second chapter. 
e e ^ 
NC • 
Un f o r t u n a t e l y for Z =- .28 we have ( /CC) =- .21 while experiment 
r e q u i r e s ('^^/CC)^ ^ . 16. 
For no value of Z the four r a t i o s i^^/rc)^^— j (^ ^* /^cc) ~ 
are f i t t e d simultaneously as were not i n the o r i g i n a l K-W model e i t h e r . 
I I I 4 ) , General Comments on the Model, 
A^ : : — — — • 
( i ) By introducing new hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s the form of the hadronic 
p a r t o f the weak current i s a l t e r e d . I n f a c t a J d i t i o n a l terms appeared 
i n the wellknown form (see 1.54)^which were i n t e r p r e t e d as the 
jAhj = 1 and |Ah^J = 1 parts of the c u r r e n t ^ a f t e r the i n t r o d u c t i o n 
of the new quantum numbers h and h*. A l l known hadrons are 
assigned h = h' = 0 and so the new terms does not p a r t i c i p a t e i n 
t h e i r decays. 
J 
( i i ) The Adler sura r u l e J { - 3 (see 2.20) 
0 
i s replaced by another sum r u l e i n which the r i g h t hand side of the 
equation above i s a f u n c t i o n of the angle u) ( s e e 3.11). For the value 
of }jt = J which corresponds to cosCJ « .45 (w w 63°)jWe f i n d 
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( i i l ) F o r the v a l u e p. = | we f i n d f r o m e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
) VI ( 3 . 2 7a) 
I f t he new q u a r k s a re assumed t o be h e a v i e r t h a n the c o n v e n t i o n a l 
ones p , p ' , n , X t h e n because t h e r e a re a l m o s t f o u r t i m e s as many 
n^^ " v a l e n c e " quarks i n the n e u t r o n as t h e r e a re i n t he p r o t o n we 
m i g h t n a i v e l y expec t the n e u t r o n t o be h e a v i e r t h a n the p r o t o n . 
( i v ) The i n t r o d u c t i o n o f the new c o n s t i t u e n t s i n t r o d u c e s J a c k i w - A d l e r 
t y p e a n o m a l i e s [ 7 5 ] and i f one wishes t o e l i m i n a t e them he must i n t r o d u c e 
an e q u a l number o f o t h e r h a d r o n i c c o n s t i t u e n t s o r new l e p t o n s . 
Remember t h a t i n models based on SU(2) x U ( l ) symmetry the c o n d i t i o n 
t h a t t h e r e be no anomol i e s i s Z - d j ) © ; - ^ (see f o r example Re f . 7 6 ] 
( v ) For t he r a t i o R = e^^ Hadrons ) (gee 1 .23) t he model, 
e e ^ | i | i ) 
52 
p r e d i c t s a v a l u e w h i c h i s R =. — « 5.8 t o be compared w i t h t he 
e x p e r i m e n t a l v a l u e w h i c h l i e s between 5 and 6 f o r an i n c o m i n g e n e r g y 
/ s = 5 GeV ( s = ( p ^ . + p + ) ^ ) . 
2 
The t h r e e qua rk model ( n o n c o l o r e d ) p r e d i c t s R J and the c o l o r e d 
t h r e e q u a r k model R = 2. A l s o the Han-Nambu, f model g i v e s R = 4 
[see f o r example R e f . 5 6 ] , 
t . M . Y . Han and Y. Kambu; Phys, Rev. 139, B1006 ( 1 9 6 5 ) , 
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I n t h e n e x t s e c t i o n we t r y t o make an a n a l y s i s o f t he q u a r k 
p a r t o n model based on the a v a i l a b l e so f a r n e u t r i n o and a n t i n e u t r i n o 
d a t a . No a d d i t i o n a l c o n s t i t u e n t s w i l l be assumed e x c e p t t he 
c o n v e n t i o n a l f o u r q u a r k s p , n , X and p ' . 
PART B 
I I I l ) j , The Quark P a r t o n Mode l and N e u t r i n o R e a c t i o n s . 
Based on some o f t h e n e u t r i n o and a n t i n e u t r i n o data^we make an 
a n a l y s i s o f t he q u a r k p a r t o n model w i t h o u t r e c o u r s e t o any s p e c i f i c 
m o d e l . The o n l y a s s u m p t i o n i s t h a t t h e momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u n c t i o n s s p l i t i n t o a v a l e n c e and a c o r e p a r t . No a d d i t i o n a l q u a r k s 
e x c e p t t h e p , p ' , n , . X a r e i n t r o d u c e d i n the t h e o r y . 
We w r i t e once a g a i n t he d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s f ^ ^ ^ \ x ) i n t he 
f o l l o w i n g f o r m (see 2.37ai) 
f . ( t C ) u ( t C ) - i c U l (3 .28) 
w i t h N i ^ ^ ^ h a v i n g t h e v a l u e s ( see 2,38) 
H r - N ' ^ ' O when i y p , » , u a r k ^ ( ; 
^gCC.NC 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l c r o s s s e c t i o n s — a r e w r i t t e n i n t h e 
dy 
f o r m ( see 2 . 5 1 ) 
J 
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where t h e s u p e r s c r i p t "ct" denotes e i t h e r CC o r NC. F o r t he 
d e f i n i t i o n o f a" (v ,v^) and b " ( v , v ) see Eos. ( 2 . 5 3 ) o f the second 
c h a p t e r . The s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s F . . f o r t he charge c u r r e n 
r e a c t i o n s v ( v ) + N [ i ( n ^ ) + X a re g i v e n by the e x p r e s s i o n s f 
( s e e E q s . 2 . 3 9 ) 
( 3 . 3 1 a ) 
( 3 . 3 1 b ) 
I n some p a r t o n models the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s f^^^\x) 
have t h e forms , 
( 3 . 3 2 ) 
I n t h i s case the f o r m s o f F^ ^ ^ g i v e n by Eqs. ( 3 . 3 1 ) do n o t change; 
we s i m p l y r e p l a c e 3 u ( x ) by ( 2 u ( x ) + u ^ ( x ) ) . So whenever i n an e x p r e s s i o n 
we see a u(>;;) i t i s e i t h e r U ( x ) o r (70,(x) + i { ( x ) ) / 3 . From the Eqs! 
( 3 . 3 1 ) we have f o r t he c o n s t a n t s a ' ^ ^ ( v , v ) and b " ( v , v ) 
( 3 . 3 3 a ) 
( 3 . 3 3 b ) 
f We assume t h a t we are above the charm p r o d u c t i o n t h r e s h o l d . 
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I n t h e e x p r e s s i o n s above U and c deno te the f i r s t moments o f 
• J • r 
u ( x ) and c ( x ) r e s p e c t i v e l y , t h a t i s o = j^CoWdx ^ c = J ^ c W d x . 
o 0 
The c r o s s s e c t i o n s <r ( v , v ) and the r a t i o R = a ( v ) / a ( v ) 
a r e g i v e n by the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n s 
C 5 X % > ) - ^ < 3 - t ^ j ) = 0< (V)E ( 3 . 3 4 a ) 
O C V ) ^ ^ V ( H - . ^ J > ) ^ c < ( V ) E ( 3 . 3 4 b ) 
c t 
' D - 6(v) /c< l i l i ^ . (3 .34c) 
The c o n s t a n t p i n E q 8 . ( 3 . 3 4 ) i s d e f i n e d b y , 
( 3 . 3 5 ) 
To c a l c u l a t e the r a t i o s ( ^^ /CC) '^-^ and ( ' ' ' ^ / r c ) - we need the 
V , V V , V 
c o n s t a n t s a ( v , v ) and b ( v , v ) . 
( vN Vn ) 
The n e u t r a l c u r r e n t r e a c t i o n s s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o n s F . !: ' a re 
i » J 
g i v e n by the e x p r e s s i o n ( see Eqs, 2 , 6 3 ) 
( 3 . 3 5 a ) 
and t h u s we have 
r e ^ / ^ ^ V . IX -ilVK-^J ( 3 . 3 5 b ) 
( 3 . 3 5 c ) 
b C V ) •= m)--[V^7.~^Z-^-^ j f 7 [ l 2 7 . ^ 1 Z t i ^ U . ( 3 . 3 5 d ) 
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• 2 Remember t h a t by Z we denote t h e v a r i a b l e 5 i n 9^. 
NC NC c u t 
The r a t i o s ( / c c ) — and ( / c c ) ~ a r e g i v e n by t h e f o l l o w i n g 
v , v v , v 
e x p r e s s i o n s 
20 p - t - ^ r ) 
X 
Z - - 4 ( 3 . 3 6 a ) 
2 
z - ( 3 . 3 6 b ) 
(U -1 ^ 3.00 y 2 ( 3 . 3 6 c ) 
Z - r j { 3 . 3 6 d ) 
N o t e t h a t f o r a v a l u e o f t he r a t i o ( v ) / a ^ ^ ( v ) e q u a l t o and 
c o n s e q u e n t l y f o r P " 0. we have 
( 3 , 3 7 a ) 
Uc/v 7.7 ^ 
- . ( 3 . 3 7 b ) 
I r c / r : 9 2 
Eqs , ( 3 . 3 7) a r e t h e same w i t h t he r a t i o s f o u n d i n R e f . 56 and 6 6 . I n 
the T a b l e s V I I I , V i l l a , b , c , d the v a l u e s o f t h e ( ^ ^ / c c ) ^ " ^ arid 
NC 2 
( / c c ) ~ a r e g i v e n f o r v a l u e s o f X = S in G r a n g i n g f o r , 0 1 t o 
V , V w 
1 .00 and f o r R = CT*"^(v)//^(v) e q u a l t o . 3 6 , . 3 7 , , 3 8 , .39 and . 4 0 . 
TABLE V I I I 
i ; ^ >i 1^ :^ ^: •/ t » ^ r% 
* n = 0 . .36 * 
. <; it 
t t-A t ^ t - i f ^):. if 
* J); * * * ij: * J^c!(: J t ^ ))t j f ; j jc ^ JL< .J.. V' a . o. 
•r T T* *t' T ^ - •»*• i.. ^ - N E U : i ) T J-'-A'ii U : .uT 
fl: * tt i : t- * « * =:c « =;c j^ t j ; -
J . 0 1 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 9 0 O.k90 
0 . 02 0 . 4 b 0 . 0 . 4 8 2 0 . 4 B 0 0 . 4 8 1 
0 . f ; 3 • 0 . 4 7 1 0 . / w 4 0 . 4 71 0 . 2 
0 . 0 ^ 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 4 6 6 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 4 d 3 
0 . 05 . 0 . '+132 0 . 4 60 J.'-i5 2 ? . 4 5 5 
0 . 0 6 0 . 4 ^ 2 0 . 4 V + 0 . 44 3 0.-'>4H 
0 . 0 7 0 . 4 3 3 0 . 4 3 4 0 . 4 4 0 
•J. r 8 0 . 4 2 4 0 . 44 5 ^ ' . 4 2 5 0.^^33 
0 . 09 0 . 4 15 0 . 4 4 2 , 0 . 4 16 0 . 4 2 7 
0 . 1 c. • 0 . 4 O 7 0 . 4 3 9 0 . 4 0 B : ' . 4 2 1 
0 . 11 0 . 3 9 8 0 . 4 3 8 0 . 3 9 9 0,^^15 
0 . 1 2 0 . 3 8 9 0 . 4 3 7 0 . 3 9 1 0 . 4 10 
0 . 1 3 0 . i b 1 C . ^ 3 7 0 . 3 B 3 ( . ^ . ' 5 
0 . 1 ^ 0 . i 7 3 0 . 4 W 0 . 3 7 5 0 . ^ 0 1 
0 . i 'j 0 . 3 o 5 0 . 4 39 0 . 3 6 7 - 0 . 3 9 7 
0 . 1 6 L ' . 3 5 7 0 . 4 4 1 0 . 3 59 0 . 3 9 4 
0 . 1 7 0 . 3 ^ 9 0 . ^^44 0 . 3 5 2 . 0 . 3 9 1 
O . I B , 0 . 3 ' t l 0 . 4 4 0 0 . 3 4 4 0 . 3 3 3 
0 . 19 0 , 3 34 0 . 4 5 3 0 . 33 7 0 . 3 3 6 
0 . 2 0 0 . 3 2 5 0 . ^ 5 5 0 . 3 3 0 0 . 3 84 
I ' . 2 1 G . 3 1 9 0 . ^ ( > 4 0 . 3 2 3 0 . 3 8 3 
0 . 2 2 0 . 312 0 . 4 7 1 0 . 3 1 7 0 . 3 f i 2 
0 . 2 3 0 . 3 U 5 0 . 4 7 9 0 . 3 1 0 0 . 3 8 1 
• 0 . 2 4 0 . 2 9 B - 0 . 4 d 7 0 . 3 04 0 . 3 8 1 
0 . 2 5 . 0 . 2 9 1 0 . 4 9 7 0 . 2 9 7 0 . 3 P 1 
0 . 2 f » 0 . 2 84 0 . 5 0 7 0 . 2 9 1 0 . 3 8 2 
0 . 2 7 0 . 2 7 0 0 . til a 0 . 2 8 5 0 . 3 3 3 
0 . 2 H 0 . 2 7 1 0 . 5 2 9 0 . 2 7 9 0 . 3 8 5 
u . 29 0 , 2 0 5 0 , 5 4 2 0 . 2 7 4 0 . 3 8 7 
0 . 30 0 . 2 5 9 0 . 5 5 5 0 . 26R 0 . 3 M 9 
0 . 31 0 . 2 53 0 . 56 9 0 . 2 6 3 0 . 3 9 2 
0 . 32 0 , 2 4 7 , 0 . 5H-4 0 . 2 57 0 . 3 9 5 
0 . 3 3 0 . 2 4 1 O'. 60 0 0 . 2 5 2 0 . 3 ' 3 9 
0 . 3't 0 . 2 35 0 . ^ 1 6 0 . 2 4 7 0 . 4 : : 3 
0 . 3 5 0 . 2 30 0 . 6-14 0 . 2 4 3 0 . 4 0 7 
0 . 3 6 • . 0 . 2 2 5 0 . n 5 2 0 . 2 3 3 0 . 4 12 
0 . 3 7 r U 2 L 9 0 . 6 70 0 . 2 3 3 0 . 4 17 
0 . 3 8 0 . 2 1 4 0 . 6 9 0 0 . 2 2 9 • 0 . 4 23 
0 . 3 9 0 . 2 09 0 . 7 1 0 0 . 2 2 5 0 .4 2 9 
G . 4 0 • 0 . ;>U4 0 ; 732 0 . 2 2 1 0 . 4 3 6 
0 . '+1 0 . 2 0 0 0 . 7 54 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 4 3 
0 . 4 2 0 . 1 9 5 0 . 776 0 = 2 1 3 0 . 4 5 0 
0 . ' ^3 0 . 1 9 1 O.HOO 0 . 2 1 0 0 . 4 5 H 
0 . 4-^ 0 . I 86 0 . 8 2 4 •0 , ? 0 n 0 . 4 6 6 
0 . ' • > 0 . 1 U 2 • o.'.;'-.9 0 . 2 ) 3 0 . 4 7'> 
0 . 4 6 0 , 1 70 0 . 8 / 5 0 . 2 0 0 0 . 4 84 
0 . ] .74 0 . ' ' r .2 0 . 1 9 7 0 . U V 4 
« « « « « « « « ' a o o « « o f i « < > 
7 P - K F U CUT 
TABLE V I I I ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
« - ^ K F I ; CUT 
« « « ft o ft a « o « a « 
P - K F U 
« « e fl c « « « « « 
P-AhJFlJ 
0 . 1 7 0 0. '3 30 ' , 0 . 1 9 4 0 . 5 r 'V 
( i . 1 6 7 0 . 1 IV . 5 
0 . 5 0 0 . l b 3 J . 9 B 7 • 0 . ) B '5 0 . 5 25 
0 . 5 1 0 . 1 6 0 1 . 0 1 7 . 0 . 1 B 7 0 . 5 36 
0 . 3 ^ • 0 . 1 5 7 l . i " ' ) 7 L ) . 1 B 4 . . 5 .•: 
0 . 'S3 0 . 1 5 3 1 ; 0 7 P 0 , 1B2 0 . 5 6 0 
0 . 5^ .. 0 . 1 5 0 I . I l l 0 . I H I ! . 5 7 2 
0 . S 5, O . I A B I . I ' t ^ 0 . 1 7 9 0 . 5 H 5 
0 . 5 t ) 0 . 1 ^ 5 1 . 1 7 P 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 5 9 P 
0 . 5 7 i ; . l ' + 2 1 . 2 1 3 0 .1-7 5 " • . 6 12 
0 . 5 8 O . l ' t O 0 . 1 7 4 0 . 6 2 6 
0 . 5 9 0 . 1 3 7 . l . 2 B ' f . 0 . 1 7 3 ! ) . ( ) ' . 1 
0 . 6? 0 . 1 3 5 1 . 3 2 1 0 . 1 72 ••). 5 5 '. 
0 . 6 1 0 . 1 3 3 1 . 3 5 9 0 . 1 7 1 0 . ; ) 7 1 
0 . 0 2 0 . 1 3 1 1 . 3 9 7 0 . 1 7 0 . •..i.6F.7 
0 . 6'.i 0 . 1 2 9 1 . 43 7 0 . 1 7 0 . 0 . 7 n 3 
O . S > 0 . 1 2 B . 1 . 4 ^ 7 . 0 . 1 6 9 0 . 7 76 
0 . 6 5 0 . lZ t> 1 . 5 1 H 0 . 1 6 9 ;7.7 37 
0 , hh 0 . 1 . I . 5/.0 0 . 1 6 9 1.7 
0 . f>7 0 . 1 2 3 l . o 0 2 , • 0 . 1 6 9 0 . 7 7 2 
0 . 6b • 0 . 1 2 2 1..64 5 0 . 1 69 0 . 7 j 
• 0 . 5 9 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 6 B 9 - 0 . 1 7 0 O . P O " 
0 . 70 0 . 1 2 0 1 . 7 3 4 0 .. I 7 D 0 .B 2B 
0 . 7 1 0 . 1 1 9 1 . 7 8 0 0 . 171 ' ^ . M ^ B 
0 . 72 0 . 1 1 9 I . B 2 6 0 . 172 0 . H ij B 
0 . 7 3 0 . L 1 H 1 . B 7 A 0 . 1 7 3 ') . *' 
0 . 7 ^ . 0 . 1 1 3 1 . 9 2 2 0 . 1 7 4 0 . 9 0 ^ 
0 . 75 0 . ! 17 1 . 9 7 0 0 . 1 7 5 . 0 . 9 3 1 
U . 7 6 0 . 1 1 7 2 . 0 2 0 n . 1 76 J . V 5 2 
0 . 7 7 0 . 1 1 7 2 . 0 7 0 0 . 1 7B 0 . " <^ 
0 . 78 0 . 1 1 7 2 . 1 2 2 • 0 . 1 BO ') , 9 5 7 
0 . 7 9 O . l l h 2 . I 7/+ 0 . 1B2 1 . 3 2 0 
O.BO 3 . 1 1 R 2 . 2 2 6 . 0 . 1 R4 1 . 0 3 
. 0 . 8 1 • 0 . 1 I B 2 . 2 f ; o r; . I " 6 1 . 5 ^ 7 
0 . 8 2 0 . 1 1 9 2 . 3 3 4 O . I B B 1 . 0 9 1 
0 . 83 0 . 1 2 0 2 . 3r>9 0 . 1 9 1 1 . 1 1 6 
0 . 8 A 0 . 1 2 1 2 . 4 4 5 0 . 1 93 1 . 1 M 
0 . B 5 0 . 1 2 2 2 . 5 0 2 0 . 1 9 6 1 . 1 6 6 
0 . d5 0 . 1 2 3 2 . 5 6 0 0 . 1 9 9 1 . 1 9 2 
0 . f l 7 0 . 1 2 A 2 . 6 1 B 0 . 2 02 1 . 2 1 9 
0 . ° . B 0 . 1 2 6 2 . 6 7 7 0 . 2 0 5 1 . 2 4 5 
0 . 8 9 0 . 1 2 7 2 . 7 3 7 C>.2'JB 1 . 2 7 2 
0 . 9 0 0 . 1 2 9 2 . 7 9 7 0 . 2 1 2 1.3 00 
0 . 9 1 0 . 1 3 1 . 2 . 8 5 9 0 . 2 1 6 . 1 . 3 2 b 
0 . 9 2 0 . 1 3 3 2 . 92 1 • D . 2 2 0 1 .3 5^ 
0 . 9 3 0 . 1 3 5 2 . 9 H 4 0 . 2 2 3 1 . 3 H 5 
0 . 9'> 0 . 1 3 7 3 . 0 / , 8 0 . 2 2 8 1.. 4 1 4 
0 . 9 5 0 . 1 3 9 3. 113 0 . 2 3 2 1. . 4 4 
0 . 9 5 0 . 1 A2 J . 17B 0 . 2 36 1.4 7'^ 
0 . 9 7 O . l - ^ ^ 3 . 2 4 / t . 2 4 1 1 . 5.-; 5 
0 . 9 B 0 . 1 4 7 3 . 3 1 1 0 . 2 ' 1 6 1 . 5 3 M 
0 . 99 0 . 1 5 0 3 . 3 79 0 . 2 5 1 1 . 5 6 7 
1 . :)0 0 . 1 53 . C . 2 5 ft 1 . 5 - ) ' ; 
TABLE V I I I . The q u a r k p a r t o n model p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e Weinbe rg mode l 
f o r t h e r a t i o s (KG /CC)'^"5 and CNG /CC) _ . The v a l u e o i 
t h e r a t i p R = a"(.v) / a"Cv) i s e q u a l t o . 3 6 . I n t h i s t a b l e 
R-NEU CUT,R-ANEU CUT,R-NEU 
c 
"J 
and R-ANEU d e n o t e t h e r a t i o s 
CNC / C C ) ^ " S C N C / C O g ^ S d ^ I C / C C ) ^ and (NC / C C ) _ r e s p e c t i v e l y 
TABLE V i l l a 
i f . * :•: * * •,> r ' : j ) : J ; 
> R = ^ 0 . 3 / ^ 
A. .1. t i , X- ^ y. ^ . . V *<r .L- .r< ^ , 
-7- <n -.s - I - ^ -
JlC ^ ^ 7^ T^ t ^ ^ * •*> * jjt ij; ij; jj; v * ij: •^  * 1,1 j;.- <c if :y. i: if 
7 R - N t O CUT r ' - A ' i n i i : a T K - M f U • 8 -A. \ ' l - l . l 
V V ^ - r -1^  -ff. it. 4- I".. ;;t J'; i,. ;^ • i -.f. if. V * .,: :.: •.;• )S -f-. .......... y. .^ J, .'^^ V- J. 
0 . 0 1 0 . 4 0 ) . 4 9 0 0 . 4 0 0 0 . 4 90 
0 . 0 2 n . 4 h ( . 0 . 4 ••! 1 0 . 4 8 0 . 4 H 1 
0 . 0 3 . 0 . 4 7 1 0 . 4 7 3 0 . 4 7 1 0 . 4 72 
0 . 0 4 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 4 6 ( 1 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 4 6 3 
0 . 0 5- ; j . 4 52 0 . 4 5 9 0 . 4 52 0 . 4 5 5 
0 . 0 6 0 . 4 4 2 0 . 4 5 ^ 0 . -^43 . 0 . 4 4 7 
0 . u 7 0 . 4 33 . 0 . 4 4 8 0 . 4 34 0 . 4 4 0 
0 . 0 8 . 0 . 4^:4 0 . 4 4 4 0 . 4 2 5 0 . 4 3 3 
0 . 0 9 . 0 . 4 15 0 . 4 4 0 0 . 4 1 6 0 . 4 2 7 
0 . 10 O . 4 0 7 0 . 4 3 7 ': . 4 0 8 ' 1 . 4 2 1 
0 . I 1 • 0 , 3 9 8 0 . 4 3 5 0 . 3 " 9 0 . 4 ! 5 
0 . 1 2 0 . i b 9 0 . 4 1 4 0 . 3 9 1 0 . 4 1 (.) 
0 . 1 3 0 . i a 1 0 . 4 3 3 0 . 3 83 - 0 . 4 . ; 5 
0 . 1 4 0 . 3 7 3 0 . 4 3 3 0 . 3 75 0 . 4 00 
0 . 1 5 0 . 3 0 5 0 . 4 3 4 0 . 3 6 7 .3 '^r ; 
0 . 1 6 0 . 3 5 7 0 . 4 3 5 0 . 3 59 0 . 3 93 
0 . 4 7 0 . 3 4 9 • O.-'^JB 0 . 3 5 2 0 . 3 89 
. I a - 0 . 3 4 i 0 . 4 ^ 1 0 . 3 4 5 
0 . 1 9 0 . 3 34 0 . 4 4 5 0 . 3 3 7 0 . 3 4 
0 . 2 0 0 . 3 2 6 0 . 4 4 9 0 . 3 3 0 0 . 3 f' 2 
C . 2 1 0 . .-i 1 9 0 . 4 5 4 0 . ^ 2 4 0 . >^ H i 
0 . 2 2 0 . 3 1 2 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 3 1 7 0.3.'WJ 
0 . 2 3 0 . 3 0 5 0 . 4 6 7 0 . 3 1 0 0 . 3 7 9 
0 . 2 4 0 . 2 9 8 0 . 4 75 0 . 3 04 0 . 3 7 8 
0 . 2 5 0 . 2 9 1 0 . - ^83 0 . 2 9 8 0 . 3 7 9 
0 . 2 6 0 . 2 65 0 . 4 9 2 t ' . 2 9 1 •1.3 7C 
0 . 2 7 , 0 . 2 7 8 0 . 5 0 2 0 . 2 8 5 0 . 3 HO 
0 . 2/3 0 . 2 7 2 0 . 5 1 2 0 . 2 8 0 0 . 3 8 1 
0 . 2 9 0 . 2 6 5 0 . 52 4 0 . 2 74 0 . 3 8 3 
0,. 30 0 . 2 5 9 0 . 5 ^ 6 0 . 2 6 8 0 .3 B 5 
0 . 3 1 0 . 2 5 3 0 . 5 4 H 0 . 2 6 3 0 . 3 8 8 
0 . 3 2 0 . 2 48 0 . 5 6 2 0 . 2 5 8 0 . 3 9 1 
0 . 3 3 0 , 242 0 , 5 7 6 0 . 2 5 3 0 . 3 9 4 
0 . 34 0 . 2 3 6 0 . 5 9 1 0 . 2 4 8 0 . 3 98 
n . 3 5 0 . 2 3 1 0 . 60 7 C . 2 4 3 0 . 4 ' ? 
0 . 3 6 0 . 2 2 5 0 . 62 3 0 . 2 3 9 0 . 4 0 7 
0 . 3 7 0 . 2 2 0 0 . ( . 4 1 0 . 2 3 4 0 . ' - 12 
0 . 3H 0 . 2 1 5 0 . 6 5 9 0 . 2 3 0 0 . 4 1 7 . 
0 . 3 = ) 0 . 2 10 0 . 6 7 7 0 . 2 2 6 0 . 4 2 3 
0 . 4 0 0 . 2 0 5 0 . 6 9 7 0 . 2 22 0 . 4 29 
0 . 4 1 0 . 2 0 1 0 . 7 1 7 0 . 2 1 8 0 . 4 36 
0 . 4 2 0 . 1 9 6 0 . 7 3 8 0 . 2 1 4 0 . 4 4 3 
. 4 3 0 . 1 9 2 0 . 7 60 ^ . 2 1 1 . V 6 0 
0 . 4 4 0 . 18 8 0 . 7 3 2 0 , 2 0 7 . 0 . 4 5 8 
0 . 4 5 0 . 1 8 4 0 . 8 0 5 0 . 2 04 . 9 . 4 6 7 
0 . 4 6 0 . 1 , e 0 , 0 . 8 2 9 0 . 2 0 1 0 . V 7 5 
0 . 4 7 0 . 8 54 0 , 1 ' ^ y 0 . 4 o4 
TABLE V i l l a ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
« « o a « 4 0 « « 0 o o 
7 p - r r u CUT '^-fiKf\: CUT P - N F U P - A N F t j 
« « « « « « « « « 0 ti 4 « 0 O « 0 « 
• 0 . 4 8 0 . 1 7 2 0 . f i 7 C 5 0 . 1 9 5 G . 9 
0 . 4 '9 0 , 1 1 5 0 . 9 0 5 0 . 1 " 3 • 0 . 5 J -
• 0 . 5G 0 . 1 6 5 0 . 9 3 2 c;. 1 " : . . 5 1 M 
0 . 5 1 0 . 1 6 1 0 . 9 6 U • 0 . I B B • 0 . 5 25 
0 . 5 2 0 . 1 5 8 0 . 9 P Q 0 . 1 B6 0.-5 3 6 
0 . 53 0 . 1 5 5 . I . • 1 8 (• . I " 4 " ' . 5 4 H 
0 . 5^ 0 . 1 5 2 1 . 0 4 8 . . 0 . 1 - ^ 2 • 0 . 5 6 0 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 4 9 1 . 0 7 B , 0 . i n o • 0 . 5 7 2 
0 . 5 6 0 . 1 4 7 1 . 1 I f C . 1 7 9 0 . 5 8 ^ 
0 . 5 7 1 . 14 2 . 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 5 9 f' 
0 . 5e 0 . 1 4 2 1 . 1 7 5 0 . 1 7 6 " . 5 12 
0 . 5 9 0 . 1 4 0 1 . 2 0 B 0 . 1 75 0 . 5 2 6 
0 . 5 3 0 . 1 3 7 1 . 2 4 3 0 . 1 7 4 0 . 6 4 1 
0 . 6 1 0 . 1 3 5 1 . 2 7 8 • 0 . 1 7 3 f 1 . (, s c. 
0 . b 2 0 . 1 3 3 1 . 3 1 4 0 . 1 7 3 0 . 5 7 1 
0 . 6 3 0 . 132 1 . 3 5 0 (J . 1 7 2 0 . 6 . B 6 
0 . 6 4 0 . 1 3 0 I . 3 f i 3 C . 1 72 0 . 7 0 3 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 2 ^ 1 . 4 2 6 0 . 1 7 2 • 0 . 7 19 
0 . 6 6 0 . 1 2 7 1 . 46 5 0 . 1 7 2 0 . 7 3 6 
0 . 5 7 0 . 1 2 6 1 . 5 J 4 0 . 1 7 2 0 . 7 53 
0 ; 5 B 0 . 1 ^ : 5 1 . 5 4 5 0 . 1 7 2 0 . 7 7 1 
0 . 69 Q. .124 1 . 5 . j 6 0 . 1 7 2 0 .7 59 
0 . 7 0 0 . 1 2 3 1 . 6 2 B 0 . 1 7 3 'o.aoi^' 
0 . 71 0 . 1 2 2 1 . 5 7 0 0 . 1 7'« 0 . 8 2 7 
0 . 72 0 . 1 2 2 1 . 713 I 7 5 0 .3 
0 . 7 3 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 7 5 B 0 . 1 75 
0 . 74 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 8 0 2 0 . 1 7 7 . . 3 i-
0 . 7 5 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 8 4 8 0 , 1 7H • 0 . V J 7 
0 . 7 5 D . 1 2 1 l . B V . 0 . 1 ^ ) 0 . 0 . ? B 
0 . 7 7 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 9 4 1 . I ; U . . 9 
0 . 7b 0 . 1 2 1 1 . 9 5 9 0 . 1 ' ^ 3 ^ . -^72 
0 . 7 9 0 . 1 2 1 2 . 0 3 8 0 . 1 B 5 0 . 9 9 4 
0 . 5 0 0 . 1 2 2 2 . 0 8 7 0 . 1B7 I . 0 ] 7 
0 . o 1 0 . 1 ^ 3 2 . 1 3 7 (.•. 1 9 . 1 . D A : 
0 . H 2 0 . 1 2 3 2 . 1B B 0 . 1 ° 2 . 1 . 0 6 3 
0 . .".3 . 0 . 1 2 4 2 . 2 3 0 . 1 9 4 1 . t; h 7 
0 . 8 4 . 0 . 1 2 5 2 . 2 9 ? 0 . 1 97 1 . 1 1 1 
0 . B 5 . 0 . 12 6 2 . 3 ^ 5 0 . 2 0 0 1 . 1 3i> 
0 . B6 0 . 1 2 8 2 . 3 9 H J.? 3 1 . 1 o 1 
0 . ti 7 0 . 1 2 9 2 . 4 5 3 0 . 2 06 1.. 1 " 7 
0 . BB 0 . 1 3 1 2 . 50B 0 . 2 0 0 1 . 2 1 3 
0 . 8 9 0 . 1 3 2 2 . 5 6 4 0 . 2 1 3 1 . 2 3 9 
0 . 9 0 0 . 134 2 . 6 2 1 0 . 2 1 6 1 . 2 6 f 
0 . 9 1 0 . 1 3 6 2 . 6 7 9 0 . 2 2 0 1 . 2 9 3 
0 . 9 2 0 . 138 2 . 7 3 7 0 . 2 2 4 1 . 3 2 ) 
0 . 9 3 0 . l A O 2 . 7 9 6 0 . 2 2 B 1 . 3 4 9 
0 . 9 4 0 . 143 ? . B56 " . 2 3 3 1 . 3 7 B 
0 . 9 5 0 . 1 ^ 5 2 . 9 1 6 0 . 2 3 7 1 J-v.':-
0 . 96 0 . 1 4 8 2 . 9 7 7 0 . 2 4 1 6. 
C . 97 0 . 1 5 0 3 . r 3 '"^  r - . 2 A 6 1 . 4 ' . - : 
0 . 9 8 • 0 . 1 5 3 3 . 102 0 . 2 5 1 . 1 - f. 
0 . 9 9 0 . 1 5 6 , 3 . 1 6 5 0 . 2 5 5 1,5;-^' 
1 . 0 0 0 . 159 3. 2 ^0 0 . 2 6 1 1 . 5 ' . / 
TABLE V i l l a . The q u a r k p a r t o n mode l p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e Weinberg model 
and (NC /CC)^ v a l u e o f f* 111" f o r t h e r a t i o s (NC /CC) _ 
t h e r a t i o R = o ^ ' ^ v ) / o ^ ^ v ) i s e q u a l t o . 3 7 . I n t h i s t a b l e 
R-NEU CUT,R-ANEU CUT,R-NEU and R-ANEU d e n o t e t h e r a t i o s 
(NC /CC) , ' ^ "^ (NC /CC)1;'"^,(MC / C C ) , and (NC/CC) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
TABLE V l l l b 
ir- i' x-- i- f - t . 
R=0.3a * 
t«>;! * >s * * <; <r i;? <i I^t j(i ^ ^ j;.-« « ^ if ^ t JU ^ ^ . V ]>• J-
V -,• -Y^ 1- - - -.• V- -,- f . 
J , .y . U J L ^ ^ 1 , V-
• r ' r •»• - I - -• -1- ' i ' . - " 
Z R - N t J CUT • P - A : \ ' ( l . l : U T P - M E U R - A M r U 
0 . 0 1 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 90 
0 . 0 2 0 . 4 8 0 0 . 4 H I , 0 . 4 . ' i 0 0 . 4 8 1 
0 . 0 3 0 . 4 7 1 0 , 4 73 0 , 4 71 0 . 4 72 
0 . 04 0 . 4 b l 0 , 4 6 6 0 , 4 6 1 0 . 4 6 3 
0 . 0 5 0 . 4 5 2 0 , 4 59 0 , 4 5 2 0 . 4 5 5 
0 . 0 6 0.'-.-4 2 0 , 4 5 3 0 . ^ 4 3 0 . 4 7 
0 . 0 7 0 . 4 3 3 0 , 4 4 7 0- .4 34 0 . 4 4 0 
0 . 0 •( 0 . 4 2 4 . 0 . 4 4-3 0 . 4 ? 5 0 . 4 3 3 
0 . 0 9 0 . 4 1 5 0 . ' * 3 9 0 . 4 1 6 0 . 4 2 6 
0 . 1 0 C.4C.7 • 9 . 4 35 0 . 4 0 8 0 . 4 20 
0 . 1 1 0 , 3 9 8 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 '39 0 . ^ 1 4 
0 . 12 0 . 3 9 0 0 . 4 3 1 0 . 3 9 1 0 . 4 0 9 
0 . 1 3 0 . 3 8 1 0 . 4 3'"' • 0 . 3 3? 0 . ' . 0 4 
O.l'' 0 . 3 7 3 0 . 4 2 9 0 . 3 75 0 . 4 : 1 0 
0 . 15 0 . 3 6 5 0 . 4 30 0 . 3 6 7 . 3 9 5 
0 . 1 6 0 . 3 5 7 0 . 4 ' - i l 0 . 8 6 0 0 . ^ • ;• ? 
0 . 1 7 0 . 3 4 9 0 . 4 32 0 . 3 5 2 0 . 8 -'..b 
0 . 1 8 ( . 3 4 2 0 . 4 3 5 0 . 3 4 5 0 . 3 0 5 
0 . 1 9 0 . 3 3 4 0 . 43 8 0 . .•) ^ B 0 . 3 H 3 
0 . 20 0 . 3 2 7 0 . 4 4 1 0 . 3 3 1 0 . 3 8 1 
0 . 2 1 C', 3 19 0 . 4 4 6 0 , 3 2 4 0 . 3 7 9 
0 . 2 2 0 , 3 1 2 0 , 4 5 1 0 , 3 1 7 0 . 3 7 P 
0 . 23 0 , 3 0 5 0 . 4 5 7 0 . 3 1 1 0 . 3 7 7 
0 . 2 4 0 . 2 9 8 0 . 4 ^ 4 0 . 3 04 0 . 3 / 6 
0 . 2 5 . 0 . 2 9 2 0 , 4 7 1 0 . 2 9 8 0 . 1 7 6 
0 . 2 6 0 . 2 B 5 0 . 4 7 9 0 . 2 9 2 0 . 1 7 6 
0 . 2 7 0 . 2 7 9 0 . 4 fl 0 . 2 8 6 0 . 3 7 7 
0 . 2 8 0 . ^ 7 2 0 . 4 9 7 0 . 2 80 0 . 3 7 8 
0 . 2 9 0 . 2 6 6 0 . 5 0 7 C . 2 7 4 0 . 3 8 0 
0 . 3 0 0 . 2 b O 0 . 5 1 8 0 . 2 6 9 0 . 3 ' ^ 2 
0 . 31 0 . 2 5 4 0 . 5 3 0 0 . 2 6 4 . 3 « 4 
0 . 3 2 0 . 2 4 8 0 . 5 4 2 0 . 2 5 9 0 . 1 8 7 
0 . 3 3 0 . 2 4 2 0 . 9 ' ) 5 0 , 2 53 0 . 1 9 0 
0 . 3 4 0 . 2 3 7 0 . 5 o 9 0 , 2 4 9 . i . 3 9 3 
0 . 3 5 0 . 2 32 0 . 583 . 0 , 2 4 4 0.1^^7 
0 . 36 0 . 2 2 6 0 . 5 9 8 0 . 2 3 9 0 . 4 0 1 
0 . 37 C . 2 2 1 0 . 6 1 4 0 . 2 3 5 0 . ' . 0 6 
0 . 38 0 . 2 1 6 0 . 6 3 1 0 . 2 3 1 0 . 4 1 1 
0 . 3 9 0 . 2 1 1 0 . 6 4 8 • 0 . 2 2 7 0 . 4 1 7 
0 . 4 0 0 . 2 0 6 0 . 6 6 6 0 . 2 2 3 0 . 4 2 3 
0 . 4 1 0 , 2 0 2 0 , ^ 8 5 0 . 2 1 9 0 . 4 29 
0 . 4 2 0 . 1 9 7 0 . 7 0 4 • 0 . 2 1 5 ;;: . 4 3 6 
0 . 4 3 0 . 1 9 3 0 , 7 2 4 0 , 2 1 2 0 . 4 4 3 
0 . 4 4 0 . 1 8 9 0 . 7 4 5 0 . 2 0 8 0 , 4 . b i 
0 . 4 5 0 . 185 0 . 76 6 0 . 2 05 0 . ' - ' - : ) 
0 . 4 6 0 . I f U 0 . 7 8 9 . 0 . 2 0 2 0 . 4 n 7 
0 . 4 7 0 . 1 7 7 0 . . M i l . 0 . 1 9 9 0 , ' •^76 
TABLE V l l l b ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
7 p - r r u COT 
« « « « « « V O O t t U O O f l O t f O 
« « i> « « O O « 4 O « 
H - / J K F I ; CUT P - K F U R - A N F U 
« « « « « « « « « « 
O . ^ t B 0 . 1 7 3 0 . 8 3 5 0 . 1 9 7 0 . 4 b 5 
0 . 4 9 . 0 . 1 7 0 0 . B 9 0 . 1 9 4 . ' . 4 9 4 
0 . 5 0 0 . 1 6 6 0 . B B 4 0 . 1 9 2 ,\ c r, 1. V . .J -r 
0 . 5 1 0 . 1 6 3 0 . 1 0 ^ . 0 . 1 8 9 0 . 5 15 
0 . 5 2 0 . 1 6 0 0 . 9 3 7 0 . 1 R7 •':.5 26 
0 . 5 3 . 0 . 1 ^ 7 0 . 9 6 4 0. 1 B 5 0 . 5 3 7 
0 . 54 0 . 1 5 4 0 . 4 9 ) 0 . I B 4 , 0 . 5 4 8 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 5 1 I . •'2 0 . C . 1 82 0 . 5 ' - 0 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 4 9 1 . 0 4 9 ' 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 . 5 7 3 
0 . 5 7 0 . 1 4 6 1 . 0 7 9 0 . 179 0 . 5 8 5 
0 . 5 b 0 . 1 4 4 1 . 1 1 0 0 . 1 7B 0 . 5 9 
0 . 5 9 . , 0 . 1 ^ 2 1 . 1 4 1 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 6 1 2 
6 0 0 . 1 4 r : 1 . 1 7 3 ' ' . 1. 7 (. : . 5 2 6 
0 . 6 1 . 0 . 1 3 8 . 1 . 2 0 6 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 6 4 1 
0 . 6 2 . 0 . 1 3 6 1 . 2 4 0 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 6 5f . 
0 . 63 0 . 1 3 4 . 1 . 2 74 . 1 7 4 / 0 . 5 7 1 
0 . 5 '•( 0 . 1 3 3 1 . 3 0 9 0 . 1 7 4 0 . 5 ' . 6 
0 . 6 5 0 . 1 3 1 1 .3 45 0 . 1 7 4 ' • . . 7 ( 2 
0 . 66 0 . 1 3 0 1 . 3 8 1 0 . 1 74 0 . 7 1 9 
0 . 5 7 , 0 . 1 2 9 1 .4 ] , " , 0 . 1 74 0 . 7.31 
0 . 6 8 0 . 1 2 8 1 . 4 5 6 . • r . 1 7 5 ( . 7 6 3 
0 . 6 9 0 . 1 . : 7 1.49 ' ' t 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 7 7 1 
0 . 70 0 . 1 2 6 1 . 5 3 3 0 . l i b 0 . 7 B 9 
0 . 7 1 0 . 1 2 5 1 . 5 7 3 0 . 1 7 6 0 . 8 0 7 
0 . 7 2 0 . 1 2 5 1 , 6 1 / , 0 . 1 7 7 0 . ' - ' 2 6 
0 . 7 3 0 . 1 2 5 1 . 6 5 5 0 . 1 7 9 . 5 .-345 
0 . 7 4 0 . 1 2 4 1 . 6 9 7 0 . 1 3 0 0 . 
0 . 7 5 0 . 1 2 4 1 . 7 4 0 0 . 1 8 1 0 . 8 8 5 
0 . 7 6 0 . 124 1 . 7 8 3 n . i B 3 . 3 S 
0 . 7 7 0 . 1 2 5 1 . 8 2 7 0 . 185 0 . 9 2 u 
0 . 7 8 0 . 1 2 5 1 . 8 72 0 . 1 8 6 0 . 9 4 7 
0 . 7 9 0 . 1 2 5 . 1 . 0 1 H 0 . 1 8 8 0 . 9 ;> 9 
0 . B 0 0 . 1 2 6 1 . 9 6 4 o . i - ^ i 0 . Q 9 1 
0 . 81 0 . 1 2 7 2 . 0 1 1 0 . 1 9 3 I . ? 1 4 
0 . 8 2 0 . 1 2 6 2 . 3 5'? 0 . 1 9 6 1 . 3 3 7 
0 , B 3 0 . 1 2 R 2 . 1 0 7 0 . 198 1 . 0 ( , 0 
0 . B 4 . 0 . 1 3 0 2 . 1 5 6 0 . 2 0 1 1 . j B 4 
0 . 8 5 0 . 1 3 1 2 . 2 ) 6 0 . 2 0 4 1 . 1 08 
0 . H6 0 . 1 3 2 2 . 2 5 t , 0 . 2 0 7 1 . 1 3 2 
0 . 8 7 0 . 1 3 4 2 . 3 0 7 0 . 2 1 0 1 . 1 5 7 
0 . 8B 0 . 1 3 5 2 . 3 5 9 0 . 2 1 4 1 . 1 B 2 
0 . 89 0 . 1 3 7 2 . 4 1 2 0 . 2 1 7 1 . 2 ' . 8 
0 . 90 0 . 1 3 9 2 . 4 6 5 0 . 2 2 1 1 . 2 3 4 
0 . 9 1 0 . 1 4 1 . 2 . ^ 1 ' ' ^ 0 . 2 2 5 . 1 . 2 6 1 
0 . 9 2 0 . 143 2 . 574 G . 2 2 9 1 . 2 8 8 
0 . 9 3 0 . 1 4 6 2 . 6 2 9 0 . 2 3 3 1 . 3 1 5 
0 . 9 4 0 . 1 4 8 2 . 6 8 6 C . 2 3 7 1 . 3 4 3 
0 . 9 5 • 0 . 1 5 1 2 . 7 - 2 0 . 2 4 2 1 . 3 7 1 
0 . 9 6 0 . 1 5 3 2 . 8 0 0 0 . 2 4 7 1 . 3 9 9 
0 . 9 7 0 . 1 5 6 2 . 5 B 0 . 2 5 1 1 . 4 ? B 
0 . 9B 0 . 1 5 9 2 . 9 1 7 0 . 2 5 6 1 . ^ 5 8 
0 . 99 0 . 1 6 2 2 . 9 7 7 0 . 2 6 1 1 . 4 8 7 
1 . 0 3 0 . 166 3 . 0 37 0 . 2 67 1 . 5 ! 8 
TABLE V I l i b . The q u a r k p a r t o n w o u e l p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e Weinberg model 
f o r t h e r a t i o s (NC / C O ' ^ ^ f and (NC /CC) _ . The v a l u e o f 
t h e r a t i o R = o*^^^) /o '^ (v) JLa e q u a l t o .38 . I n chi.s- t a b l e 
R-NEU CUT,R-ANEU CUT,R-NEU and R-ANEU d e n o t e t h e r a t i o s 
(NC /CC)^"S(NC /CC)S" '^ , (NC / C C ) ^ and (NC / C C ) ^ r e s p a c c i v e l y , 
TABLE V I I I c 
« « A * if i,-. if A i * ix •'; 
if 
* 8 = 0 . 3 9 
If if 
i^i^•:ii.i.•.^.i,•.ifififi,•.i,'.ir.if-
i f i f ^ i f i f i f i f <jw ^ g> .^ a. J . J , J , 1* -t* 1- -(^  -f *r 'i- -1* 
I «-NbJ CUT R - A l i t U :uT R-^IEU R-A ' ' iru 
li^-^iiif i: if ;;t if /.i :^ T^; « * * .-^  :X * if ijt if j;t ~ 
0 . 0 1 .: 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 90 0 . 4 9 0 0 . 4 9 0 
0 . 0 2 • 0 . 4 8 C 0 , 4 8 1 • 0 . 4 8 0 0 . 4 8 1 
0 . 0 3 0 , 4 71 0 , 4 7 3 . 0 . 4 7 1 . 0 . 4 72 
0 . 04 0 . 4 & 1 0 , 4 o 5 . 0 . 4 6 1 0 . 4 6 3 
C . D 5 0 , 4 5 2 0 , 4 5 8 . 0 . 4 52 0 . ' - 5 5 
0 . 0 5 0 . 4 4 2 0 , 4 5 2 0 . 4 4 3 0 . 4 4 7 
0 . 0 7 0 . 4 3 3 0 , 4 4 t i 0 . 4 3 4 0 . 4 4 0 
0 . 08 0 . 4 2 4 0 , 44 2 . 0 . 42 5 0 . 4 13 
0 . 0 ? 0 , 4 1 5 0 . 4 3 7 0 . 4 1 6 0 . 4 2 6 
0 . 10 0 , 4 0 7 . 0 , 4 34 0 . 4 08 .. - 0 . ' T 2 J 
0 , 11 0 . 398 0 . 4 1 1 0 . 3 9 O 0 . 4 14 
0 , 12 0 , 3 90 . 0 . 4 2 8 . 0 . 3 9 1 0 . 4 0 9 
0 , 13 0 , 3 3 1 0 , 4 2 7 • 0 . 3 8 3- ^.4'- 3 
0 , 1 4 0 , 3 73 0 , 4 2 6 0 . 3 75 0 . 3 ^ 9 
0 ,1 .5 0 . 3 6 5 0 . 4 2 6 0 . 3 6 7 . : 0 . 3 9 5 
0. I 6 0 . 3 5 7 0 . 4 2 6 0 . 3 6 0 0 . 1 9 1 
0 , 1 7 0 , 3 4 9 0 . 4 2 7 0 , 3 5 2 0 . 3 7 
a , 1 a 0 , 3 4 ? 0 . 42 9 0 . 1 4 5 0 .3 ' i 4 
0 . 1 9 0 , 3 34 0 . 4 3 2 0 . 3 3 8 0 . 3 '! I 
0 . 2 0 0 . 3 2 7 0 , 4 3 5 . . 0 . 3 3 1 0 . 3 79 . 
0 , 2 1 0 , 32i> 0 , 4 1 8 . 0 . 3 24 0 . 3 7 7 
0 . 2 2 0 , 3 1 3 0 , 443 0 . 3 17 0 . i 7 6 
0 . 2 3 0 , 3 0 f » 0 . 4 4 b 0 . 3 1 1 0 . 3 7 5 
• 0 . 2 4 0 , 2 9 9 0 . 4 54 0 . 3 0 4 0 . 1 7 4 
0 . 2 5 0 . 2 9 2 0 . 4 6 0 0 . 2 9 8 . 0 , 3 7 4 
0 . 2 6 G , 2 85 0 . 4 6 8 0 . 2 92 0 . 3 7 4 
0 . 2 7 0 . 2 7 9 0 . 4 7 5 0 . 2 8 6 . 0 . 1 7 4 
0 . 2 8 0 . 2 7 3 0 . 4 8 4 0 . 2 8 1 0 . 3 7 5 
0 . 29 0 . 2 66 0 . 4 ' ' 3 0 . 2 7 5 • 0 . 3 7 7 
0 . 3 0 0 . 2 60 0 . 50 3 0 . 2 7 0 0 . 3 78 
0 . 3 1 0 , 2 55 0 . 5 1 4 0 . 2 64 0 . 3 8 0 
0 . 32 0 . 2 4 9 0 . 52-5 0 . 2 5 9 0 . 3 83 
0 . 3 3 0 . 2 4 3 0 . 5 3 7 0 . 2 5 4 0 . 3 8 6 
0 , 3 4 0 . 2 38 0 , 5 4 9 • 0 . 2 4 9 . 0 . 3 8 9 
0 , 3 5 0 . 2 32 0 . 562 0 . 2 4 5 0 . 3 9 3 
0 , 36 0 . 2 2 7 O , 57o 0 . 2 4 0 0 . 3 0 7 
0 . 3 7 - 0 . 2 2 2 0 .5^>1 / ' . 2 3 6 O . ' - O l 
0 , 3 3 0 . 2 1 7 0 . 6 0 6 0 . 2 3 2 0 . 4 06 
0 , 39 0 . 2 1 2 0 . 6 2 2 0 . 2 2 7 0 . 4 1 1 
0 , 4 0 0 . 2 0 7 0 , 6 39 0 . 2 2 4 0 . 4 17 
0 , 4 1 0 . 2 0 3 . 0 . 6 5 6 0 . 2 2 0 0 . 4 2 3 
0 , 4 2 0 . 1 9 9 - 0 . 674 0 . 2 1 6 0 . 4 2 9 
0 . 4 3 0 . 1 9 4 0 . 6 n ^ 0 . 2 i 3 0 . 4 3 6 
0 . 44 e. 1 9 0 0 . 7 1 2 0 . 2 1 0 . 0 . 4 4 3 
0 . 4 5 0 . 186 0 . 732 0 . 2 0 6 0 . 4 5 i 
0 . 4 6 0 . 1 8 2 0 . 7 5 2 0 . 2 0 3 0 . 4 5 9 
W . 4 7 0 . 178 3 . 7 7 4 0 . 2 D 1 0 , ' ->6/ 
TABLE V I I I c ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
« « « « • « 0 « « 0 « « « 4 « » « 
7 p - ^ r u CUT 
« « « « « « « « C » » « 0 « « i ) 1 > 
^ . - C - K F l : CUT 
« « « O <i 0 « « « « « 
P-KFU P - A N F U . 
. 0 . 4 8 0 . 1 7 5 0 . 7 9 6 . ; 0 . 1 9 8 • 0 . 4 76 
0 . 4 9 : 0 . 1 7 1 . 0 . 8 1 8 G . 1 0 5 .-. C'..4n5 
0 . 5 0 0 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 8-'t2 • 0 . 1 9 3 . 0.4'-/'-V 
0 . 5 1 0 . 1 6 5 0 . 3 6 o • 0 . 1 9 1 0 . 5 0 5 
0 . 5 2 C , 1 6 ? 0 . 8 90 n . 1 8 9 0 . 5 1 5 
0 . 5 3 0 . 1 5 9 0 . 9 1 6 0 . 1 7 . . 0 . 5 2 D 
0 . 5 4 0 . 1 5 6 . 0 . 9 4 2 0 . 18 5 ' 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 5 3 3 . 9A8 0 . 1 8 4 ,.1.540 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 5 1 0 . 1 8 2 0 . 5 6 1 
0 . 57 . 0 . 1 4 8 I . ^24 0 . 1 8 1 0 . 5 7 3 
0 . 5 8 0 . 1 4 6 1 . 0 5 2 0 . 1 8 0 0 . 5 86 
0 . 5 9 0 . 1 4 4 • 1 . 0 8 2 .• 0 . 179 0 . 5 9 9 
0 . 60 • 0.. 142 1 . 1 1 2 0 . 1 7 8 . ) . ^ ] 3 
0 . 6 1 0 . 1 4 0 . ' 1 . 1 4 3 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 5 2 7 
0 . 6 2 ' 0 . 1 3 8 . • 1 . 1 7 4 O . l 77. . 5 /- 1 
• 0 . 6 3 0 . 1 3 7 I ..2 06 0 . 1 7h ' .• 0 . 'f, B 
0 . 5 4 0 . 1 3 5 1 . 2 3 9 0 . 1 76 . . 0 . . ,^71 
0 . 6 5 0 . 1 3 4 1 .2 72 0 . 1 7 6 5 . 6 8 7 
0 , 6 6 0 . 1 3 3 1 . 3 36 0 . 1 7 6 0 . 7 03 
0 . 6 7 0 . 1 3 2 1 . 3 4 1 . 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 7 1 ^ 
• -.. 0,. 6.8 0 . 1 3 1 1 . 3 7 7 • • : 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 7 3^. 
0 . 6 ? 0 . 1 3 0 1 . 4 1 3 0 . 178 0 . 7 5 3 
0 . 7 0 0 . 1 2 9 . • 1 . 4 4 9 G . 178 0 . 7 7 0 
0 . 7 1 0 . 1 2 9 . 1 . 4 5 7 r . l 7 9 "^.7 " 8 
0 . 7 2 0 . 1 2 8 1 . 5 2 5 0 . 1 8 0 ' 0 . ' - 0 6 
0 . 73 . 0 . 1 2 8 1 . 5 5 4 0 . 182 0 . 8 25 
0 . 74 . 0 . 1 2 8 . . 1 . 6C 3 • 0 . 1 B 3 - • 0 . 3 4 4 
0 . 7 5 0 . 1 2 8 1 . 5 4 4 0 . 1 B 4 0 . ' ^ 6 4 
0 . 7 6 0 . 1 2 8 . 1 . 6/ i4 .• 0 . 1 8 6 .8 84 
0 . 7 7 0 . 1 2 8 . 1 . 7 2 6 0 . 1 3 8 J . 9 0 4 
0 . 7 3 0 . 1 2 9 . 1 . 7 ' . H 0 . 1 9 0 0 . 9 2 5 
0 . 7 9 0 . 1 2 9 • l . n l i r . 192 5 . 9 4 6 
O . B J 0 . 1 3 0 1 . 3 5 4 0 . 1 9 4 0 . ' J6 7 
0 , 8 1 0 . 1 3 1 1 .8 99 0 . 1 9 7 0 . 9 8 9 
0 . 8 2 0 . 1 3 2 . 1 . 9 4 3 • 6 , 1 9 9 1 . 3 1 1 
0 . 8 3 0 . 1 3 3 : 1 . ^ 8 9 0 . 2 02 . 1 .0 14 
0.8 ' -» 0 . 1 3 4 2 . 0 3 5 0 . 2 0 5 1 .3 57 
0 . 8 5 0 . 1 3 5 2 . 0 8 2 0 . 2 08 1 . 'J f 1 
0 . 8 5 0 . 1 3 7 . . 2 . 1 3 0 0 . 2 1 1 1 . 1 0 4 
0 . 87 0 . 1 3 8 2 . 178 0 . 2 14 1 . 1 - 9 
0 . B 8 0 . 1 4 0 . 2 . 22 7 0 . 2 1 B 1 . 1 5 3 
0 . 8 9 . 0 . 1 4 2 2 . 2 76 0 . 2 2 2 1 . 1 7 8 
0 . 9 0 C . 1 4 4 2 . 3 2 7 • 0 . 2 2 5 1 . 2 0 4 
0 . 9 I 0 . 1 4 6 • - 2 . 3 7 8 0 . 2 2 9 1 . 2 3 0 
0 . 92 0 . 1 4 9 : . 2 . 4 2 9 0 . 2 34 1 .2 56 
0 . .9 3 0 . 1 5 1 2 . 4 8 2 0 . 2 3 8 1 . 2 8 3 
0 . 9 4 0 . 1 5 4 2 . 5 ^ 4 . 0 . 2 4 2 1.3 10 
0 . 9 5 0 . 1 5 6 2 . 5 8 8 r . 2 4 7 . 1 . 3 3 7 
0 . 9 5 0 . 1 5 9 2 . 6 4 2 0 . 2 5 2 1 . 3 6 5 
0 . 9 7 O . U i 2 . 2 . 6 9 7 (J . 2 5 7 1 . 3 9 3 
0 . 9 8 0 . 1 6 5 . 2 . 7 5 3 0 . 2 62 1 . 4 2 2 . 
0 . 9 9 0 . 1 6 8 2 , 8 0 « 0 . 2 6 7 5.. 4 L-1 
• 1 . 0 0 0 . 172 0 . 2 7 2 1 . '+ 
TABLE V l I I c . The q u a r k p a r t o n model p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e Weinbe rg model 
f o r t h e r a t i o s (NC / C C ) J " ^ and (NC / C C ) ^ The v a l u e o f 
t h e r a t i o R = o*^ *^  ('D)/a'^^.Cv) i s e q u a l to . 3 9 . , I n t h i s t a b l e 
R-wEU Ciri ' , i l-AisEU CUT,R-NEU and R-ANEU d e n o t e t h e r a t i o s 
(NC /CC)J"*^ , ( N C 7 C C ) ^ " ^ ,(NC / C C ) ^ and (NC / C C ) . r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
TABLE V l l l d 
* t * * * t'. -i-. -i: >;-' * * * 
if if 
* R = G.40 
• * 
ifi!f1}.ifififi:if.ift-t-t-i-
i f i f i f i f i f - ^ i f i f ^ i f - i f i f ^ i f i f i f i f If-if. if a. if i^ if if if -^ifif i f i f i f i f i f t - i f i f i f i f i f t f i f i f i f . i f i f i r . i f 
. I R-'^E li : UT P.'-A-|l ll :uT ..R-AMi-U 
.if if if if if if i f i f ^ i f i f i f i f i f i f i f ^ i f i f : t . i f V . f 1 f i f i f i f i f i f •if If if if. If if if if *• if: 'i' J^C ^ ^ "i« r^-
0,01 0.490 0 .490 0 , 4 9 0 0.4 90 
.0. 02 0.480 0.431 0 .4 80 0.48 1 
0. 3 3 0.471 0 .473 0 . 4 71 0.4 72 
0.04 l>.46l . 0.4.S5 0. 461 0.-^63 
0.05. 0 .^452 0.45 8 0.4 52 G.4 5 5 
0.06 S.442 0.4^^2 0 .443 0 .447 
0.0 7 a . 4 3 1 0 .446 0..4 34 0 .440 
0 . .C '8 . 'j!,4 24- 0 . 4 4 1 0 .425 •'•;.'v32 
0,09 . 0,413 0. 43 6 0 .4 16 0 .426 
0. 10 . 0.407 - 0 .432 0 . 4 0 8 . 0 .4 19 
0 . 11 , C . 3 98 0 .42 9 0 . 3 99 0.41 4 
0,12 -0 .390 .0,42.^ 0 .391 . 0.4 0^^ 
0. 13 ft, 381 . 0.42 4 0.3<^3- 3 . 4 3 
0. 14 0, 373 0 .423 0 . 3 75 • o . ^ y y 
0.15 D.365 0 .422 0 . 3 6 8 . 0 .394 
0 . 16 S;.357 0 .422 0 . 3 60 0 , 3 0 9 
0,17 0.350 0 ,423 0. 152 0.38 6 
0. 1 3 - . 0 .342 0 .424 0 . 3 4 5 0.3 8 3 
,0. 19 / 0 , 3 34 0 ,42^ 0 , 1 3 8 ' •} .18 0 
o . ? o 0,327 0.42'5 0 . . * ? l 0.3 7.8 
0. 21 0,320 0 .432 0 .324 0 .37 6 
0.22 0,313 0 ,436 0 .318 0 .174 
0.2 3 0.306 0 ,440 0 .311 0 . 3 7 3 
•0.2 4 u . 299 0 ,445 r; .305 . 0 .37 2 
0.2 5 0.292 0,451 0. 299 0 .372 
0.2 b 0 . 2 8 6 0 ,45 7 0 . 2 9 3 0 .371 
0. 27 f^,279; 0 .464 0 , 2 8 7 . 0 .372 
0.28 0.273 : 0.^72 . 0.2^-1 0 .372 
0. 29 0.267 0.430 0 , 2 7 5 0 .374 
0.30 0.261 0. 489 0.2 70 0.1 7 5 
0.31 a . 255 0 . 4 9 7 0 .265 . 0 . 1 7 7 
n. 3 2 G.249 0 .509 0 .260 0 .379 
0 . 3 3 0.244 0.52 0 : 0.2 55 0 .382 
0, 34 0.2 38 0.531 0.2 50 0 .385 
0. 35 0.2 33 .('. 5^4 0.2 45 0.3 8 8 
0 .3 6 0.2 28 0 .556 0.241 0 .302 
0. 37 0.223 0 ,5 70 0 .236 . 0 .39 6 
0.38 0.218 0. "^ 84 0.2 32 . 0.4 01 
0.39 0 .213 0 .599 0 .228 0.4 06 
0.40 0 . 2ud » ^ 6 1 4 .0.2 24 0.411. 
0.41: 0 , 2 0 4 0.6 30 0 ,221 0.4 17 
0. 42 i y . 2 00 0 ,647 0 , 2 1 7 0 . 4 2 3 
0 . 4 3 f-. 195 0.fi64 0 .214 0.4 30 
0. 44. 0.191 0.6.12 0.2 1 1 0.^ ^36 
0. 45 .. Q. U7' 0. 701 o.?:-'7 ? . 4 4 
0.46 0 . 1 8 3 0. 72 0 0 .205 0 . '-^  5 I 
0 .47 • 0 . 1 8 0 0 .740 0 ,202 0.4f)0 
TABLE V l l l d ( c o n t i n u e d ) 
« « « 0 « « « « « « « 0 <»«{»0 
7 p - f ' F L ' cur • M-OKFI. ' CUT. R - f l N F l J 
o « « « « « « « o » < t « o o o o « o 0 « a <o o o « « 0 <t 
. 0 . 4 8 0 . 1 7 6 • • 0 . -76 '^ • 0 . 1 O q . . 0..4 5 d 
0 . ' ^9 0 , 1 7 3 0 . 7 8 1 0 . 1 9 7 . • 0 . 4 77 
0 . 5 0 0 . 1 7 0 0 .8i ' . '3 . 0 . 1 9 4 . . f ' . 4 8 6 
0 . 5 1 0 . l o 6 0 , 82 6 . 0 . 1 9 2 0 . 4 9 6 
0 , 5 2 0 . 1 6 3 0 , 8 4 9 " 0 . 1 9 0 0 . 5 0 6 
0 . 53 0 . l o O . 0 . 8 / 3 ' . . • . I 8 8. 0 . 5 1 6 
0 . ^ 4 . 0 . 1 5 8 0 . 8 ^ 7 • 0 . l.f-: .7 - 0 . 5 2 7 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 5 5 0 . 9 2 2 • 0 . 1 8 5 0 . 5 38 
0 . 5 5 0 . 1 5 3 . 0 . 9 4 8 • 0 . 1 8 4 . 0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 5 7 0 . 1 5 0 . 0 . 9 74 . 0 . 1 8 3 0 . 5 6 2 
0 . 5 8 0 . 1 ^ 8 I . 0 0 I . . I . 1 8 2 0 . 5 7 4 
0 . 5 9 0 . 1 46 1 . 0 2 9 . 0 . 1 8 1 0 . 5 87 
0 , 6 0 0 . 1 4 4 . 1 , 0 5 7 0 . 1 8 0 ' : . 6 3: ' 
0 . 6 1 0 , 142 1 , 0 8 6 0 . 1 79 •, 0 . 6 14 
0 . 6 2 0 . 1 4 1 1 , 1 1 5 0 . 1 7 9 0 . 6 2 7 
0 , 63 0 . 1 3 9 1 , 1 4 5 0 . 1 7 9 . ' . 6 4 2 
0 . 64 0 . 1 3 8 1 . 1 7 6 0 . 1 7 9 0 . 6 56 
0 . 6 5 0 . 1 3 6 1 , 2 0 8 .. 0 . 1 7 9 0 . 6 7 2 
0 , 6 6 0 . 1 3 5 1.24' '> (• . 1 7 9 0 . 5 8 7 
0 , 5 7 0 , 1 3 4 I . 2 7 2 0.17--;' 0 . 7 03 
0 , 6 8 0 , 1 3 4 1 . 3 0 6 " 0 . 1 8 0 J . 7 19 
0 . 6 9 0 . 1 3 3 1 . 3 4 0 0 . 1 8 0 . 7 3 6 
0 , 7 0 0 . 1 3 2 . 1 . 3 7 4 0 . 1 8 1 0 . 7 5 3 
0 . 7 1 0 . 1 3 2 . 1 . 4 1 0 . 0 . 1 8 2 •) . 7 7 . -
0 . 7 2 0 . 1 32 1 . 4 4 6 : 0 . 1.8 3 . 0 . 7 88 
0 , 73 0 . 1 31 1 . 4 8 2 0 . 1 84 . 0 .8-9 6 
0 , 7 4 0 . 131 1 . 52. '^-. . • IHb .0 . -j 2 5 
0 . 7 5 0 . 1 3 1 1 .5 57 0 . : 1 8 7 • . 0 . 8^+^ 
0 , 7 6 0 . 1 3 2 1 . 5 9 6 . 0 . 1 8 9 0 . -l 6 3 
0 . 7 7 0 . 132 1 . 6 3 5 0 . 1 9 1 ^ . 8 3 
0 , 7 8 0 . 1 3 3 1 . 6 7 5 0 . 1 9 3 0 . 9 0 3 
0 . 79 0 . 1 3 1 1 . 7 1 5 0 . 1 9 5 0 . 9 2 4 
0 . 8 0 0 , 1 3 4 1 . 7 5 6 0 . 1 9 8 ' • . 0 . ' J 4 4 
0 . 8 1 . 0 , 1 3 5 ' 1 . 7 9 8 0 . 2 00 0 . 9 6 ( ; 
0 . 8 2 0 . 1 3 b 1 . 8 4 1 0 . 2 0 3 0 . '9 0 7 
0 . 8 3 0 , 1 3 7 1 . 8 8 4 . 0 . 2 06 L . J i O 
0 . 8 4 0 , 1 3 8 . 1 . 9 2 7 0 . 2 09 1 . 0 3 2 
0 . 8 5 G, 1 4 0 1 . 9 7 2 0 . 2 1 2 1 . 5 5 
0 . 8 6 0 . 1 4 2 2 , 01 6 0 . 2 1 5 1 . 0 7 H 
0 . 8 7 0 . 1 4 3 2 . 0 6 2 0 . 2 1 9 1 . 1 0 2 . 
0 . 88 0 , 1 4 5 2 . 1 0 8 . 0 . 2 2 2 1 . 1 2 6 
0 . 8 9 0 . 1 4 7 . 2 . 1 5 5 0 . 2 2 6 1 . 1 5 0 
0 . 9 0 0 . 1 4 9 2 . 20 3 . 0 . 2 30 I . 1 7 5 
0 . 9 1 0 . 1 5 2 2 . 2 5 1 0 . 2 3 4 I . ? 0 0 
0 . 9 2 0 . 1 5 4 . 2 . 3 0 0 0.2-3 8 1 . 2 2 6 
0 , 9 3 0 . 1 5 6 2 . 14 9 . 0 . 2 4 3 1 . 2 5 2 
0 . 9 4 0 . 1 59 2 . 3 9 9 0 . 2 4 7 1 . 2 7 8 
0 . 95 ( ) . 1 6 2 2 . 4 5 0 0 . 2 52 1 . 3 0 5 
0 . 9 6 0 . 1 6 5 2 . 5 0 1 0 . 2 57 1 . 1 3 2 
0 , 9 7 . 0 . 1 6 8 . 2 . 5 9 3 0 . 2 6 2 " 1 . 3 6 0 
0 . 98 0 . 1 7 1 2 . 6 0 6 0 . 2 6 7 1 . 3 8 7 
0 , 9 9 0 . 1 7 5 • 2 . 6 5 9 0 . 2 72 1 . 4 1 6 
1 , 0 0 0 . 1 7 H . 2 . 7 1 1 0 . 2 7.4 1.. 4 4 4 
— • • » • • • - . 1 ^ - -
TABLE V l l l d . The q u a r k p a r t o n mode l p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e We inbe rg mode l 
f o r t h e r a t i o s (NC / C C ) ^ " f a n d (NC /CC) _ . The v a l u e o f 
The r a t i o R = a^lK})/a%.>) i s e q u a l t o . 4 0 . I n t h i s t a b l e 
R-NEU CUT,R-ANE!J CUT,R-NEU and R-ANEU d e n o t e t h e r a t i o s 
(NC / C C ) ^ " ' ^ , ( N C / C C ) 5 " ^ , ( N C / C C ) ^ and (NC/CC)_ r e s p e c t i v e l y 
TABLE I X 
R ^.36 
1, 
R =.38 R = .40 
z 
c u t 
(NC/CC) 
V 
c u t 
(NC/CC )j 
c u t 
(NC/CC )j 
c u t 
(NC/CC 
c u t 
(NC/CC) 
V 
c u t 
(NC/CCL 
V 
.20 .338 .530 .347 .553 .357 .571 
. 22 .323 .541 .332 .560 .342 .574 
.24 .308 .556 .318 .569. .327 .580 
.26 .295 .574 .304 .582 .313 . 588 
.28 .281 .595 .290 .597 . . 3 0 0 . .600 
.30 .269 .619 .278 .616 . .287 .614 
.32 .257 .647 .266 .638 .275 .632 
.3H .2U5 .678 .254 .664 .263 .652 
.35 .234 .713 .243 .692 .252 .675 
.38 .221+ .751 .233 .723 . .242 . .701 
.»+0 .214 .792 .223 .758 .232 .731 
TABLE I X . The q u a r k p a r t o n model p r e d i c t i o n s o f t h e Weinberg model f o r 
t h e r a t i o s ( N C / C C ) ^ " - f o r the be low the charm p r o d u c t i o n t h r e s n o 
The v a l u e s shown c o r r e s p o n d t o v a l u e s o f t h e r a t i o R = o^(\J)/o*^^v) 
e q u a l t o . 3 6 , . 3 8 and .40 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
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NC cut 
The best f i t to the experimental data for the ratios ( /Cc)^ ~ 
i s f o r R = .40 and for values of Z such that .30 ^ Z ^ .35. For 
these values of Z we have (^^/cc)^ ^ .24 and (^^/Cc)~ « .38; the 
l a s t r a t i o i s within the experimental l i m i t s (see Table IVc)* 
NC 
unfortunately the r a t i o ( /CC)^ i s i n disagreement with the 
experimental value . 12 + .04 (see Table IVc). Thus for no value of z 
NC cut NC 
the four ratios ( /cc)^ - , ( /cc)^ ~ ^re f i t t e d simultaneously. 
Note that the value X « .30 i s consistent with the upper bound 
7. < .3 [see Ref. 68].. 
So far , i n this section , we have assumed that we are 
above the threshold for the production of charmed states.The Gargamelle 
data should be compared with the below the charm production case as 
w e l l . In this case the ratios a^''(v)/a'^(v) and (^^/CC)^^— are 
V , V 
given by the follov;ing relations 
Vcc/^/ \ 77.00-+2<3.af/ ^^OO-ill^f/^ ^' 
/ t ^ r . /'^^-^ ^ 3 ^ ° / ) Z % ( \O^^^Or\ (-Z-r^) . (3.38C) 
I t i s easy to v e r i f y that i f we replace y by ly i n the 
denominators of tht; expressions (3. 38b) and (3..38c),we get the 
corresponding ratios for above the charm production threshold. In 
the Table IX the values of (^^/cc)^"— are given (below the charm 
v ,v 
production threshold) for Z varying from .2 to .4 and for the values 
of R CT ^(v)/a*"''(v) .36, ,38 and .40 respectively. We observe that 
NC cut 
there i s no value of Z for which the ratios ( /GC )^ - are consistent 
w i t h the, Garga'.iielle group data. 
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Choosing the value CT^'^ (v)/a*"^ (v) = ,40, for which the best f i t 
to the neutral current data is obtained, we have for the charge current 
cc cc _ 
reactions t o t a l cross sections cr (v) and a (v) 
O ' W - ^ ^-^V = 0 ( ( y ) E (3.39a) 
n 3 
d'\v) •= ^ 0(G) E . (3.39b) 
From the Table IVa of the second chapter we see that 
c<(v) = , 78 + ,07 and « ( V ) = , 28 + .025; thus .71 ^ o^(v) s .85 
and .255 ^ «n(v) ^ . 305 from which i t follows that U must l i e w i t h i n 
the range"^ 
J3? <-U < .J^ 'O . (3.40) 
The Kuti-Weisskopf parton model gives U = i =- .111 which is outside 
the l i m i t s given by (3.40), 
We end this section by concluding that good agreement with the 
charge current and neutral current reaction data i s obtained when 
^/v = ( t h i s corresponds to taking R = .40) and .139 ^ ,15. 
In the next section we t r y to build a quark parton model which 
f u l f i l l s these requirements. • 
I I I 2 ) ^ A Modification of the P-.Mc .Elhaney-S .F .Tuan Parton Model. 
Guided by the results of the previous section we t r y to f i t the 
data by considering modifications of the o r i g i n a l K-W quark partoh 
model. Unlike the modified K-W model, which was discussed i n the f i r s t 
2 2 
t — = 1.53 X 10"cm/GeV 
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part of th i s chapter, we do not introduce any additional hadronic 
constituents except the four quarks p,p', n,A. In the f i r s t 
chapter we b r i e f l y discussed the K-W parton model. The details of 
the model and i t s prediction for the deep ine l a s t i c electro-production 
scattering can be found i n the Kuti and Weisskopf's paper [51]. The 
model prediction for the ratio T^^^''\x)/?^^^^\y:), with F2^^^^ and 
F2^^'^^ being the deep inelastic proton and neutron structure functions 
2 
respectively, gives a value equal to /3 when x approaches 1. 
Experimentally [77] t h i s r a t i o seems to tend to the lower l i m i t of 
Nachtmann's inequality as X .+ 1, that is 
R.Mc.Elhaney and S.F. Tuan [78] modified the o r i g i n a l K-W model. They 
assumed that the n-type quark valence probability d i s t r i b u t i o n i s not 
given by Eq. (2.27) but by the relation 
(l-x)x^-"^°^ 
(x +\x /p )2 
The p-type quark valence probability d i s t r i b u t i o n i s again given by 
(2.27jL The d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f ^ ^ ^ ^ x ) and f^^"^(x) are found 
to be 
y X ) - | ^ ( X ) - 2 V ( X ) + C(^) (3.42a) 
L^^'U) r - dCxi - f CCX} (3.42b) 






where u(x), d(x) and c(x) are given by the following expressions 
The constant a i s equal t o ^ / 2 as i n the o r i g i n a l K-W model. Also 
from the behaviour F2^^^\x) ~ (1-x)^ of the structure function 
p^(ep)^^j near zero, we have -1 + y + 2(l-a) = 3 and because a = ^  
t h i s implies y= 3. For these values of the constants y and 
the f i r s t moment of the function (2i;(x) + d(x))/3 has the value ,106 
which i s too small to be within the l i m i t s given by (3,40), Thus 
the model does not f i t the neutrino and antineutrino data. As far 
as the electroproduction data are concerned we see that because 
P (en)^jjj ^ 
i t follows that — r — T agreeing thus 
with experiment [77]. The model f i t to the electroproduction 
structure function F2^^^^(x) can be found i n R.Mc.Elhaney and S.F. 
Tuan's paper [78], There we see that the model does not f i t the 
data very well. 
We modify the model by assuming that the valence and core 
d i s t r i b u t i o n function u ( x ) , d(x) and c(x) given by Eqs. (3.43) have 
the following forms 
•U(x)=Cof^w l A ( X ) t 5 i n * ^ '^i(r) (3.44a) 
ctCx)-:: CPc'^ Co c|,{'K)-t s i n w clif->C^ (3.44b) 
C ( x l - COf^u» C,(->r) s i n Ci('x) . (3.44c) 
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U^(x), dj^(x) and Cj^^(x) are given by the expressions (3.43a), (3,43b) 
and (3,43c) respectively for y = 3 and a = " I » The functions 
d^(x) and c^(x) correspond to diff e r e n t values of the parameters a 
and y. We obtained good agreement with data by taking a = 0 and 
Y ~ 2 J having thus 
U ^ C x ) - 5 ' C 3 - ' ) f / { j ' ~ C l - X } / (3.45a) 
d a ( x ) - ^ • ( J - 'X)"' (3.45b) 
Q ( X ) ^ 6^ V ' C l - X ) \ , ^'-''^^ 
The decomposition of the valence and core d i s t r i b u t i o n functions 
into two parts, as written i n Eqs. (3.44), can be j u s t i f i e d by saying 
that the proton's and neutron's wave functions are written i n the 
form 
l|>rtf-bh^ - lO^u'lppn-fCor?^^ Smo>'j|>pW-»-cu (3.46a) 
IvjCutron) - cosu/lpwn-+c«>r«;>-+Sir>w|pMn-^c««nt)j . (3.46b) 
The states ) ^  and |^ are assumed to be orthogonal to each other 
and they only d i f f e r i n the way the constituents are bound 
to form a hadron. Thus for the state the probability to find a 
valence p-type quark i s Uj^(x) while for the state | is U2(x)j i n 
general d i f f e r e n t from v^(x). The same happens for the other quarks. 
I t i s evident now that the probability to fi n d a p-quark as a valence 
constituent i s given by(3.44a). 
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Similarly the n-quai-k valence d i s t r i b u t i o n function i s 
given by (3.44b). 
Note that i n order to have the minimum number of parameters 
we take the core function c^(x) and C2(x) to have the same constants, 
that i s Gj=G2=Gg 
The choice a = 0. j f o r the functions ^2''^2 ^^'^ ^ 2 ,can not correspond 
to either a Regge tra j e c t o r y passing through a = 0 or to a fixed 
pole at J= 0.^  At any rat e , i n t h i s model,the choice a = 0 i s -. 
a parametrization which f i t s , a s we shall see, the deep in e l a s t i c • 
neutrino and electron data and;need not be • related-to Regge 
dynamics. 
With t h i s choice for the functions U(x), d(x) and c(x) the 
asymptotic behaviour of the functions fJ^^^\X) and F2^^"^(x) at 
X « 0 and x ^  1 i s not altered. Also the r a t i o F2^^"\x)/F2'"*^^\x) 
tends to -7 as X 1. 4 
The determination of the angle U i s done by requiring that the 
f i r s t moment of the function V(x) = (2u(x) + d(x))/3 l i e s within the 
l i m i t s given by (3.40). Also the constant G of the core 
d i s t r i b u t i o n function i s determined from the value of the r a t i o 
f • . We take jJ to be equal to p = j^, the 
NC cut NC value of o for which the best f i t to the ratios ( /cc) - , ( /Cc) -
v , v v , v 
i s obtained. I n the Table X the predictions of the model for the 
neutrino and antinuetrino reactions are given for three d i f f e r e n t 
2 
values of the parameter \ B COS W; the values of X are .624, .559,and 
i 
.500 .which correspond to taking xV (x)dx equal to .139, .145, 
and .150 respectively. The value .139 is the low l i m i t of (3.40) and 
.150 i s the upper l i m i t . 
This i s a consequence of the fact that the forward amplitude TCv ,Q* ) 
for the v i r t u a l process Y (Q ^ ) + P Y(Q ' ' " )+P i s cro^ssing symmetric. 
TABLE X 





( . T I O E " * 
( . 2 8 5 ) E " * 
( . 7 3 9 ) E ' * 
< . 2 9 5 ) E ' * 
( . 7 6 5 ) E ' * 
( . 3 0 6 ) E ' * 
cc cc 
C7 (\))/cT (V) .HO . 4 0 . 4 0 
<xy> 
V 
. 1 4 1 . 1 4 5 . 1 4 5 
<xy>_ . 0 7 5 . 0 7 9 . 0 7 6 
A . I 1 
— 1 
1 
B . 8 5 7 . 8 5 7 . 8 5 7 
] F < ^ > ( x ) d x 
. 9 1 0 
. 4 8 7 
. 3 0 3 
. 8 9 6 
. 5 0 7 
. 3 2 1 
. 9 1 3 
. 5 2 5 
.33.2 
2 . 1 6 1 2 . 1 6 1 • 2 . 1 5 9 
For the r a t i o s (NC/CC)^"J and (NC/CC) see the table V l l l d 
TABLE X. The predictions of the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan model,discu.-sed 
In the second part of chapter I I I , for the main physical quantities 
concerning deep ine l a s t i c neutrino and antineutrino experiments. The 
three columns correspond to the three values of the parameter \ ~ cos^oj 
.624,.559 and .500 respectively. 
-36 2 
In u n i t s of 10 cm . 
2, -36 2 2 -5 
G n/-a- 1.53x10 cm/Gev for GM = 1.01x10 
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I n terms of the f i r s t and second moments of the functions 
V(x) and c ( x ) the quantities B and B' are given by 
. (3.47b) 
V,V, C and C are defined as \ J^^ and . c ] " r i c c x ) ] " 
o 
The quantity A i s equal to A = 1 because of the Callan-Qross 
r e l a t i o n F2(x) = 2xFj(x) [33]. The quantities j'F2^^^^(x)dx, 
B and B' agree with the data given i n the Tables IV, IVa. 
For the quantity <xy >^  we observe that i s a l i t t l e larger 
than the experimental value .12 + .01 (see Table IV of the second 
chapter). We w i l l see la t e r that the best f i t to the electroproduction 
data occurs for X = .624; for this value of X we have < xy>^ = .141. 
The corresponding values for X = .559 and X=500 are even larger than 
t h i s one as one can see from the Table X. 
The value of <xy>^ = .141 gives'^ for the quantity < Q >, 
2 
<Q >^  = .265E. This value i s also a l i t t l e larger than the 
•f- The values of the V,V',C,C' i n terms of the parameter X are given 
i n Appendix 6b.. 
# <Q2>^ •= 2ME < x y > and M = .940 GeV. 
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experimental value measured by the Harvard-Pensylvania-Wisconsin 
collaboration group [ see for instance Ref. 79j . 
For completeness we also give the values of the integral 
(F2^^P^(x)dx and of the r a t i o jj^^''''\x)dx/ [ F2^^P^(x)dx. 
Before closing the neutrino experiments we should say something 
about the y-distributions, defined ae — 4^ . From Eq.(2.5l)we have 
a dy 
^ Z 3 — ^ — 7 7 — (3.48a) 
i olgCv> _ T ; -f d\v) (3,48b) 
or because the core moment J^ xV(x)dx . i s small compared to the valence 
one JxcCtlJx , we have 
1 d^J(i;) ^ 4 
— 'X J (3.48c) 
J d c s V ^ x r ^ - v . ^ ' (3.A8d) 
(5 <.v) Jvj 
Data exh i b i t this behaviour as i t can be seen i n figure 13 of 
Ref. [ 7 2 ] , 
After having examined the neutrino and antineutrino induced 
reactions v(v) + N ^ l-i(|^"*^) + X and v(v) + N -+ v(v) + X we go over to 
the electroproduction region and see the predictions of the model. 
The r e l a t i v e structure functions F2^^P\x) and F2^^"^(x), regarding 
the processes e"p e~X and e~n e~X, are given by the following 
relations 
F2 C-^)^ f XV(X;-t^ x d ( x ) - t ^ ' X c ( x ) (3;,9,) 
{X)-^ '^KVU} -fL-K <{(•<)-i-'lB-xcCX) . (3.49b) 
? <| 
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The functions xu(x), xd(x) and xc(x) for the three cases X = .624,559 
and .500 are given below. We remind the reader that the constant 
G,of the core d i s t r i b u t i o n function i s estimated from the re l a t i o n 
— = ,or the same V 10 ' ycWdx = .0625 [);V(«)dx| 
XuCx)r^(l~x)Y<^«^5f74-x)/7<+-^i70(5+x)T<) (3.50a) 
^ r . ^ ^ / * ^ X d W ^ C}0-X)^{. 085-5/T( -t .2oe<) x } (3.50b) 
T(C(X) - ^ ( l - < r ^ ^ [ . 0 5 - ^ -+.O3^o0-X)^^] (3.50c) 
x u ( x ) ^  i C i - ' x ) ' ( . o 7 ^ { y - ^ y ^ i f - K f M o o o . 5 1 a ) 
^ = .5^1 Xcl(x)^<^Cj-X ) ' ' [ . 0 7^^^-f.2^ 5-OxJ (3.51b) 
(3.51c) 
(x v ( x ) r I C i - x ) Y - o ^ 8 5 C 7 - f 5 - 5 ^ ^ ( 5 + ( 3 . 5 2 a ) x J r x ) ^ < ^ Ci-X)''(.o^95/x-h.2777 x J (3.52b) 
I n the Table XI the values of the function F2^^^^(x) are given for the 
d i f f e r e n t values of x. I n the Tables XIa and Xlb the values of 
the r a t i o F2^®"\x)/F2^^'^^(x) and the values of the difference 
F2^*'^^(x) - F2^^"^(x) are also given. In the Fig. 10 the function 
p^(ep)^^j corresponding to X = .624 i s plotted against x. The 
F2^^^\x) for X = .624 is closer to the experimental data [80] and for 
t h i s reason the plots of the X .559 and X=50p. cases are not shown. 
I n the Figs. 11 and 12 the plots of the r a t i o F2^^"\x)/F,^^'^^(x) 






















































































TABLE XI. The predictions of the modified R.Mc^Elhaney-S.F.Tuan model, 
discussed i n the second part of chapter I I I , for the deep 
Inelastic electroproduction structure function F ( f P j x ) . The 
three columns correspond to the three values of the parameter 
X -cos^to , .624,.559 and .500 respectively. 
TABLE XIa 
X (en) (ep) F^  M/F^ (x) 
X •=.621+ X =.559 X =.500 
.00 1.0000 1.0000 • 1.0000 
.05 . .7942 .8003 .8057 
.10 .7511 .7556 .7595 
.15 .7170 . .7205 .7235 
.20 .6859 .6886 . ,5909 
. 25 . .6562 .6583 .6599 
.30 .6272 .5288 .6300 
.35 .5988 .6000 .6003 
.5708 .5716 .5721 
.45 .5432 .5435 .5438 
.50 .5158 .5159 .5159 
.55 .4886 .4885 .4883 
. .60 .4617 .4514 .4611 
.65 .4350 .4346 .4341 
.70 .4085 .4080 .4074 
.75 .3822 .3816 . .3810 
.80 .3561 .3554 .3548 
.85 .3301 .3294 .3289 
.90 .3042 .3036 .3031 
-.95 .2781 .2776 .2772 
1 .00 .2500 .2500 .2500 
TABLE XIa. . The predictions of the modified R.Kc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan model, 
discussed in the second part of chapter I I I , for the. r a t i o 
F^2"^x)/F^2^^x) . The three columns correspond to the three 
values of the parameter X =cos^u) .624,.559 and .500 respectively! 
TABLE Xlb 
X (ep) (en) 
F 2 ( x ) - F 2 (x) 
X =.624 X r.559 X r.500 
.00 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.05 .0553 .0538 .0524 
.10 .0813 .0810 .0808 
.15 .0989 .1002 .1013 
.20 -. .1099 .1127 .1151 
.25 .1151 .1191 .1228 
.30 .1153 .1203 .1247 
.35 .1111 .1166 .1216 
.40 .1032 .lOSO .1141 
.45 .0926 . .0982 .1033 
. .50 .0800 .0853 . .0900 
.55 .0664 .0711 .0752 
.60 
• 
.0527 .0565 .0600 
.65 .0395 .0426 .0453 
.70 .0277 .0299 .0319 
.75 .0177 .0192 .0205 
.80 .0100 .0108 .0116 
,85 .0046 . .0050 .0054 
.90 .0015 .0016 .0017 . 
.95 .0002 .0002 .0002 
1.00 .0000 .0000 .0000 
TABLE Xlb. The predictions of the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan model, 
discussed i n the second part of chapter I I I , for the difference 
x ) . The three columns correspond to the three 
values of the parameter X=cos^w, .624,.559 and .500 respectively. 
TABLE XII 
1 
X - .624 X =.559 X r.500 Exp.value Reference 
t jep .165 .172 .178 .17+.01 (21,80,81) 
. t T^n- 1 
I " 
.105 .110 .114 .07+.02 (21,80,81) 
t jeN^j-vN 
" V 
.278 .278 .278 .28 (71,79) 
* (ep) (en) 
2){Fl - -Fj }dx 
0 1 
i 
1/3 1/3 1/3 .27 (82) 
TABLE X I I . The predictions of the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan model, 
discussed i n the second part of chapter I I I , f or the quantities 
jlep.en^ ^eN/^vN ^'^^ep) . p ( e n ) j ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ 
vjalues of the parameter X=cos^ai, .624,.559 and .500. In the 
liast two columns we give the corresponding experimental value 
standing against the reference(s) i s taken from. 
+ ! mh ( ^ '"'^ ) 
'• The symbol I denotes the integral )F (x)dx 
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Wo = . 150 
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v»v 
see the-table V l l l d 
TABLE X I I I . The predictions of the modified R.Mc.Elhaney- S.F.Tuan model, 
discussed i n the second part of chapter I I I , for the main 
physical quantities regarding deep in e l a s t i c electroproduction 
and neutrinoproduction experiments. The values shown correspond 
to ac value of the parameter \- cos^U) equal to .624. 
,mh (mh) t The symbol I " " " denotes the integral ) F j (x)dx 
o 
• This i s the value of uJq for 90 /o saturation of. Adler sum rule, 
FIGURE 10 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
(ep) 
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
FIGURE 10. The structure function F^  (x) as plotted versus x. 
The curve shown i s the f i t of the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan 
model,discussed i n the second part of chapter I I I , for a value of 
the parameter Xrcos^u equal to .624 . The data points 







•' (en) (ep) 
FIGURE 11. The r a t i a F2 M/I2 Cx) as p l o t t e d versus x . 
The curve s&own i s the f i t of the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan 
model,discussed i n the second part of chapter I I I , f o r a value 
of the pa r s i e t e r ^ = cos^u equal t o .624 . The data p o i n t s 
have been taken from reference [8O] . 
FIGURE 12 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
(ep) (en) 
FIGURE 12. The d i f f e r e n c e F2 ( x ) - F2 (x) as p l o t t e d versus x-
The curve shown i s the f i t of. the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan 
model,discussed i n the second pa r t of chapter I I I , f o r a value of 
the parameter X = CQS^OJ equal to .624 . The data p o i n t s have 
been taken from reference; "(80] . 
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Our values f o r the f u n c t i o n F^^^^\x) are to be compared w i t h 
the experimental ones [SOl."^ 
The shape of the t h e o r e t i c a l curve follows smoothly the experimental 
one, having a maximum a t x =-.2. As f a r as the r a t i o F2^^^\x)/F^^^^\x) 
i s concerned we see t h a t f o r values of x > .2 i t i s almost a s t r a i g h t 
l i n e passing through the p o i n t | at x = 1. The F2^^"^/F2^^^^ curve 
i s i n agreement w i t h the experiment data [79,80]. 
For the d i f f e r e n c e F^^^^^x) - F2^^"^(x) a discrepancy from 
the experimental p o i n t i [ 8 0 ] i s observed which i s higher f o r smaller 
values o f X. 
I n the Table X I I we give the model p r e d i c t i o n s , f o r the various 
p h y s i c a l q u a n t i t i e s , f o r the three d i f f e r e n t oases \ =» .624, .559 and .500 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . I n the l a s t column cf the table the experimental value 
i s g iven w i t h the corresponding reference i t has been taken from. 
The q u a n t i t i e s ^ F J'^^\x)dx, (F„^^"^(x)dx are i n agreement 
w i t h the experimental values [21,80,81]. 
The r a t i o (F„^^^^(x)dx/ / F^^^^(x)dx^as i s seen from (2.19) 
i s g r e a t e r or equal than -7^ when we are below the threshold f o r the 
lo 
p r o d u c t i o n of charmed states and i i n g ^ » 0. Above the charm threshold 
t h i s r a t i o i s equal t o . I n both cases the e q u a l i t y sign 
holds n e g l e c t i n g e f f e c t s from X, \, p' and p' quarks. Experiment 
[B.C. P a r i s h e t a l [ 7 1 ] , see also Ref. 79 ] gives t h i s r a t i o a value 
v e r y c l o s e . t o • ^ and thus we are i n agreement w i t h the data. 
f For X <.624. b e t t e r f i t s to the data i s obtained but i n t h i s case 
we are not i n s i d e the wanted l i m i t s given by (3^40) . 
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The d i f f e r e n c e f i ^ (F^^^P^CX) - F 2 ^ ^ " ^ ( X ) ) { = 2 f d x ( F ^ ^ " P \ x ) -
F j ^ ^ ^ " ^ ( x ) ) l i 8 equal t o w .33 to be compared w i t h the new 
experimental value f o r t h i s q u a n t i t y which iss.27 [82] 
I n the Table n i l the p r e d i c t i o n s of the model, f o r the case 
\ " .624, are summarized. The value of u ^ f o r which 90% s a t u r a t i o n 
of Adler sum r u l e i s obtained, that i s ^ d x [ F ^ ^ ^ " \ x ) - F ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ x ) ] = .9, 
i s also given. Tbe value of u)^ i s close to 150,much b e t t e r thari 
the corresponding value found i n R.McElhaney and S.F. Tuan's paper 
[78] which i s co =^416. However our value i s s t i l l l a r g e r than t h a t o 
suggested by Sakurai e t a l [83] and which must be ^ 50, I n a quark 
parton model proposed by R.F. Bajpai and S. Mukherjee [84] a value of 
0)^ = 124 i s reported which i s close to oura. 
So f a r we have t r e a t e d the functions v>(x), d ( x ) and c ( x ) as 
c o n s i s t i n g o f two p a r t s ; one corresponding t o an Regge t r a j e c t o r y 
( a ( o ) =. ^ /2) and another -one corresponding to a(o)crO 
(see Eqs. 3A4 and 3.45). Instead of choosing a(o)=:0 
we could have taken a Regge daughter t r a j e c t o r y passing through 
a(o) = -^/2 which.perhaps, i s a more p l a u s i b l e scheme. We t r i e d 
t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e but the f i t to the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data f o r the 
f u n c t i o n F^^^P^x) was not very good. I n f a c t the value f o r 
F2^^P^(x) at X = .5 was found t o be > ,2 which i s away from the 
experimental value which i s about =-.15 (see Ref.BO] . 
Before c l o s i n g t h i s p a r t we give the p r e d i c t i o n s of the model 
f o r the q u a n t i t i e s — ^ and — _ , regarging the process 
p + p -* [I \x + XjWbfire Q i s the mass squared of the ^ ^ p a i r . 
Theae q u a n t i t i e s are c a l c u l a t e d f o r the case X = ,624 i the cases 
=" .559 and A « .500 do not d i f f e r s u b s t a n t i a l l y . 
0) = 1/x 
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Using the fonsula (2.14) we f i n d t h a t 
Q ^Us^^x)FWci^) (3.53a) 
w i t h F(x) given, i n an obvious n o t a t i o n , by the expression 
F U ) ^ i ( 8 u U ) - + c ] ( x ) 4 l O c ( T < ) ? . (3 53b) 
Using the e x p l i c i t forms of the func t i o n s u ( x ) , d(x) and c ( x ) 
and performing the i n t e g r a t i o n s I n (3.53a) we f i n d (see . A.7.12 ) 
Q" d£ i W 2, Ac G ( a ; . k-,cc - T ) . (3.54) 
A^, a^, b^, c^ are constants (see A,7.12 ) and T i s the 
2 • • • ' v a r i a b l e T = Q /s. The f u n c t i o n G(a; b; c; j ) i s defined as 
G C d ; f > y c ; x ) ^ 0 - T ) ^ ^ ' ^ V ( d UJ^k-^c-f2vU--c)) (3.55) 
where F(I/, la, X; 2 ) i s the w e l l known hypergeometric f u n c t i o n . I n the 
Table XIV the valueJ^of the q u a n t i t y — are given f o r T'S ranging 
from .05 to 1.OOjin the same table the p r e d i c t i o n s of the R.McElhaney 
and S.F. Tuan's model [ 7 8 ] * are also given as w e l l as those of the 
Kuti-Weisskopf [51J model. 
4: The constant V o^ - reference 78 i s taken equal to 1/2 . 
t t The data were obtained by taking a cut of the events leading to a 
given leptoft pair of mass /Q''- [see Ref. 85 and 51 ] . I f we take 
i n t o account t h i s cut then we f i n d smaller values . 
TABLE XIV 
T p4 do 
dQ2 
" . A B 
.05 -7 -7 -7 6.52x10 5.33x10 11.16x10 
.10 3.7felO -7 -7 -7 3.04x10 6.37x10 
.15 -7 -7 -7 2.11x10 .1.70x10 3.55x10 
.20 -7 -7 -7 1.15x10 0.92x10 1.92x10 
.25 -8 -8 -8 6.08x10 4.88x10 10.15x10 
.30 1. 3.11x10 -8 -8 -8 . 2.49x10 5.18x10 
. .35 -8 -8 -8 1.53x10 1.22x10 2.54x10 
.40 -9 -9 -8 7.27x10 5.80x10 11.99x10 
.45 -9 -9 -9 3.27x10 • 2.60x10 5.37x10 
.50 -9 -9 -9 1.38x10 1.10x10 2.27x10 
.55 . -10 -10 -10 5.47x10 4.35x10 8.95x10 
.60 -10 -10 -10 1.97x10 1.57x10 3.22x10 
.65 6.3&X10' -11 -11 -11 5.06x10 10.37x10 
.70 1.76x10 -11 -11 -11 1.40x10 2.87x10 
.75 -12 -12 -12 3.96-xlO 3.17x10 6.47x10 
.80 -13 -13 -13 6.57x10 5.30x10 10.79x10 
.85 - l " * -14 -14 6.73x10 5.49x10- 11.13x10 
-15 -15 -15 .90 2.85x10 2.35x10 4.77x10 
-17 -17 -17 .95 . 1.38x10 1.17x10 2.36x10 
1.00 .00 .00 .00 
TABLE XIv.. The values of the quan t i t y .regarding the lep t o n 
dQ2 
p a i r production process proton +proton-»- 26 + any t h i n g , f o r 
values of the v a r i a b l e x ranging from .05 to 1.00 . 
The colusin A corresponds to the modified R.Mc.Elhaney-
S.F.Tuan saodel of the t h i r d chapter. The columns B and C 
correspoiid^ to the o r i g i n a l R.Mc .Elhaney-S .F .Tuan model, and 
to the o r i g i n a l Kuti-Weisskopf model r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
TABLE Xy 
/Q2(Gev/c) t •-log 
10d/Q2 
A B C 
1. ^33.11 .^ -33.21 . -.32.89 
2. -34.25 -34.35 -34.03 
3. -35.20 -35.29 -34.97 
H. -36.21 -36.30 -35.99 
-37. -37.54 • -37.22 
6. -39.13 -39.23 -38.92 
7. - U 2 . i l -42.20 -41.89 
TABLE XV. The values of the q u a n t i t y l o g da ,regarding the 10 d/02 
le p t o n p a i r production process p r o t o n p r o t o n -» ti +anything, 
f o r values of the v a r i a b l e /Q^  ranging from 1. Gev/c 
7. Gev/c . The columns A,B and C are as i n the ta b l e XIV. 
t The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section 
cm 2/(Gev/c) 
do 
d/Q2 i s i n u n i t s of 
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Note t h a t the three models give almost the same r e s u l t s , a t l e a s t 
as f a r as the order of magnitude i s concerned. The three ' 
predictions^disagree badly w i t h the experimental data [85,79] ; 
i n f a c t data give much higher values f o r the q u a n t i t y — 
This i s not due t o the s p e c i f i c quark parton models mentioned before 
but i t i s a general behaviour of any quark parton model [see Ref, 75 
and references t h e r e i n ] which i n d i c a t e s t h a t . t h e Drell-Yan mechanism 
(see f o r example Ref. 52] does not have much to say f o r the process 
p + p \i + X. 
The p r e d i c t i o n s ^ o f the model f o r the q u a n t i t y — , are given 
i n the Table XV; the p r e d i c t i o n s of the two models mentioned before 
are also given i n the same tabl e . The values given i n the Table XV 
2 
correspond to an i n c i d e n t C.M. squared energy s = 60 (GeV/c) . 
We observe again that the p r e d i c t i o n s of the three models are 
close t o each other. 
See footnote t t of page 90 
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Discussion 
This chapter was d i v i d e d i n t o two main p a r t s . 
I n t h e . f i r s t p a r t an attempt was made to improve the p r e d i c t i o n s 
o f the Kuti-Weisskopf model which was discussed i n the second chapter. 
New hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s were added, whose left-handed components 
were c l a s s i f i e d i n i s o s p i n t r i p l e t s i n the Weinberg-Salam model. Two 
new quantum numbers h and h'were introduced and t h e i r necessity was 
also discussed. Because of the new c o n s t i t u e n t s a d d i t i o n a l terms appeared 
i n the hadrohic p a r t of the weak current i d e n t i f i e d as |Ahf= 1 and 
|Ahl= 1 p a r t s . The p r e d i c t i o n s of the model f o r the neu t r i n o and 
a n t i n e u t r i n o induced reactions were given and general features of 
the model were discussed i n the end of the f i r s t p a r t . 
I n the sacond parr we made an analysis of the naive quark parton 
model based on the a v a i l a b l e neutrino and a n t i n e u t r i n o data.No ad-
d i t i o n a l hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s were assumed , we only assumed Weinberg's 
renormalizable theory of weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s . From 
the r e s u l t s of t h i s a n a l y s i s we b u i l t a model a v a r i a t i o n of the 
R.Mc.Elhaney-S.F.Tuan quark parton model. The p r e d i c t i o n s of the 
model f o r deep i n e l a s t i c neutrino ( a n t i n e u t r i n o ) and e l e c t r o n 
processes were discussed 
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CHAPTER IV. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
' So f a r parton model techniques were employed i n order to 
I ' 
I i n t e r p r e t the observed s c a l i n g phenomena i n the deep i n e l a s t i c 
r egion of the reactions e" + p ^ e" + X and v ( v ) + N -» n"'(n^) + X. 
The n e u t r a l c u r r e n t reactions v(v') + N _» v(T) + X are of great 
"importance and were examined also i n the context of the quark parton 
model. 
I n the l a s t few years we were able to have high energy e l e c t r o n 
beams and the reactions e" + e"^  ^ Hadrons and e' + e"*" (Hadron) + X 
have been studied. 
I n t h i s chapter we f i r s t review some of the e l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n 
a n n i h i l a t i o n data and then we give the p r e d i c t i o n s of the naive quark 
parton model f o r the e l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n reactions mentioned above; 
: we see that the naive quark parton model f a i l s to reproduce the 
experimental data and one has e i t h e r to abandon the parton model, a t 
. l e a s t as f a r as e e^ phenomena are concerned, or to adopt new t h e o r e t i c a l 
ideas and apply them i n the quark parton model p i c t u r e . Choosing 
the second a l t e r n a t i v e and motivated by r e c e n t works i n the f i e l d 
[86-88] we t r y to i n t e r p r e t the data assuming nonelectromagnetic 
i n t e r a c t i o n s of the e l e c t r o n . The consequences of such an assumption 
are discussed and some pr e d i c t i o n s are made. 
Excellen t reviews on e e"^  a n n i h i l a t i o n phenomena are a v a i l a b l e 
i n the l i t e r a t u r e [15-17]. I n t h i s chapter we l i m i t ourselves to 
examining the e'e"*" phenomena i n the context of the naive quark parton 
model. 
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I V l ) Review of Some Data on e"e^ Phenomena. 
Before any t h e o r e t i c a l consideration we t h i n k i t . a p p r o p r i a t e 
t o review some of the e"e^ data. 
( i ) The r a t i o R = (see 1.23) i s very important; 
o(e'e -» ) 
i t has been measured f o r energies up to /a - 5 GeV [14,89]. A r i s e 
o f t h i s r a t i o i s observed as the energy /s increases. For /s = 5 GeV 
t h i s r a t i o has a value l y i n g between 5 and 6. As we s h a l l see 
i n the next s e c t i o n the naive quark parton model p r e d i c t s a constant 
h i g h energy behaviour f o r t h i s r a t i o . Further data i s being awaited 
i n order t o see the behaviour of t h i s r a t i o f o r even higher energies^ 
and whether* i t approaches a constant or not. However the p r e d i c t i o n 
i s made assuming t h a t the a n n i h i l a t i o n of the e'pair i n t o hadrons 
takes place v i a the formation o f a photon which i n t u r n a n n i h i l a t e s 
to g i v e hadrons. 
( i i ) The t o t a l m u l t i p l i c i t y of the produced hadrons seems to be 
r i s i n g r a p i d l y , w h i l e the charged m u l t i p l i c i t y and average momentum are 
r i s i n g s l o w l y w i t h the energy [ 8 9 ] . 
( i i i ) The m a j o r i t y of the produced hadrons are pions. The average 
numbers of the produced i t ' s , K's and p's f o l l o w approximately the 
r e l a t i o n ir/K/p -100/10/1 [ 8 9 ] . 
( I v ) The i n c l u s i v e r e a c t i o n e'+e"*" ^  (Hadron) + X has been studied as 
w e l l I f we denote by z the v a r i a b l e z = where p i s the magnitude 
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o f the momentum of the outgoing hadron, then the q u a n t i t y s ^ i s 
a f u n c t i o n of the v a r i a b l e s z and s, t h a t i s s = f ( z , s ) . . We 
s h a l l see l a t e r i n t h i s chapter t h a t the naive quark parton model 
•r p r e d i c t s f o r the q n a n t i t y s — to be only a f u n c t i o n of z, t h a t i s 
/ the q u a n t i t y s — scales. 
I Experimentally t h i s s c a l i n g behaviour i s observed only f o r 
z ^ .5; f o r z <: .5 we have a strong s dependence [ 8 9 ] . 
( v ) The cross-section ^ — - of the process e"+e^ ^ (Hadron) + X 
dcoso 
i s also of i n t e r e s t . Note th a t i f t h i s process takes place through 
the formation of a photon, then '^^^g i s p r o p o r t i o n a l to ~ ( 1 + cos^g). 
The experiment f o r f i n d i n g the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n has been performed 
2 
f o r CosQ va r y i n g between -.6 and .6; no such ~ ( 1 + cos 9) behaviour 
was found. I n f a c t the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n i s i s o t r o p i c [ 8 9 ] . Newer 
data are awaited f o r smaller values of 9 perhaps up to Q =^  9° so t h a t 
we can f i n a l l y decide whether the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n i s i s o t r o p i c 
f o r a l l angles. 
( v i ) F i n a l l y the q u a n t i t y E (e"e^-» h + X) scales i n a manner 
resembling hadronic physics [ 8 9 ] . 
These, i n b r i e f , were the main experimental data concerning 
e l e c t r o n - p o s i t r o n a n n i h i l a t i o n phenomena. However new experiments 
are already i n progress and newer data are awaited. 
IV2) e'+e"^ ^ Hadrons and the Parton Model. 
I n t h i s section we s h a l l see how the parton model could be used. 
r, , , ,^  „ 0^(6 e^_k Hadrons) , i n order to f i n d the q u a n t i t y R - ; . We do not 
e e -» ^ 1 n ) 
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i n s i s t on proving formulae since a l l of them can be found i n the 
l i t e r a t u r e [see f o r example Ref. 57, 58]. 
• I f we assume t h a t the i n t e r a c t i o n i s of electromagnetic nature 
then the d i s s i n t e g r a t i o n of the 6%"^ p a i r i n t o hadrons i s done through 
the f o r m a t i o n of a t i m e l i k e photon as i s shown i n . F i g * 13. 
- + FIGURE 13. e e a n n i h i l a t i o n i n t o hadrons through the formation 
of a t ^ i c e l i k e photon i n the e e* center of mass frame. 
The hadron-photon vertex i s the unknown p a r t of t h i s diagram. 
I t i s at t h i s p o i n t where someone employs the parton p i c t u r e . What i s 
assumed i s t h a t the photon i s coupled to a quark-antiquark p a i r , which 
are hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s , and t h i s p a i r i s converted i n t o hadrons 
(see . F i g . 14). 
- + FIGURE 14.. Parton mechanism f o r the process e e -»• Hadrons 
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The quarks metamorphose i n t o hadrons i n the same way as i n 
the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n s c a t t e r i n g . 
I t i s not d i f f i c u l t to see that i n t h i s way the q u a n t i t y R 
i s g i v e n by the f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n [see f o r example Ref. 13]. 
-R-fZ Q^^jrtd . (4.1) 
f q r l * * * ^ pari'*"' 
The summation i s over a l l partons and t h e i r a n t i p a r t i c l e s ; 
i s the charge ( i n e l e c t r o n u n i t s ) of the^'i* piarton. 
From (4.1) one sees th a t the q u a n t i t y R has a constant value 
depending on the charge of the co n s t i t u e n t s . I n the previous section 
we saw that: the experimental s i t u a t i o n i s qu5.te d i f f e r e n t ; a r i s e 
o f the q u a n t i t y R i s observed f o r energies up to /s = 5 GeV [14,89]. 
One can say t h a t the high energy l i m i t has not been reached yet and 
t j i a t t h i s constant behaviour i s a t t a i n e d f o r higher values of the 
energy / s ; thus we must await f u r t h e r data before any f i n a l decision 
i s taken. 
IV3) e'4-e"^  -» (Hadron) + X and the Parton Model. 
We examine now the i n c l u s i v e r e a c t i o n e e^ -» h + X where h 
stands f o r a hadron. 
I n terms of the parton language the process i s described as 
f o l l o w s . The e'e"^ p a i r a n n i h i l a t e s i n t o a t i m e - l i k e photon which i s 
coupled to a quark antiquark p a i r (see F i g . 15). 
\ 
FIGURE 15. Parton mechanism f o r the process e~e"^  —(Hadron)+ Anything 
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I f we denote by D^^^^(x)* the average number of hadrons "h" 
produced from a parent parton " i " and car r y i n g f r a c t i o n x of the 
parton's momentum then we f i n d * " ^ [57,58] 
I n the expression above the a n ^ 0 represents the hadron's 
i n , t t ^^...-^^ 1 - - + V s c a t t e r i n g angle^in the e ,e^ center of mass system, and z i s the 
v a r i a b l e z = ^ defined i n the f i r s t section of t h i s chapter; /s 
i s the center of mass t o t a l energy. The summation index " i " i n 
(4. 2 ) runs over a l l partons and t h e i r a n t i p a r t i c l e s . 
The f i r s t t h i n g t o n o t i c e i n the exprescion (4.2) i s t h a t the 
q u a n t i t y "^^^pg g ~ ( 1 + cos Q) J and thus the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n has a 
2 
behaviour p r o p o r t i o n a l to ( 1 + cos 9). As i t was discussed p r e v i o u s l y 
the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n i s constant f o r cosQ v a r y i n g between -.6 and 
,6 [ 8 9 ] . Howe>/er the s i t u a t i o n may change when measurements are 
performed f o r values of cosgj approaching u n i t y . 
The second t h i n g i s th a t from (4.1) ^ by i n t e g r a t i n g w i t h respect 
cos 0^ we get an expression which i s a f u n c t i o n of the v a r i a b l e z only. 
S ^J(i^:±^^Jli tQlV%) (4.3, 
4: i n terms of D/'"''(z), the m u l t i p l i c i t y < n > of the produced 
\- t n^, •> 
hadrons "h" i s given by [58] <n>, = ) \D. (z)dz where m i s tht 
h / 1 
i 2m 
/s • 
mass of the hadron "h". 
From now on we assume tha t a l l charged c o n s t i t u e n t s carry spin 1/2 
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Thus the q u a n t i t y s ^  scales, t h a t i s i t depends on z and not on 
the v a r i a b l e s. Experimental data e x h i b i t t h i s s c a l i n g behaviour 
o n l y f o r z ^  .5; f o r z :S .5 we have a strong s-dependence f o r 
energies up t o /s = 4.8 GeV [ 8 9 ] . The conclusion i s t h a t the 
p r e d i c t i o n o f the quark parton model do not agree w i t h the e x i s t i n g 
data. Of course we can say t h a t the high energy l i m i t has not been 
a t t a i n e d y e t * and th a t the naive quark parton model p r e d i c t i o n s 
h o l d f o r even higher energies. 
Another a l t e r n a t i v e would be to assume t h a t there are 
i n t e r a c t i o n s of the e l e c t r o n which are not of electromagnetic nature . 
M o t i v a t e d by works of P a t i and Salam [86] we assume coupling of the 
e l e c t r o n t o hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s . With t h i s coupling scheme a l l 
the p r e d i c t i o n s of the quark parton model on the e, e^ a n n i h i l a t i o n 
phenomena w i l l be a l t e r e d . I n the r e s t o f t h i s chapter we w i l l see 
the consequences of such an assumption to the reactions e e^^ Hadrons, 
e e^ hX and e p -» e X. 
IV4) Nonelectromagnctic I n t e r a c t i o n s of the E l e c t r o n 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n we assume that the e l e c t r o n i s coupled d i r e c t l y 
t o hadronic c o n s t i t u e n t s so th a t there are v e r t i c e s i n v o l v i n g e l e c t r o n s , 
t I n t h i s case we have to ex p l a i n why sca l i n g sets i n very q u i c k l y 
2 2 2' 
f o r spacelike Q > 1 GeV but not f o r t i m e l i k e Q s which reach 
2 
values uD to 25 GeV . 
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quarksJ and the mediator of the nonelectroraagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
T h u s , o m i t t i n g y n ^ ^ t r i c e s , t h e nonelectromagnetic Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n 
has the general form X = (e'"qX ),where q i s a quark ( o r gluonic) 
. ^ q q ' 
f i e l d and i s a new f i e l d ^coupled t o V and * q ' f i e l d s . 
The simplest t h i n g i s to assume t h a t the e l e c t r o n i s coupled 
d i r e c t l y to a gluon 0, which i s assumed to be chargless and c a r r y i n g 
s p i n = ^/2, through a f i e l d X having spin 0 or spin 1. 
a) F i r s t case; Nonelectromagnetic Coupling Through the I n t e r a c t i o n 
w i t h a Spin less i ' i e l d X. 
The simplest Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n i n t h i s case has the form 
J C e < / ) ( - f K . c J (4.4) 
where f i s the coupling constant. The sup e r s c r i p t (an.) stands f o r 
"anomalous" j u s t t o i n d i c a t e t h a t t h i s Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n i s the 
anomalous or otherwise nonelectromagnetic part of the t o t a l Lagrangian 
i n t e r a c t i o n of the e l e c t r o n . I t i s obvious t h a t t h i s terra gives i t s 
own c o n t r i b u t i o n , v i a the process e e^ -» 0 0, to the reactions ^ 
e'+e^ ^ Hadrons and e~+e"^ -> h + X. The r e a c t i o n e'e"^ 0 0 i s 
represented p i c t o r i a l l y i n Fig 16 . 
FIGURE 16. The process e"e -»-gluon+ an t i g l u o n mediated by the 
exchange of thfe object X . . 
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For large values of the Incoming energy /s we f i n d (see 
A.8.6 ) , f o r the process e~e^ 0 
The n o t a t i o n i s as f o l l o w s ; p' i s the magnitude of the momentum 
of the outgoing gluon and 9 i t s s c a t t e r i n g angle i n the center of 
mass frame o f the e and e ; t i s the momentum t r a n s f e r v a r i a b l e 
2 defined by t = (p - p _) . I f the mass Mx of the exchanged 0 e 
p a r t i c l e X i s large compared w i t h the energies a v a i l a b l e i n the 
la b o r a t o r y then (4.5) takes on the form 
(4.6) 
where g I s given by 
2 
(4.7) 
I n the expression (4.6) the t v a r i a b l e has been replaced by 
- I (1-cose). 
From (4.6) we can now, using parton model formulae, c a l c u l a t e 
the cross s e c t i o n 4~r" f o r the i n c l u s i v e r e a c t i o n e"+e^ ^ h + X dzdcos e _ + 
I , ^ , J r I '^' a(e e Hadrons) and also ' f i n d the expression f o r the r a t i o R = — ~ —\—, 
a(e"e -» |i n ) 
d^ <T We s t a r t by c a l c u l a t i n g the cross section . associated w i t h ' ^ dzdcos e . 
the process e"+e"^ -» h + X. I t i s known t h a t [57,58] 
Jgav-,ux) _ ^ j j ^ ^ y °lgk) D J V J (4.8) 
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As was explained e a r l i e r D^^^^x^) represents the average number 
o f hadrons. "h" emerging from a parent parton " i " , and c a r r y i n g 
f r a c t i o n of parton's momentum; thus p = ^^P^' 
Combining (4.7) and (4,8) we e a s i l y g e t * 
d z cicose 2. ( I , ; ^  ' >(4.9) 
We observe t h a t s — consists of two p a r t s : the f i r s t 
dzdcos 0 *^  •' 
p a r t i s s-independent and i s due to the electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s 
w h i l e the second comes from the anomalous i r i t e r a u t i o n term of the 
2 
Lagrangian (see 4.4) and has an s behaviour. 
2 
The cross-section - r - r s t i l l remains Cos Q-dependent. 
dzdcos 9 t 
I n order to c a l c u l a t e the r a t i o ' r wg need the t o t a l cross section 
f o r s c a t t e r i n g e'e"^ 0 0, From (4.6) we e a s i l y f i n d (see A.8.8 ) 
C$(«V-»9if) r S (4.10) 
and thus 
^ From now on we assume tha t a l l charged c o n s t i t u e n t s carry spi.n.l/2. 
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2 We see t h a t the r a t i o R behaves as ~ s f o r large values of the 
energy s but s t i l l small compared w i t h the mass Mx of the heavy 
2 obj e c t X. For energies s » M by i n t e g r a t i n g (4.5) w i t h respect p' X 
and cos 0 we f i n d 
2 t A ' 
2 
Thus we see t h a t f o r very high energies such t h a t s » , R i s a 
constant whose value i s given by (4.12). Before proceeding any 
f u r t h e r to examine how t h i s "anomalous" i n t e r a c t i o n of the e l e c t r o n 
a f f e c t s the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n process e'p e"x we w i l l discuss another 
possible c o u p l i n g scheme i n which the mediating p a r t i c l e X c a r r i e s 
s pin 1. 
b) Second case; Nonelectromagnetic Coupling Through the I n t e r a c t i o n 
w i t h a Spin-1 F i e l d X. 
The simplest Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n has now the form 
l^^'^^r. ^ (e:^^(/>)(^'f ko) (4.13) 
The f i e l d X now c a r r i e s s p i n - 1 . • 
We f o l l o w the steps o f the f i r s t case ( s p i n 0 f o r the f i e l d X) 
and f i n d * (see . A.8.1A ) 
X4.14) 
f ( ~ f I 2cos9 cos' ^) iv^z) -fD^-(z)) 
+ See footnote of page 102 
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• 2 i ' 
For large values of s but such t h a t s « M ^ we have (see . A.8.16 ) 
For values of s such t h a t s » M we have (see A.8.18 ) 
3C . • • 
Note t h a t u n l i k e the f i r s t case the q u a n t i t y R r i s e s l i n e a r l y w i t h s 
2 
f o r s » M . 
These anomalous couplings o f the e l e c t r o n to gluonic matter do 
not leave the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n process e p -» e X unaffected; our 
task i s to i n v e s t i g a t e the consequences of these new coupling schemes 
t o the process e~p e"x i n i t s deep i n e l a s t i c region. 
IV5) Deep I n e l a s t i c Electroproduction S c a t t e r i n g and Anomalous 
I n t e r a c t i o n s of the Electron. 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n we examine the consequences of the anomalous 
i n t e r a c t i o n s of the e l e c t r o n , discussed i n the previous s e c t i o n s ^ i n the 
deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n region. 
Our o b j e c t i v e i s to f i n d the fdrm of the s t r u c t u r e functions 
vW2^^-^(v,Q^)/M and Wj^^^^^v.Q^) applying quark parton model techniques. 
4: See footnote of page 102 
•->')-
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The s t r u c t u r e functions w i l l be calculated f o r the two cases 
discussed i n the previous sections and which w i l l be denoted by ( S ) * 
and ( V ) * h e r e f o r t h . 
I n Figj. 17a and 17b the Feynman graphs (Born terms) of the 
processes e 0 e 0 and e 0 e 0 are shown^and whose c o n t r i b u t i o n 







FIGURE 17. a) The process e"+gluon't-* e"4 gluon mediated by the 
exchange of the object X. 
b) The process e~+antigluon —» e~+antigluon v i a the 
formation of the object X. ' 
I f E' and O' i s the energy and the s c a t t e r i n g angle ( i n the Lab. frame)of the 
o u t g o i n g e l e c t r o n i n the process e p e X, theii the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cross s e c t i o n s — - f o r the s c a t t e r i n g of a gluon ( o r a n t i g l u o n ) 
dE'dO' 
c a r r y i n g f r a c t i o n x^ of the proton's momentum, are given by the 
f o l l o w i n g expression (see .A.8.28 ) 
^ (S) denotes the coupling f ( e 0 X + h.c) 
(V) denotes the coupling f (cy'V + ^ .c) 
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7 c + ^ e l ' 2 1 
(4.17) 
I n the expression above the superscript ^ stands f o r e i t h e r 0 
or 10 and A*, are given by the f o l l o w i n g formulae ( see A.8.29-A.8.34 ) 
( V ) : 
(V): 







The cross section ( x f ) has been w r i t t e n i n such a form 
dE'dOV ^^2 , - _^  g-^. 
as to remind us tke. d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section -—-r^v^ p •* e 
dU at' 
(see Eq. 1.10). I t i s easy now to c a l c u l a t e the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n 
s t r u c t u r e f u n c t i o c s j assuming t h a t the gluon d i s t r i b u t i o n functions 
( p ) (P) 
f ( x ) , f - ( x ) are equals to each other^and equal to c'(x) we have 






The nonscaling p a r t , due.to the anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n term o f the 
Lagrangian, has been separated out i n Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20). 
The value o f ( i s estimated from (^.11) and (4.15)^ f o r 
the two cases (S) and(V) r e s p e c t i v e l y : 
(V): ( l).±eR - |^0'f ( O . ) 
Giving R a value -^5 f o r /s = 5 GeV and assuming th a t p,n,A 
and p' are the only charged c o n s t i t u e n t s we get 
(I) ^ (4.22a) - 1 
(4.22b) 
W r i t i n g the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n s f ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ( x ) i n the wellknown form 
f ^ ^ ^ \ x ) = U^(x) + c ^ ( x ) ^ w i t h c^(x) given by the expressions * 
^li"^) ~ ~ G ( x ) quark or a n t i q u a r k 23a) 
(4.23b) 
^ n* i s the t o t a l number of quarks plus t h e i r a n t i p a r t i c l e s . — I n the 
Kuti-Weisskopf model c ( x ) - x - l ( l - x ) ^ / 2 _ 
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we get from (4.19a) and (4.20a) 
^^^^ 1 f H 
C$): f;(^,Q>^2;Q,U;(x)4{(i)0g;+a2;Q,' xc(x) (4.2,,, 
(V)-. f^'(t^)--<2.Qt^ax)-^(|)|V+ ~ t^}^'-^^^ • (A.24b) 
• " 2 • 
The values of Q f o r which at most 10%,say, v i o l a t i o n of s c a l i n g 
i s observed, are.given by the r e l a t i o n s 
^ i o n / 
(VI: di & (^Y'l t"^"]'' 
(4.25a) 
(4.25b) 
where X i s given by A. = * l/gy 
The r i g h t hand side of the (4.25a) and (4.25b) can be a large 
number i f one assumes t h a t i n a d d i t i o n to the gluon 0, to which the 
e l e c t r o n i s coupled t o , there are gluons 0' whose d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n i s 
given by 
I n such a case the number X can be as small as we wish and thus 
the right-hand sides of (4.25a) and (4.25b) as large as we l i k e . 
To see t h i s note that the sura y = + g'^ + gj^' i s a p o s i t i v e number* 
:^  I n the Kuti-Weisskopf model y - 3. 
For the Kuti-Weisskopf model or f o r the R.McElhaney and S.F. Tuan 
model discussed i n the chapter 1I[ , y i s given by y = 4-2( l-o(o)) where 
c( o ) - I . 
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and the constant i s f i x e d by f i t t i n g e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data; 
thus t a k i n g gj^" to be very close to ( y g j ^ ) , the constant gj^ becomes 
very small and consequently \ = i^l/g^) very close to zero. I n 
the absence o f the 0'-gluons when g^ ^ i s given gj^ i s ' f i x e d , because 
gj^ + gj^ = y; so the r a t i o X does not become nece s s a r i l y small. 
I n the Kuti-Weisskopf model f o r example X = 2.^ 
* 4» 
Thus though He expect a Q v i o l a t i o n of s c a l i n g , due to the 
anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n of the e l e c t r o n , nevertheless assuming the 
existence of some n e u t r a l gluons (0') i n s i d e the proton, we can 
arrange things so th a t the.scaling breaking e f f e c t s are very 
2 
small even f o r very high values of Q . 
IV6) The Reaction p + p -» u"u^ + X and Anomalous I n t e r a c t i o n s of 
the Electron. 
The consequences of the anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n s of the e l e c t r o n 
i n the p a i r leptonic production process p + p n + X are discussed. 
We assume tha t the muon i s coupled to the gluonic f i e l d 0 i n the 
same way as the elec t r o n i\i - e u n i v e r s a l i t y ) ; thus we examine the 
two cases (S) and (V)*,-. discussed i n the previous sections. 
> (S) denotes the coupling f()j0( + h.c) 
(V) " " f(iiY'^0X + h.c) 
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- + I t i s evident t h a t the le p t o n i c p a i r [i y. can be produced 
from a 0 and a 0 as i s shown i n F i g . 18. 
FIGURE 18. Contribution of the X-exchange diagram to the 
- + process gluon + a n t i g l u o n \i \i 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross s e c t i o n s * — , f o r the process 00 -» f i " ^ ^ are 
dQ^ 
given by the f o l l o w i n g expressions (see A.8.42, A.8.43 ) . 
(4.27a) 
(4.27b) 
Xj^ and are the f r a c t i o n of the proton's momentum c a r r i e d by the 
gluon and antigluon r e s p e c t i v e l y , and g i s defined as g s 
Compare the expressions aboye w i t h the analogous expression 
i n which the p a i r i s created from a quark-antiquark p a i r which 
a n n i h i l a t e s i n t o a- photon (see F i g . 19 i n page 11.1 ) 
2 * - + 
Q denotes thc(mass)of the \x \i p a i r . 
I l l 
FIGURE 19. Quark-^ antiquarq a n n i h i l a t i o n i n t o a M~\I* p a i r 
v i a the formation of a t i m e l i k e photon. 
(4.28) 
I t i s obvious now t h a t the quark parton expression f o r 
~ o (PP -» + X) i s given by* 
^ ' (£)Tjd>^J. , f x , ) f J o 5•Ux^.xK 
5 a 
4 
For the (V) case we replace ( ^ ) by (2Q^). 
From (4.23a) and (4.23b) we have 
c . - ( x ) = - i c ( x ) = f c - ( x ) 0, 0 2 2 q,q (4.30) 
where X = ^ 1 / g j . 
:^  I n formula (4.29) the summation index i runs over the partons 
o n l y ( n o t a n t i p a r t o n s ) . 
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I t i s easy to see t h a t i f (4.30) i s taken i n t o account then 
(4.29) can be w r i t t e n i n the f o l l o w i n g form* 
I 
^ -= TZyxiolxaO-u,(xlG(x,lIUx,-x}-^ 
> (4.31) 
For the (V) case the (|-) inside the brackets i s replaced 
by (2Q\ 
I f (s/eh ^10~^ GeV"^ and X ~ l o " ^ then 
(4.32) 
so roughly speaking the anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n term does not 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y a l t e r the r e s u l t s of pp H> H'H"*^  + X scat t e r i n g ^ p r o v i d e d 
t h a t i 10-* GeV^ (Q^ = >• 
For example i n the. (S) case i f the r i g h t hand side of (4,25a) 
2 
has a value a.20 GeV , and the only charged c o n s t i t u e n t s are the knotra 
_2 
quarks p, n, X and p', then we f i n d f o r X a value X =^  10 provided 
e -2 
t h a t we take .16 GeV (see 4.22a), I n t h i s case we f i n d 
e 
(4.33) 
t I n formula (4.31) the summation index i runs over the partons only 
(not a n t i p a r t o n s ) . 
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Thus we conclude t h a t the s c a l i n g breaking e f f e c t s o f the 
anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n term to the pp - » + X s c a t t e r i n g can be 
2 2 
n e g l i g i b l e , even f o r high values of Q = M ^-^+» ^^^^^ the same 
circumstances met i n the deep i n e l a s t i c e l e c t r o n - p r o t o n s c a t t e r i n g . 
IV7) D i r e c t Coupling of the Elec t r o n to the Quark F i e l d s 
So f a r we have d e a l t w i t h nonleptonic i n t e r a c t i o n s of the 
e l e c t r o n i n which the e l e c t r o n was coupled d i r e c t l y to gluonic 
matter. Couplings of the e l e c t r o n to the c o n s t i t u e n t quarks can be 
also assumed. Anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n s of the form X - ^ ^"kc. 
are possible and one expects t h a t the r e s u l t s are q u a l i t a t i v e l y the 
same as- i n the cases discussed i n the previous chapters. However 
the arguments which lead us to the x o n c l u s i o n t h a t the anomalous 
i n t e r a c t i o n e f f e c t s can be n e g l i g i b l e i n the e'p ^ e"x and 
pp n'|i^ + X s c a t t e r i n g do not hold, i n general, i n t h i s case. 
The reason i s tha t the f a c t o r 1//X , which appears i n (4. 2 5 ) , i s 
something l i k e ~ / g j ^ , i n t h i s case, and t h i s i s estimated by f i t t i n g 
the e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data on 1 ^^^^. Thus the f a c t o r \//\ ia 
f i x e d from e l e c t r o p r o d u c t i o n data and i t s smallness, which was very 
important f o r the arguments state d i n the previous sections, i s not 
guaranteed. 
E f f e c t i v e Lagrangians of the form X~ (e^0^e)(q0 ^q) have been 
st u d i e d by Ikaros I.Y. B i g i and J.D. Bjorken [ 9 0 ] . . A.Soni [91] 
also has studied the consequences of some anomalous Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n s 
to the decays Jl e e and n -» n ^ . 
IIA 
I n t h i s section we b r i e f l y discuss the anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n 
given by the f o l l o w i n g expression 
X - '^^ X^'^  - t l^-C. . (4.34) 
I n the expressions above the index q runs over the quark f i e l d s 
p, n and X. 
As i t was said previously the r e s u l t s are expected to be 
q u a l i t a t i v e l y , the same as i n the two cases I n which the e l e c t r o n was 
coupled to a gluonic f i e l d . Here we only wish to see how the 
anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n (4.34) w i l l a f f e c t t h e decays o f and }^ 
i n t o e e^ and \i-respectively. 
The q u a n t i t y R = Hadrons) needed f o r t h i s purpose 
a(e"e ^ ) 
and i s given by the f o l l o w i n g expression* (see A.8.46 ) . 
(4.35) 
_ f 2 The constants f are defined as f = (-^ ) where M i s the mass of q q eM q 
q 
the X^ p a r t i c l e vjhich i s assumed to be heavy. 
The decay of TC° and ti mesons i n t o an e e^ or y p a i r , goes 
through the mechanism depicted i n F i g , 20 (see page 115 ) . 
t The index q runs over the quarks only and not t h e i r a n t i p a r t i c l e s . 
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FIGURE 20. Electromagnetic and Anomalous c o n t r i b u t i o n to 
the decays -ir-»e~e"'' and Ti-»y~y'*' . 
The f i r s t diagram of the F i g . . 20 represents the 
electromagnetic decay and the second i s due to the anomalous 
i n t e r a c t i o n of the e l e c t r o n ( o r muon). The decay width of the 
anomalous i n t e r a c t i o n term of the Lagrangian (4.34) i s given by 
(see A.9.14 ) 
36) 
I n the expression above M i s the mass of the decaying meson and 
m^  t h a t of the lep t o n i ( e i t h e r e' or n"). The constants are 
SU(3) Glebsch-Gordan c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
2 
The | f ( R , o ) | has a value which i s approximately [92] 
' 2 
(4.37) 
w i t h m the mass of the it° meson. 
K 
The values of the constants f are determined from (4.35). The 
simplest choice i s to assume that a l l of the f^'s are the same. 
I n such a case we f i n d r('^ °-^ e e"^ ) = 0 because a = - a = 1//5 and 
(ch,.) P n 
See A-.9.15 - A..9.18 . 
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0 = 0 f o r the Tt° meson; that i s only the f i r s t of the two diagrams 
i n Fig. 20 contributes. For the decay of the n meson taking 
a value (from 4.35) for the coupling constant f = f equal t o * 
f =-1. X 10~ GeV"^ , we f i n d * * ^an{^ fi'^"*") .25 eV; this 
width i s too large compared with the experimental value 
.057 eV [?3] • Thus provided that the electromagnetic interference 
term does not a l t e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y this r e s u l t , the Lagrangian 
i n t e r a c t i o n (4,34) with f = f = f , i s ruled out. However i f we 
P n X 
use coupling constants such that*** fp = f ^ = 10"^GeV"^ and 
- 1 - 2 r " - + f , = 1.25X 10 GeV then we f i n d I -• U U )=- .06 eV which i s \ (an) ^ 
very close to the experimental value [93]. For jt° ^  e'e"*^  
we f i n d again U" Xn° -» e~e^) = 0. (an) 
So we see that by adjusting properly the quark-electron coupling 
constants we can be i n agreement with the experiment and so this new 
anomalous coupling scheme might be a reasonable physical picture. 
^ For th i s value of f we have R =-5.5 
By using A,9.18 . 
4:t+ This choice of the coupling constant corresponds to taking R 6.3 at 
/s = 5 GeV. 
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Discussion. 
Nonelectromagnetic interactions of the electron were considered 
i n t h i s chapter i n order to interpret the recent data on e'''e" 
annihilation into hadrons. We coupled the electron d i r e c t l y to a 
gluonic f i e l d 0, and a f i e l d X, the mediator of thi s anomalous 
int e r a c t i o n , so that the anomalous part of the Lagrangian had the 
general form f e0 X or ^ f e y V^f* . The consequences 
of these coupling schemes were examined i n the context of the 
quark parton model, 
J. „ cr(e e^-» Hadrons) " ' u . The r a t i o R = was found to behave as 
cr(e e -» ) 
2 2 R ^ a + bs for high s (but s ). 
The crross-section s • had the form ~ o ( z ) + 8 p(z) 
exhibiting thus a strong s dependence; remember that a strong s 
dependence especially for z <.5 i s exhibited by the data [89]. 
The ' cross section s —±Jl20 yas found . 
dzdcos Q 
2 
to depend on cos 9 while as we saw data [89] require this -to 
be cOs9 independent at least for cosQ varying from -.6 to .6. 
The deep ine l a s t i c process e" + p e~ + X and the reaction 
p + p li n"^  4- X are affected by the anomalous electron coupling. 
I t was found that the structure function F2^^^^ did not scale 
but i t had the form F^^^^^x.Q^) ~ f ( x ) + g(x). By introducing 
some other gluons 0', as core constituents of the hadron,we could arrange 
things so that the non-scaling part of F^^^^^x.Q^) gave very small 
2 
contribution even for very high Q . This i s an explanation as to 
• 4 ' 
why th i s strong Q non-scaling behaviour has not been seen. 
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in 
The same arguments applied to the pp p y"*^  + X reaction as well 
which the quantity — „ (Q^ = m^  - +) was found not to scale, 
dQ^ 7 
that i s not to be a function of the variable T = /s, but had a 
4 
Q dependence. Under the same assumptions as i n the electroproduction 
case, we can say that the effects of the anomalous interaction of the 
electron are negligible and i n thi s case as well even for high 
2 2 values of Q ( = m - +). 
F i n a l l y we considered the anomalous coupling given by a 
Lagrangian Ji'^ ^f^(eq)X^ and we examined their consequences 




In the previous chapters the quark parton model was applied 
to electromagnetic and weak processes; also i n the fourth chapter 
anomalous interactions of the electron.were considered. The 
question i s whether the naive quark parton model can be applied 
to strong interactions as well. 
I n t h i s chapter, which occupies a small portion of this thesis, 
we adopt a strong interaction scheme involving quarks i n order to 
explain the r i s i n g of the t o t a l cross sections i n the hadron-hadron 
c o l l i s i o n s . 
VI) Hadron-Hadron Collisions i n the Quark Parton Model and Rising 
Total Cross Sections. 
We are interested i n finding the t o t a l cross sections CT^1^2(S) 
of the process h^h^ -»Anything, where h^ ^ and h^ denote hadrons, 
applying quark parton model techniques. 
Any reasonable model should give a t o t a l cross section which 
i s an increasing function for high values of the energy s consistent, 
at least q u a l i t a t i v e l y , with the data [see for example Ref. 94] . 
Consider a Lagrangian interaction having the following form [95]. 
The index ''iq" runs over the quark f i e l d s ; the ijf^'s are fields, 
having masses larger than those of the q's, for reasons which V7ill 
become clear l a t e r , and the same quantum numbers as q. 
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The f i e l d 0^  i s the mediator of this kind of interaction 
and carries zero quantum numbers but has spin-1. The coupling 
constant f has a value which i s much larger than the electromagnetic 
or weak coupling constants. 
The t o t a l cross-section for the scattering of two hadrons 
and h2 i s given by the following expression 
\\n . ^ 1 Cj <l,.l «.,) (h1 (K) 
" 2 H ' ^ < ^ j ^ ' ^ S n ^ i " < ' J ( y + f ; ( < ' l ' > ) i . (5.2) 
The process takes place through, the mechanism shown i n Fig. 21^. 
In (5.2) the indices i and j denote quarks or antiquarks and 
a^'^(x,y) i s the t o t a l cross-section for scattering of the quarks i 
and j : the variables x and y denote the f r a c t i o n of the momentum 
of the hadrons hj^ or h2 carried by the quarks i and j respectively. 
The functions f ^ ^ ^ ^ ( x ) are the wellknown parton momentum d i s t r i b u t i o n 
functions. 
I n order to calculate the t o t a l cross-section a (s) we need 
tot 
the contribution of the processes qq' -» ij^^lir^,, q - * l'etc; 
• » 
weak and electromagnetic effects are omitted because f i s several 
orders of magnitude larger than the electromagnetic coupling constant 
2 1 -5 2 e /4TC (=^ /137) or the weak coupling constant G(=- 10 /m 
Consider f i r s t the process qq' -» with q / q', and consequently 
\ ^ ' ^^ '^  wl^ose the Born term is shown i n Fig. 22^. 
^ See i n the next page 
FIGURE 21. Mechanism contributing to the process , 
(hadron)j+(hadron)2 Anything. 
FIGURE 22. The process q q i{j / mediated by the exchange • ^ q q 
of the spin-l f i e l d <P . 
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The cross-section for the process qq' -» i|rqi|;^, (q f q') has a 
constant behaviour f o r large values of the incoming energy; i n fact 
we f i n d * aCs) oC f /M where M i s the mass of the p a r t i c l e (p. 
2 
This behaviour holds as long as s » M ^ and provided that q ^  q'. 
I n the case of q = q' the amplitude i s the sum of the two 
diagrams of Fig. 23 
FIGURE 23. The process qq-^iiiqil)^ i n lowest order of 
perturbation theory. 
In the high energy momentum l i m i t j i n which the masses of q and ijr^ are 
put equal to zero^ the cross-section for the process qq ^ i^^ijf^ i s 
i d e n t i c a l to that of the e"e~ -• e~e" process provided that the 
coupling constant V i s replaced by'f*and the photon has a mass M 
equal to that of the 0 - p a r t i c l e . The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section 
for the process e~e~ -» e~e~ i s given by 
_ ? ] J 
>(5.3) 
i See A.8.17 with replaced by q apd 0 by ij; 
4:+ See formula (7.84) of the book " R e l a t i v i s t i c Quantum mechanics" 
J.D. Bjorken and S.D. Dreir,McGraw-Hill, New York , (1964). 
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f * 2 fl 2 Q In our case a shouB be replaced by ^  and sin , cos by 
2 fl 2 fl 
sin + e» cos + e,where g i s proportional to /s, that i s 
G c^M^/s. I t i s evident that the expression i n the brackets 
of Eq.(5.3), a f t e r the above replacements, has a behaviour <-^ /M^  
when integrated with respect Q; th i s behaviour comes from the 
f i r s t term: of (5,3). Thus the t o t a l cross-section i n the case 
f"^ 2 
qq -» ijr^ilr^ has a behaviour a(s) ^  /M . al«o . 
No need to examine the asymptotic high energy behaviour of 
other* quark diagrams because we have everything we need for the 
argument we want to put forward. From (5.2 ) we have 
I - f ( 0 . T . ) . (5.4) 
I n the expression above by (0.T) we mean "other terms" which 
come from other quark processes or from weak and electromagnetic 
interactions of quarks. The d i s t r i b u t i o n functions f^^^\x) can be 
wr i t t e n i n the form. 
(5.5) 
where U^^^\x) and c^^'^^x) denote the "valence" and "core* contribution 
respectively. When x tends to zero U^^^^(x) and c^^^^(x) behave as 
^ I n fact only the qq' ^ ^q^q^ process would be enough as we shall 
see l a t e r . 
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U^^^^x) '-'x""^^- and Cj^^^^(x)>- x"^; a(0) i s the intercept of the 
leading non Pomeron Regge trajectory [51] . 
The t o t a l cross-section cr^^ y) "* '''q'^'q' i s given by the following 
expression 
5 c ^ , v j ) - g y u v ^ s - f . ; . (5.6) 
2 2 g i s constant having dimensions of inverse mass square (goCf /M), 
2 
and s i s the variable s = (p. + p, ) ; p, and p, are the momenta 
1^ . 2^ 1^ ^ 2 
of the two hadrons h^ ^ and h^ respectively and x,y the fractions of the 
hadronic momenta carried by the quarks as explained e a r l i e r i n this 
chapter. 
The theta function appearing i n (5.6) has been put i n order to 
have zero cross-section when we are below the threshold for the 
production of ^ and ijr , particles. In fact a theta function 
2 
0(8' - 4m ) must appear where s' i s the t o t a l centre of mass energy 
of the q,q' pair. For high s the variable s' i s given by 
2 
8* =^  xys + 2 (quark mass) . Taking into account the fact that the 
A 's are heavier than the conventional quarks the cross-section *q^^ 
^Vl -• '''q'^q* receives the form given by Eq. (5.6) with > 0. From 
Eq. (5.4) we get, on account of Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6)jthe following 
V 2 
expression f o r the t o t a l cross-section a (s) 
1 
(5.7) (Is) Ckj (UJ 7 r^-^V 4 TJCxi c^ ,(^ )^4C(xK,Cv,)] -t CO.TJ . 
i s easy to see that i s equal to 
. As s ^ CO this integral i s dominated by the 
behaviour of the functions f ( x ) and 0(y) near x « 0 and y « 0 
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respectively. Thus we have 
By f ^ ^ ^ \ x ) and 0^^^\y) we denote the asymptotic behaviour of 
f ( x ) and 0(y); (L.O.T) i s the contribution of the "lower order 
(^1^ ^^2^ (as) 1 terms". When f ( x ) = (x) and 0(y) = (y) then f^^^''(x) « 7 x 
and 0^*^^(y) w ^/y. I t i s obvious that i n this case^from Eq. (5.8)j 
we have 
• " I • J • • • 
/ . 7 . ^^ ^^  //7 \ s 
Similarly 
i I 
^ f , ( U (W /- X . 
J ^ J J ) M.("<l.<j' ( ^ " f j + ( i - ^ - r - > • (5.10, 
(h,) ( h j 
When f ( x ) •= O and 0(y) = U (y) the int e g r a l of the l e f t 
(h.,h ) _ . 
hand side of Eq. (5.8) has a constant value because U(x) ^ X.~"^  
X ^0 
and 0(0) < 1; thus we have 
J j -UCX^V^^vj) «<(Cov>,U»,4) . (5 11) 
1^*^ 2 
I t i s evident now that the cross-section cr (s) ^ for large values 
of the variable Vjhas the behaviour 
to t 
2 
d (s') ^ ^ (^ V. \ ) 4 ) -+ C . 5.12) 
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2 Thus a (logs) behaviour for the t o t a l cross-section was derived. 
This high energy behaviour gives a r i s i n g t o t a l cross section and 
i t i s consistent with the Froissart bound [96]. 
Phcnomenological f i t s to the data for the t o t a l cross-section 
^1^2 2 a (s) having t h i s (log s) behaviour can be found i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
tot 
[see for example Ref. 97] . 
V2) General Conments on the Model. 
2 
I n order to derive t h i s (log s) behaviour.of the t o t a l 
^1^2 
cross-section 0"^^^  (s) we needed basically three things; F i r s t 
of a l l a strong interaction scheme dictated by the.Lagrangian (5.1), 
second the qua^k parton formula (5.2) and t h i r d that the masses of \J)*s 
are larger than those of q'a . . 
One might worry because only the Bom terms were taken into 
account or to say that we have v i o l a t i o n of unitarity,because * 
j^qq (*sf^,^ const.j and so oh. This i s not r e a l l y a problem. For 
our calculation the only thing we needed was a mechanism giving constant 
t o t a l cross sections for the processes qq' •* ij'q'l'qi which i s zero when 
the t o t a l incoming energy i s less than a certain positive number. Thus 
any Lagrangian i n t e r a c t i o n giving a(s)*'*l* "•^ "^ '^ ^^ '^ S^  g2 ^  (g.^^^ ^^^^^ 
do for our calculation and problems associated with the specific form 
of the Lagrangian we have chosen should not worry us. 
^ As long as a f i n i t e number of p a r t i a l waves contributs to a process 
we have form u n i l a r i t y cr^Q(.(s) <: constant , See for example 
"Elementary Particle Theory" by A.D. Martin and T.D. Spearman, 
North Holland Amsterdam, 1970. 
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Note that the (l o g s) behaviour of the t o t a l cross-section i s 
a consequence of the ^/x behaviour of the core function c(x) near x « 0. 
2 
I n other words t h i s (log s) behaviour i s due to the s t a t i s t i c a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of the core quarks inside the hadron and not to dynamics. 
The only thing we require from dynamics i s to give some 
(quark) (quark)' (Anything) cross-sections behaving as 
^qq'^ anything^^^ \^ ^2^^_^2y ^igh values of s. 
Discussion. 
I n an attempt to interpret the r i s i n g of the t o t a l hadronic 
cross-sections a ^ (s) an interaction scheme was assumed i n which t o t 
the constituen^ quarks were interacting strongly with some other 
heavier quark f i e l d s through a spin-1 f i e l d carrying vacuum quantum 
numbers. 
2 
A (log s) behaviour was found for the t o t a l cross section 
a ( s ) , which i s consistent with the observed r i s i n g [94] and does 
not v i o l a t e the Froissart bound [96], 
2 
This ( l o g s) behaviour i s not a dynamical effect but i s due to 




Natural units are used throughout this thesis with ft = c = 1. 
One natural u n i t of length = = 1.973 x io'^^^cm and 
-27 2 
1 mb = 10 cm = .3893 natural units. 
b) Notation 
The notation i s that of Ref [ 1 ] . Hence our metric tensor 
i s g^^ = g^^ = ( 1 , - 1 , - 1 , -1) and the contravariant four vector 
i s defined as A ^ = ( A ° , A ) . The corresponding covariant four 
vector i s ~ (AQI - A ) . The momentum operator i s = icf^ = ("I^O)"-^^ •^ 
The Dirac matrices satisfy the anticonjnutation relations 
( A , 1.1) 
and are given by the following expressions 
. fl 0 , 
( A .1.2) 
"* 1 2 3 
CT stands f o r the vector a = (a ,<7 , o ) where the Pauli matrices 
1 2 3 
a ,a , a are given by the following expressions. 
(A.1.3) 
The antisymmetric tensor o^^ i s defined as c^^ = ^[•^,y'] and the 
5 5 0 T 2 3 Y matrix, as y " Y Y Y " Y5' Ex p l i c i t calculation gives 
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f o r the 
The scalar product of two vectors A^ and i s defined as 
A.-B H 'B^  •= g^vA^'F - A V - . (A.I.5) 
The slash A of a vector A^ i s defined as A = J^A . The 
Klein-Gordon equation in i t s covariant form i s given by the following 
expression 
(A.1.6) 
where - • = -5 = . ^  • + 
. ^ 5x0^ 
The Dirac equation I s given by 
^ ' ( x l t r O , (A. 1.7) 
The Dirac spinors u(p,s), u(p,s) used throughout are those 
1/2 
found i n Ref. [ 1 ] multiplied by a factor (2m) ' . They sati s f y 
the equations 
(j^-Y^)u(j>^5)-0 (|^-^Tr)v(|>^5?-0 . (A. 1.8) 
I n terms of the adjoint spinors u = u'^ Y°i ^ ~ ^^Y° have 
(A.1.9) 
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The projection operators are 
U ( T ^ 5 ) l ^ ( ^ 5 ) - = ( ^ - f V . ) ( l : ^ j (A.1.10) 
U (p,s) vCp,s) - (ff-») ^ J l M j (A. 1.11) 
where the vector s^ represents the direction of spin of the 
physical p a r t i c l e i n i t s rest frame and has the properties 
2 
8 =-1, S.p = 0. 
The following i d e n t i t i e s hold, 
5 l ^i(p^s)vr(|>^s) - C|^ -+Yn} (A.1.12) 
%, Vilsl<j(f^s} ' (f-^^ . (A.1.13) 
^ ( r ' . / i . f r ) . ^ A ' - p i } " ' p 
Q,v, I ' *'J • (A. 1.14) 
r (A. 1.15) 
(A. 1.16) 
t ; u w - T v W ) - ^ d . b (A. 1.17) 
T Cpt; ai(ar3&,) - (a,- ai-^ -d,-<i^ <^ t•<:1J-^ a,•<\,a^ -^ ,) (A. i. i s ) 
^^Sl^^K) -O (A.1.19) 
(A. 1.20) 
T ( ^ l ^ l - c C ^ c ) - O J n - o J o l (A.1.21) 
/ ^ ^ ^ ^ (A.1.22) 
)(r " '"^^ (A. 1.23) 
J{V K^^- ^d-l (A.1.24) 
^\^^^^ - '•'i</\/^ (A.1.25) 
^(^^<^W-+</V//l (A.1.26) 
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Other useful fonailae and i d e n t i t i e s can be found i n Ref, [1]. 
c) Cross-sections; 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section for a process 1 + 2 ->3 + 4 + .. +n 
has the form 
- ( 2 p r l M l ± _ L ^ T T IMI . (A. 1.28) 
- 1 V , - U . | a E j a B ) ^'HhfOEO 
The notation i s as follows: 
and P^  are: the t o t a l four momenta of the i n i t i a l and f i n a l 
states respectively, u^ ^ and O2 are the v e l o c i t i e s of the particles 1 
and 2 respectively. 
The normalization of our states i s the covariant one, that i s 
(3) 
V < f .^ '?y>-f^"ft^E)S(fr - f ) . (A.1.29) 
The spinors u(p,s) and U(p,s) are normalized to 2m so that we have 
\A (p,5^ U ( p^ s) ^  ^YV, ^ U (p^  Cj S; r -2TV» . (A. 1.. 30) 
In calculating Feynman diagrams we must be careful as far as the 
external lines are concerned which are not multiplied by the factors 
r ^ T^r^/^ -3/2 
-5^^ C for a boson) or (2TI) ( f o r a fermion ) . I n 
/2a) 
calculating the amplitude M i n (A.1.28) we apply the Feynman rules 
by putting 1 (unity) for a spin-O p a r t i c l e ,the corresponding 
u, u, u„ or u splnor for a spin - ~ p a r t i c l e (normalized as i n A.1.30), 
and €^ for a photon. 
The s t a t i s t i c a l factor S is obtained by including a factor /ml 
i f there are a identical particles in the f i n a l state. 
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APPENDIX 2 
The following I d e n t i t i e s hold 
2 . 1 ) 
2 ) 
Proof of A.2.1 
L^^^(k,k') = Tr (.r + + by using the f i r s t of Eqs. (A.1.12) 
Using ( A . 1 . 1 6 ) , (A.1.17) and ( A a . l 8 ) the i d e n t i t y (A. 2.1.) 
i s derived. 
Proof of A.2.2 
S^ '^ Ck.k') = Tr(K' + m)^(l-ym + m)y\l-y) by using the 
f i r s t of Eqs. (A.1.12.) . 
Using the fact that anticommutes with y' and also (A.1.16) 
and ( A . 1 . 2 1 ) we get 
sJ^'ck.k') = zTTir ^iny" - i t ' > h t Y V ) 
from which by applying (A.1.18) and (A.1.20) the i d e n t i t y ( A . 2 . 2 ) i s 
derived. ' 
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Proof of A.2.3 
I t i s a straightforward calculation i f one uses (A,1.16), 
(A. 1.18), (A. 1.17) and (A. 1.20). 
I n order to f i n d the corresponding i d e n t i t i e s when e i t h e r 
u(p,8) is replaced by vj(k,s) or u(k',s') by u(k',s') or both we 
must observe that from Eqs. A. 1.12 we have ^ u(k,s)u(k,s) = (K-Fm) 
while X^(k,s)D(fc,s) = -(-Id + m). Thus we are lead to the 
following rules. " 
Rule I 
" I f u(k,s) ^uCk.s) (u(k',s*) -»u(k',8') then the i d e n t i t i e s 
(A.2.1), (A.2.2), (A.2.3) s t i l l hold provided t h a t i n the r i g h t 
hand side of each i d e n t i t y k ^ -k (k' -»-k') and the o v e r a l l r e s u l t 
i s m u ltiplied by (-1)." 
Rule I I 
" I f u(k,8) Ht>(k,8) and u(k',s') -fuCk^s') then the i d e n t i t i e s 
(A.2.1), (A.2.2), (A.2.3) s t i l l hold provided t h a t i n the r i g h t 
hand side of each i d e n t i t y k -k, k' ^-k'". 
I n calculating cross-sections we s h a l l f r e q u e n t l y use the 
following i d e n t i t i e s whose derivation is straightforward i f one 
takes into account (A.2.1), (A,2,2) and (A.2.3). 





a) Unpolarized D i f f e r e n t i a l Cross-section for the Ine l a s t i c 
Process e" + p -» e" + X. 
• " . -» 
We work i n proton's laboratory system. By (E,K) and 
(E'j K') we denote the incoming and outgoing electron's four 
momenta. M i s the mass of the proton. The d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cross-section for the process e" + p ^ e" + F, where V i s a 
d e f i n i t e state of*n* p a r t i c l e s , is given by (see A.1.28). 
.(w ^ kll±.' _L A . JO^SSHl'. (..3.1) 
^ denotes average over the i n i t i a l spins and 21 sum over the 
f i n a l electron spins. The plhase space dQ^  i s given by. 
The matrix element M^, i s given by 
(en) 
I n (A.3.2) j j (x) i s the electromagnetic current four 
vector and q = (K.-K'). , 
Using the i d e n t i t y (A.2.1) we get (A.3.3) 
3.4) 
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The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section (unpolarized) for the reaction 
e" + p ^ e" + (anything) i s 
ol6 r 2 . c l 5 p F (A.3.5) 
so that we get 
with 
The most general form of the tensor i s 
[IV 
>(A.3.8) 
The W,• , are real and depend upon the variables v = '^^ /M 
and Q = -q . 
Note that current conservation and p a r i t y gives 
Setting the electron mass equal to zero we get 
1 1 
e' i s the scattering angle of the outgoing electron. 
t i s dimensionless 
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b) The Tensor W^^^(p.q) 
Using the property e"^^*'^J ^"^(x) e^ '^''= J ^"^(o), where 
P i s the momentum operator, we get 
J . 
In(A.3.10) Jy(x) denotes the electromagnetic current . 
?(A.3,10) 
c) D i f f e r e n t i a l Cross-section for e~+p -» e"+ X Scattering with 
Polarized Beam and Target. 
We seek the expressions for the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections 
when the beam electron and the proton have p a r a l l e l spins (dCT(Tt)) 
and when t h e i r spins are a n t i p a r a l l e l (dCT(ti)). 
The tensor L^^'(k,k') i n (A.3.3) i s now replaced by the tensor 
fsee Ref. 51 for instance] 
£(+)= i!:(^ )+i^ (:Ar (A.3.n) 
l ^ V ) - 2 V K ' ' + K ' ' H ' - f K-K') (A.3.12a) 
with 
(A.3.12b) 
(S stands for' symmetric and A for antisymmetric part) 
Similarly the tenson W^ ^ i s now replaced by 
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where W (S) i s given by Eq. (A.3.8) (with W„=W,=W =W,= 0) and \iv 3 4 5 6 
W^^(A) i s given by the expression 
(A.3.M) 
I n (A.3.14) the functions •d(v,Q ) and g(v,Q ) are scalars and. 
i s the spin four vector which i n proton's rest frame i s 
^ = (0,0,0,1). 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections doiu) and dCT(tl) are given 
by the following expressions 
cl«(tf)-.4 S.Vt«W/S')-^L''(A)W,.(A)| (A.3.15) 
d) D i f f e r e n t i a l Cross-sections for the Nsutrino (Antineutrino) 
Processes v(v) + N -» ti"(ii"*^) + X 
da I n c a l c u l a t i n g ^ — , , we. must take into account ah ao-
the fact that the Lagrangian interaction i s 
(A.3.17) 
and t h a t the l e p t o n i c p a r t of J ^ ^ has the form 
J ^"^ = ^Iv (1-Yc:)v + e Y ( l - Y c ) v (A.3.18) 
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We must also use the fact that the neutrinos (antineutrinos) are 
always left-handed (right-handed) and thus a factor 1 instead of 
must be put when averaging over the i n i t i a l neutrino and antineutrino 
spins. 
The expression for .the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section vp n X 
or VP -• |i X i s 
XA.3.19) 
The current tensor W^^,the analog of (A.3.10) i n the electroproduction 
case^has the following form 
IMA.3.20) J^<+H' J^<-' ^ 
.1 
^ , XA.3.21) ^ ?? W, 
2 
wi t h V7j,W2,W2 being real functions of v and Q". The d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cross sections for vn |i'x and vn n"'"x have the same form as (A. 3.19) 
where W _ _ are the corresponding functions for the neutron 1,2,3 
case and M i s the neutron mass. The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross sections 
dE'do' 
are defined as 
(A.3.22) 
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. APPENDIX 4 
In t h i s appendix we f i r s t calculate the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross section 
for the process LQ -> L'Q' where the Lagrangian interaction i s given 
by the following form 
The Feynman diagram (Born term) for the process LQ -+L'Q' i s shown 
i n Fig. lA , • . 
FIGURE lA. Kinematics of the process LQ-*LQ which i s mediated 
by the exchange of the spin-1 object X. 
We assume that L,L' are leptons and take their masses equal 
to zero. The matrix element (M| of (A,1,28) i s given by 
''(A.4.2) 
Averaging over the i n i t i a l spins and summing over the f i n a l yields 
X tu,(r.;x)j(/j,.3.j(,).i(i<,pQ(K,5)i(,(3;.g;^,)u/<x'). 
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Using (A.1.12) and (A. 1,13) we get 
.1 
and also from the trace properties ( A. 1.12-A. 1.2? ) . we get, 
(using the i d e n t i t i e s A.1.16 to A,1.27) = 
i-»-MaVNlAl')Tr(.jj^^') 
4(lV!%lA« (K'T-vK''r-/"K-K')-^A,.M(lVl-lAi')j'*l 
Thus we have 
T { (^;'-+M)/CV-A/)(^-tv^Y(viAY)}-
A((lVl%lAl')(K'•K%K''K ' - 3'^'K•K') 4 
The expression (A.4. A) i n the approximation "'i^ ~ ™L = 0 i s 
>(A.4.4a) 
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w r i t t e n as 
- I 
4.4b) 
where we have used the i d e n t i t y 
^ ^^vA? - - 2 ( 3 ^ 3 - 1 ^ - 2 ^ 3 / , ) . (A.4.4C) 
In the rest frame of the Q-particle the energies of the 
incoming and outgoing electron are denoted by E and E' respectively. 
I f we denote by e the scattering angle of the lepton L'^  then we have 
{ f f<^-K-tp'K|>.Hj - 2 v r^^EE | 5-tIl^\i«'|^ (A.4.5) 
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. p ^ K y K - p ' . K p . K ' } - 7 r n ^ ' E E ( § : ± ' ) ;^^ ^ . (A.4.6) 
Using (A.4.5) and (A.4.6) we write 
X>. (A.4.7) 
Z 2 1 MjN {c2s,.])ns . ^ r ' ( 7 ^ E E O )( 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l .cross-section for the process LQ -•L'Q' 
has the form (see A,1.28) 
J^^TtoTjfCrp'^-^ . - 4 ^ . ^ -^Z5!K,/.(A.4.7a) 
' i n t e g r a t i n g with respect p' and putting m^  r ~ 0 "® f i n a l l y 
get 
dE'JQ' T?(25.^0(VJ) (QW)^ 
I A o . s ^ i 5 ^ r A f j - ^ i ^ V ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ c l j ' . r ? ^ (A.4.8) 
wi t h Q2= -q^ and 
V-^'3Al'Kl^l'-lfAl') (A.4.10) 
I n the case i n which the interaction is of electromagnetic nature 
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and L = L' = electron,while Q = Q' = pointlike proton of mass M, 
we get from (A.4.8) , 
or using the variable v = ^'^/H 
dE'da' (A. 4.12) 
In order to fi n d the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section , for the 
dE' do' 
process LQ' -• L'Q we must notice that the spinor u^,(p',s') i s 
replaced byu-,(p,s) and U q ( P , s ) by i;-(p',s ). Thus i n the course 
of the calculation the expression (j5' + m'^ ) must be replaced by 
(jS-m'^) and (|5 + " q ) by (^' - m^). The necessary changes i n the 
2 
expression f o r the matrix element J2 ^1 (A.4. 4b) are p p' 
spin 
this has as an .effect A ^ A, B B and 
C -C and consequently we have 
H-n>^ and m'^^ -m^ '; 
.1 LQ-*LQ 
I A cos I -f [AO-. i i i i ' L ^ ' ^ ^ ^ £l§2c]jir'» ? >(A.4.13) 
To f i n d the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section for the process L'Q -» LQ' 
we only need to interchange the role of k and k' i n (A.4.8)having thus 
d g : _ MQ-:^p.q-+¥rj ! - tv ,M £2 ' ^ q E 
kA.4.14) 
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F i n a l l y for the process L'Q' •+ L Q we have the interchanges 





In t h i s appendix we find the cross-sections for the 
processes v(v) + 0^  v(v) +. 0^  and .v(v) + 0^  -» v(v) + 0^  
where the interaction Lagrangian i s given by (see Chapter 11^2.58). 
5.1 ) 
Cos9^ i s the well known Weinberg angle. 
The Lagrangian (A.5.1) i s useful when calculating cross-sections 
f o r neutral current processes. When i = v (neutrino f i e l d ) then 
n = 1 and Q = 0: i n order to f i n d the cross sections mentioned 
V . J / ' 
above we use the results of the Appendix 4, with the replacements 
g -» f = ^/2cose, g^ = ^v ° *7 ^ \ ^^^^k " ~\ • 
Thus from (A.4. 9), (A.4.10), (A.4.11) we f i n d 
(A. 5.2) 
5 ( - 2 z K Q ^ i - ^ Z Q ? ) (A.5.3) 
C;^  1 ( |_azr..Q;) . (A.5.4) 
I f the 0^  i s a parton carrying fraction x^ of the hadrpns momentum 
then we find"^ (fr(Dm A.4.8) 
2 
t X =• ^  /2Mv 
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(A, 5.6) 
To derive (A.5.5) use was made of the fact 
2 2 which holds as long as M » Q . . _ z . 
I n the Bjorken l i m i t we have . 
where the "structure functions" W^ l^ '^ ^^  are given by the relations 
H ' * . A: i / ^ ^ / (A.5.8) 
rim 
M 2M» 
For the process vp^ we use (A.4.13) and f i n d 
V;^^ r: V.^ V , H ~ . (A, 5 . i i ) 
For antineutrinos by vi r t u e of (A.4.14) we have 
dtfCTCJ _ iCT(-'>c;)±. i . ) Wz cos'9 -f 
AL'dQ.' ' nl) ^J'" n^f-Li ^ ^(A,5.12) 
w i t h 
(A.5,13) 
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For the case v 0^  -• v 0^  (A. 5.12) holds but with 
X ' , H '-W, . (A.5.14) 
I t i s obvious now that for the neutral current processes^ vh -• yX 
and j/h ^  yX we have 
2 ^ M ' 2) 
where the structure functions W. » _ a:re given by 
X H r. W - - ^ { - W A i (A.5.16) 
, , ^ 51.' 1^,51,1 (1,1 
Y H . = t; M r 7^Z,t(x)A: (A.5.17) 
N 
\ ; i h - - 2 Z } - j u ) C i . (A.5.18) 
M 
To derive (A.5.15 -A.5.18) parton model techniques were used. 
The - (+) sign i n (A.5.15) stands for neutrinos (antineutrinos); The 
i n (A.5.18) i s either +1 or -1 for parton and antiparton 
respectively. The constants A'*" and C^^ when i = antiparton^are the 
same as those for the corresponding parton; that i s A^  = A^ , C^  = C^ . 




The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections -^(v,7) (see C h . I I I , 3.30) 
dy . 
are given by the following expression 
{ O^Cy y V r . ( l - s ) dCv,v)+b 'Wv)f (A.6.1) 
with 
d^i^,v)^k^/t 5 (A.6.2) 
•b 2 
P1^,V) -JCF; 7 ? i )cl7< . (A.6.3) 
I n Eq.(A.6.2)the + i s f o r neutrinos and - for antineutrinos. In 
Eq. (A.6.3)the role of + sign i s interchanged. 
We assume that there are only four constituent quarks, namely 
p, n, A and p'. 
I n t h i s case the constants a^^, b^^ are given, for the two cases 
of aboNC and below charm production threshold, by the following 
expressions 
• 
Above charm | a - --^v, (A.6.4) 
(A.6.5) 
thresiiold V ,« <* -v 
Below charm 
threshold 
a CV) - b^'Cv) r 2C (A. 6.6) 
(A. 6. 7) 
1A8 
The constants U and c are defined by U = |xt>(x)dx and 
c = |xc(x)dx where u(x) and c(x) are the valence and core 
d i s t r i b u t i o n functions respectively. From Eq. (A.6.1) and 














From (A.6.14) we have 
Equation (A.6.15) yields 
(A.6.15) 
j i x J ^ -X;, i i i l (2uV|c') <A.6.l6a) 
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The expressions (A.6.16a - A.6.16b) are v a l i d when we are above 
the charm production threshold. For the below the charm production 
threshold should be replaced by -rc'. The constants v)' and c' 
-> 1 o J 
(2 (2 are defined as u' = x u(x)dx, c' = j x c(x)dx. 
«> ° 
Thus for the quantities <xy>^ — we have 
Above charm ^ ^T^sf^ ^ C^Jt\^c')/(^\^U •t'^2c) (A.6.17) 
(A.6.18) 
threshold 
Below charm - /.-<o> - ( - f 7 c ' ) / ( l 8 1 ; + c ) (A.6.19) 
threshold ( 
^ • < v j > ; - C 3 v - ' % H c ) / ( | 2 u - f J 2 c ) . (A.6.20) 
(a) Kuti-Weisskopf Quark Parton Model 
In the Kuti-Weisskopf quark parton model 
•OUI -i rC?/z} CU)-G TT'O-*)''' . (A.6.21) 
The constant Gg has the value Gg = ^/lO. Using the integral 
expression 
(see 3,191(1) i n "Table of Integrals Series and Products" by l.S, 
Gradshteyn, I.M, Ryshik (Academic Press 1965] ) we fi n d for the 
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^ ^ - ^ . (A.6.23a) 
C ~ G - - •= ~ , c ' - 6 « ^ r — . (A.6.23b) 
Using Eq8,(A.6.8) to (A.6.13) and (A.6.17) to (A.6.20) we f i n d 
6 % ) = ^ .45- ^ c K v ^ r £5lE.75 
^ ' / • ^ !>(A.6.24) 
Eqs. (A.6.24) and (A.6.25) correspond to the two cases of above and 
•below charm production threshold respectively. 
(b) Modified R.McElhaney-S.F.Tuan Model (Chapter I I I , s e c t i o n 2B) 
In this part we give the expressions for the moments 
(2 { ( 2 V " xV(x)dx, V = X V(x)dx, C = xc(x) dx and C = x c(x)dx , 
which are used i n calculating the physical quantities given i n Table X 
and XI of the main text. 
The function V(x) i s given by the expression 
. V W - - 1 ( 2 ^ ^ ) - ^ ^ ^ ) ) ,(A.6.26) 
where (see Chapter I I I , Eq8.(3,44)). 
vU)-%SO'ti\'Xi\)xM (A.6.27) 
d ( - ) C ) - A c l , ( x } t G - ' M 4 ( T C ; (A.6.28) 
. C ( ^ H l < : t ( x ) ^ C l - ' i ) C ^ C T ( ) , (A.6.29) 
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The functions v^, d^, c^^^  are given by Eqs. (3.43) for a(o) = ^ /2, 
Y = 3 ; \;2> ^2 are given by the same expressions but 
with £X(o) = 0, Y = 2. Using (A. 6. 22) we find"*" 
C - G.l'] J^ ^U''^) —] (A.6.31) 
v'.^G jOHL .( i - v t'ottr 7 ,^ , 3,^  
(A.6.33) 
For t = V2 and t ' = 1 we have 
6 ) ^ T j ^ ^ (A.6,34J 
y ! ^ 4 }li\-^r C ^ Q 1 5 l 2 i (A.6.35) 
3 5003 ' ^ 97o 
t t = 1 - aj^(O) and f = 1-02(0) with a_^ C0)=-l/2 ,02(0 = 0 
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APPENDIX 7 
From the Eq, (3,53a) we f i n d f o r the cross-section — . regarding 
the process p + p-»|i|i+X 
^ - ^  I-fjxds ^ ^ - T ^ ^ F W c N ) (A.7,1) 
wit h , 
F(x) = |tXx) + |d(x) + 1^  c(x) 
and, 
d C x I - 1 i ' B ' h , / < ) x ' ' * ( l - ^ H 0 - ' > ) f { l ( l - ^ r ( A . 7 . 3 ) 
( 0 wi-^i'A^/'i-'i) y'^ n- -XT'? 
(A. 7.4) 
( t ) ( x ) , d ( x ) , and c(x) can be found i n Chapter III,Eqs 3.44a-3.44c). 
Using the fact that, 
J J 
(A. 7. 5) 





t 0. =.12G 
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, 1 




I t i s obvious that we need to calculate the in t e g r a l having the 
following general form 
U V3|4;rf) = J ^ 0'X)Cx-X) (A.7.7) 
By. changing the variable of integration x as 
, I ( v - j,-,(y/•= ( ( - x ) j J 2 2 ( l - 2 ) ( j - < < Z ) <A.7.9) 
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with Of = 1-T. Because o| = |1-T| = 1-T < 1 we have for the 
i n t e g r a l above (see 3.197 (3) i n "Table of Integrals.Series 
and Products" by I.S. Grandshteyn, I.M. Ryzhik [Academic Press 1965]) 
J 
KA. 7.10) 
(^2 z^U-^f i i ^ d j f - 3(u^i€^i) yc 
So for the l(v>n;o) we have 
The function F(. ..) appearing i n Eqs. (A.7.10) and (A,7,11) i s . 
well-known Hypergeometrie function. For the values X = .624 and 
G = .0407 we get 
Q4 do ^ 4^2 ^ ^ ^ ^-7 - '^ 
+101. W ; ?;; T) - 5". 6 5 ^  -^ ^^  ) X ) + 
. (A. 7.12) 
The function G(a;b;c;T) appearing i n (A.7.12) i s defined as 
GCa,-kycjT) =• 0-x) FC5}i>-M;l>-tct2;J-x).(A.7.i3) 
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APPENDIX 8 
In t h i s appendix we calculate the basic formulae given 
i n chapter V. 
8a) 
I n t h i s part we calculate the cross-sections dp' dcos 9' 
CT(e e^^ 0 0), regarding the process e'e^H 0 0> where p' i s the 
magnitude of the 0's momentum and Q i t s scattering angle i n the 
e e^ center of mass system. The interaction Lagrangian i s assumed 
to be X= f (60 X + h.c) or X- f(eY^^0 + h.c). 
The Born term f o r t h i s process,is shown below (Fig..2A) 
FIGURE 2A. Kinematics of the process e ' e * g l u o n + antigluon. 
When the interaction Lagrangian i s X = f(e(^.\X + h.c.) then the 
scattering amplitude corresponding to thi s diagram i s 
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The momenta and spins are labelled i n Fig. 2A. Summing over 
the f i n a l and averaging over the i n i t i a l spins yields'^ 
( t = q^ = (p- - K')^) 
Thus according to (A.1.28) 
(A.8.3) 
From the Eq. (A.1.28) we have • 
(A,8.4) 
where m i s the mass of the 0 - p a r t i c l e . 
• • • 
Performing the integration over p and taking into account the 
fa c t that ^^i^2^^vel^ " = (K + K')^),we get 
and from t h i s 
1 
^ j p ^ c o ^ e " ^ i ^ • CA,8.6) 
+ A l l masses have been put equal to zero since we are working 
i n the high energy region. 
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The mass M i s assumed to be very large. For large s*8uch that 
2 
8 « M we have from (A.8.6) 
where g = (^/M^)^. 
By integrating (A.8.7) with respect p' and cosQ we get for the 
t o t a l cross section a(e~e'''^ 0 0) 
2 
Eq. (A.8.8) is v a l i d f o r large s but s « M . For energies 
2 ' such that 8 » M ^ Eq. (A,8.7) yields 
We now examine the case i n which the interaction Lagrangian 
has the form X= f(eY^0 X^  + h.c). I n this case the scattering 
amplitude i s j * *' 
^ ^ W'^l^ (A,8,10) 
Summing over the f i n a l and averaging over the i n i t i a l spins'^ yields 
f See footnote of page 156 . 
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Thus according to* (A. 1,28) 
and consequently 
2 
For large 8,but a « , we have 
I 
f 2 
where g i s given by g «=> ( /M^ ) . 
For the cross-section o(e'e"''^ 0 "0) we f i n d 
6'Tl (A.8.i5) 
for large s. 
the contribution of this cross-secticn to the quantity 
R = CT(e e^ -» Hadrons)/or(e~e'''^ n"!!"*") i s such that i t gives 
• (A.8.16) 
2 






Formulae for the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section - f f . , associated 
oE do 
wi t h the process e 0 ^ e"0 are calculated i n this part; E' and 
o' i s the energy and the scattering angle of the outgoing electron. 
The Lagrangian interactions assumed are those of the previous section 
of t h i s Appendix. 
The Feynman graphs for the two processes e~0 -»e~0and 
e" 0 ^  e' 0 are shown i n Fig. 3A . 
(?',*') 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 3A. a) Kinematics of the process (e~+gluon e~+gluon. 
b) Kinematics of the process e +antigluon -•e~+antigluon. 
When the in t e r a c t i o n Lagrangian has the f orm £ = f(e0X + h.c.) 
then the matrix element for the process e 0 e 0 is given by 
T!-, r _U2.lYX(K^^'-rO ,,,,,,,,, 
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From th i s we have i n the usual way 
5,;.. V - / 
I n Eqs. (A.8.19), (A.8.20),q denotes the momentum transfer 
q = p-K' = p'-K. 
In order to apply parton model techniques we need the 
d i f f e r i e n t i a l cross section when A (or a) carries f r a c t i o n 
dL'do" _ 
of proton's momentum. In the course of the derivation we omit 
a l l lepton masses (m^ = 0). Putting p^ = x^p we have for the 
amplitude^ (M^ J^  (see A. 1.28) 
2 
I n (A. 8. 21) V denotes the variable x =o^— . 
2Mv 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section da(x^) i s wri t t e n as follows 
(A. 1.28) 
Integrating upon dS' we get 
J 2" 
f We assume Q « M 
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I n the expression (A.8.23) a denotes the hyperfine structure 
e2 
constant a = y— . . 
4 i r 
Replacing |M^(X) |^  (from A.8.21) i n the expression (A.8.23) 
we have 
The amplitude |M^(X) |^  for the process e 0 -» e 0 i s given by 
I n the case i n which the interaction Lagraugian i s X= f[e.yH0 X^ + h.c] 
we get for the amplitudes i M ^ x i ) and |M^(xi)| 
8g^x;MEE'{Mxc+(E+^^Mx;)2sl^|] (A.8.26) 
lMtx;)K 83^; MEE'{M<;+(-2E+^^-tM,<;)2.;.f j.(A.8.27) 
I t i s a straightforward calculation to show that 
I n (A.8.28) the symbol denotes either a 0 or a 0 p a r t i c l e and 







( V ) : (A.8,34) 
I n the expressions 0^.8.29)-(A.8.34) the (S) and (V) denote the two 
cases i n which the interaction Lagrangian i s X = f(e0 X 4- h.c) and 
j[, = f ( e ^ 0 X ^ + h.c) respectively. 
8c) 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section ( 0 0 |i j i ^ ) i s calculated 
2 dQ' _ _^  
i n t h i s section where Q i s the mass of the |i |j, pair. This 
cross-section i s of interest because i t i s applied when considering 
the process p + p -» |i"|a^ + X i n the context of the parton model. 
Omitting masses, the general form of the — . i s 
dQ^  
^Uf-.uy)-.^M^ . (,.3.35) 
2 
I n t h i s expression "s" i s the usual s-variable and JM) i s the 
scattering amplitude squared i n the notation of (A.1,28). Q denotes 
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the s o l i d angle in which the outgoing |i' i s scattered intOjand the 
integration i s over a l l the directions 0. 
2 
The amplitudes [Mj for the cases (S) and (V), defined i n the 
previous section, are given by (see A.8.3 and A.8.12) 
CJh lMNr ( _ L 5 , ) ' (A.8.36, 
The mass M i s assumed to be large and thus we consider the X ° 
2 2 2 2 case i n which Q ; the Q i s equal to s because of the 6(s-Q ) 





Thus the amplitudes |Mj i n Eqs. (A.8.36) and (A,8.37) are written 
) (V): i^(^-^2co50-+CD^'9) (A.8.39 
where g = (^/M^)^. ^ 
Putting the expressions above int o (A.8.35) and integrating 
with respect 0 we get 
The corresponding cross-sections when the 0, 0 particles carry 
fractions x^ ^ and of the proton's momentum are given by 
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(A.8.42) 
(V)-- i s (X, ' ^ i ^ ' (2QX)^UX»-X) , (A.8.43) 
CIQV 30" 
0^ 
In the expressions above y i s the variable T = /s where s i s the 
center of mass energy squared of the p-p system, and g i s defined as 
g = ^ /ATT. 
8d) 
I n t h i s section we assume an interaction Lagrangian term given 
by dC- -I^fq(eq)Xq + h .c. Our aim i s to calculate the r a t i o 
R g(e e' •• Hadrons) 
a(e e - • ^ l ^ ) 
' The amplitude for the process c e^ -» qq i s given p i c t o r i a l l y 
i n Fig. AA where the f i r s t diagram represents the electromagnetic 
term. 
+ 
FIGURE 4A. The electromagnetic and the anomalous* interaction 
contribution to the process e~e"*"_*q q . 




I n Eq, (A.8.44) Q i s the charge ( i n electron units) of the q-quark; 
thus Q =-•=•, 0 = Q, = -r. g i s the constant"'' g = ( ''/M ) where P J T i \ -i q q q 
M i s the mass of the X f i e l d . 
q q 
From (A.8.44) and (A.1,28) we get 
_ g - f -
With f = . 'i/e^ = ( *^ /eM ) . 
q q 
Thus the ra t i o R i s given by 





In this appendix we calculate the decay rates P (n e'e"*") 
and f ^ ^ j (n -•n |i^ ) due to the Lagrangian interaction terms 
JC = - f (eq)X^ + h.c. and L = - f ^ ( l i q ) X ^ + h.c. 
The decay rate of a pa r t i c l e in having mass M and which 
disintegrates into a H pair (/= lepton) i s given by (see for 
example Appendix of Ref. 1 ) . 
I n t h i s expression ) f > i s the H state normalized covariantly (see 
u u' — A. 1.29);lc and k are the momenta of the leptons i and I. The 
symbol ^ denotes sunmation over the spin indices X and \' 
8pin_ 
of the I and I . 
The state Im > of the decaying p a r t i c l e i s also normalized 
covariantly. 
To f i n d the amplitude (<fjM|m>| we apply techniques found 
i n section 10.3 of Ref.[93]. Because the states I f > and )m> are 
covariantly normalized we find (see the above Reference) 
l<fl Mlr.>f ^  aM) |f(M 0)r| Z Cj(r,r')4iMlj(r f^(r)>[ •(A.9.2) 
The state | q ( r ) q ( r ' ) > i s the q-type quark-antiquark state where the 
quarks carry no momentum and their spin indices are r and r'. 
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The constant G ( r , r ' ) i s spin-unitary spin Glebsch-Gordan 
q • 
c o e f f i c i e n t ; r , r ' take the values 1 or 2 for spin up and down 
respectively. 
the matrix element < f |Mjq(r)q(s)> i s given by 
1M 1^6-) li^)} - 3^  uU)M(r) oir') Mill) (A.9. 3) 
(A. 9.4) 
In (A.9.3) g i s the constant g = ( ^ /M )^, and the spinors u, U q q X ' 
for s i m p l i c i t y are labelled only by t h e i r spin indices. 
By v i r t u e of (A.9.2) we have 
l ! U f M U / r (2M)lf(M0)j' X 
where R*''' ( r , s ; r'.s') i s given by 
*^  •<p ad * yt« 
XA.9.5) 




The" shash vector K i s given by the expression (see A.1,2) 
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So from (A.9.8) we have. (K)^.^ = e^^kj, and s i m i l a r l y (1^')g.+2,r'+2^ 
I t i s evident now that 
because k . = k' » M/2 . 
0 0 . 
The amplitude j<fjM|m>| of Eq. (A.9.4) i s w r i t t e n now 
' P 
When we deal with J = 0 mesons C ( r , r ' ) = -C ( r ' , r ) and thus 
(A.9.11) 
This i s because C (1,2) = -C (2,1) and C (1,1) = C (2.2) = 0. 
q q q q 
. The expression (A.9.H)can be also w r i t t e n as 
X i'ifiMU>'=n(no)f M'(i-t'23f X 
In (A.9.12) a = /2 C (1,2) being thus an SU(3) 
q q 
Clebsh-Gordan c o e f f i c i e n t ; the coupling constants g^ have been 
taken real. 
The.integral CITT) fif 4^ '. i n Eq, (A.9.1) has the value 
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(A.9.14) 
so that the f i n a l expression for f~(m^ li) i s 
- - 2 
f i s defined as f s ^/e ; the constant a i s the hyperfine 
q q M 
structure constant. 
For completeness we give the SU(3) wave functions for the 
jl* and n mesons. 
I"> = ^  lfr>-^l""^ (A.9.15) 
The value of the mixing angle 0 i s 11°. 
From (A.9.15) and (A. 9.16) we have 
(V^) : O^ p = ^ - . f j j ^  0^;^r-.^<?J (A.9.18) 
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